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When conducting investigations in education, soci-
ology, or psychology, the researcher attempts to employ 
variables which represent continuous data as opposed to 
discrete data. Statistical tools which are based upon 
the use of continuous measures are more powerful than 
those based upon the use of discrete data. However, often 
the experiment does not lend itself to continuous measures 
and hence the researcher has no choice but to use non-
parametric statistics. Typically, this occurs in demo-
graphic studies where the only available data are the fre-
quency counts resulting from categorical variables such 
as political party affiliation or socio-economic status. 
Among the nonparametric statistics, the analysis of 
categorical data by means of contingency tables is prev-
alent throughout the literature. Given a two-way table, 
(R x C), the typical tests for the presence of first order 
or two factor interaction are Pearson's: 
X2 =E(observed- expected) 2 /expected ( 1) 
and Fisher's: 
L 2 =2robserved{L~(observed/expected)} ( 2) 
(Haberman, 1978). Both statistics are distributed approx-
imately as a x2 random variable with the appropriate 
1 
2 
degrees of freedom. 
With respect to multidimensional contingency tables, 
the nature of interaction can grow in terms of complexity. 
In addition to first order interaction, there exist, 
depending on the number of dimensions, the possibility of 
various forms of higher order interaction. In particular, 
the researcher often is interested in detecting the pres-
ence of second order interaction among three categorical 
variables or attributes. 
The investigation of second order interaction in 
three-way contingency tables was initiated in 1935 by 
Bartlett. Since then a number of methods were derived for 
testing this type of interaction. For the most part these 
methods were formulated so as to reduce the tedious cal-
culations that accompanied the Bartlett procedure. Ku 
and Kullback (1968) gave nine examples of second order 
i~teraction in which they compared the results of tteir 
method to those of Bartlett, Goodman, Koch, Kastenbaum, 
Darroch, and Plackett. More recently, Deming and Ste-
phan's iterative proportional fitting technique has been 
applied to loglinear models of contingency tables (Bishop, 
Fienberg, & Holland, 1975). The examples cited deal with 
large samples. Large in this sense is usually taken to 
mean cell expectations of ten (Lewis, 1950) or five 
(Edwards, 1950). 
This brings us to the purpose of the present study. 
3 
How robust are different methods (e.g. Bartlett, Goodman, 
Iterative Proportional Fitting with Loglinear Models) for 
testing second order interaction when the assumption of a 
large sample is violated? Robust refers to how well the 
statistical procedure performs when some of the underlying 
assumptions are not completely satisfied. This question 
is of particular importance to the sociological or educa-
tional researcher in that with multidimensional contin-
gency tables, it may be difficult to fulfill the require-
ment of having a large sample. 
Due to practical considerations it is physically 
impossible to study every method in conjunction with all 
higher dimensional tables. This study is restricted to 
the Bartlett method, the Goodman method, and the Iterative 
Proportional Fitting method as applied to loglinear anal-
ysis. Each method was investigated with respect to three 
dimensions: 2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, and 3 x 3 x 3. Since 
the question of how small is small is of major importance, 
it was necessary to consider these tables over various 
sample sizes. Therefore, the present investigation was 
designed to include sample sizes of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 
100. Finally, it should be pointed out that the skewness 
of a distribution might be a factor which could influence 
the results of this investigation. For this reason, the 
i~vestigation was conducted over various multinomial dis-
tributions that theoretically exhibit no second order 
4 
interaction. The distributions used are related to the 
dimensionality of the table under consideration. 
The conclusions drawn are empirical in nature. The 
questions which concern sample size, dimensionality, and 
skewness of distribution do not lend themselves to ana-
lytic methods. Therefore, a Monte Carlo procedure, was 
employed as a alternative. In a Monte Carlo procedure, 
a computer is used to randomly generate data. For this 
study, a computer randomly generated 1,825 contingency 
tables for each combination of dimension, sample size, 
and multinomial distribution. Each table was evaluated 
according to the three methods of testing for second order 
interaction and a decision to reject or not reject "H : 
0 
no second order interaction" was made at the nominal 5% 
level. The conclusions drawn from this study were based 
upon the percent of time H was rejected. 
0 
In summary, the study attempts to answer empirically 
the following questions: 
(1) How robust are the Bartlett, Goodman, and Iter-
ative Proportional Fitting methods for small 
sample sizes? 
(2) Is robustness affected by the dimensionality of 
the contingency table and/or the skewness of the 
underlying multinomial distribution? 
The variables that were manipulated in the investi-
gation are: 
(l) Method of testing for second order interaction 
(2) Sample size of the table 
(3) Dimensionality of the table 
(4) Skewness of the distribution 
5 
Chapter Two contains a review of the literature con-
cerning contingency tables as they are related to methods 
of testing for second order interaction and the work done 
on small sample sizes. In Chapter Three there is a 
detailed description of the design and the rationale for 
choosing the levels of the variables previously cited. 
Chapter Four contains the results of the investigation 
and the interpretation of these results. Finally, in 
Chapter Five there is a summary of the results, the con-
clusions that were drawn, and suggestions for further 
studies. The computer program that was used in the study 
can be found in Appendix D. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the 
concepts of second order interaction in a three dimensional 
contingency table. The review consists of two parts: the 
definitions and tests of second order interaction in a multi-
dimensional contingency table, and the research conducted 
on contingency tables that have small samples. 
Part one deals with definitions of second order inter-
action and test statistics of second order interaction from 
the inception of this concept by Bartlett in 1935 to the pre-
sent. The discussion deals specifically with interpretations 
(Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional Fitting) of second 
order interaction and various statistics (e.g. Goodman's 
statistic) derived for testing t~e null hypothesis of no 
second order interaction in contingency tables. 
Part two shows that most studies of contingency tables 
which used small samples were conducted for the purpose of 
determining the appropriateness of using the x2 discribution 
as an approximation to the multinomial distribution when the 
sample is small. For many of the small sample studies, 
Monte Carlo techniques were used to derive experimentally the 
distributions that were under consideration. Monte Carlo 
6 
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procedures were used because the amount of calculation nec-
essary to compute exact distributions was too large to be 
do~e feasibly by enumeration. 
Concepts of Second Order Interaction 
Bartlett Method 
The analysis of higher dimensional contingency tables, 
that is, tables with more than two classifications began 
in 1935 (Bartlett, 1935). Bartlett said that for a 2 x 2 x 2 
contingency table, the analysis of first order interaction 
is conducted in essentially the same manner as that for a 
2 x 2 contingency table with the third classification ig-
nored. Therefore, the only other question ~hat must be 
answered is whether or not there is any second order inter-
action. Before discussing the procedure used by Bartlett 
to test the null hypothesis of no second order interaction, 
it would be instructive to bridge the gap between first 
order interaction and second order interaction in a con-
tingency table. 
Suppose a 2 x 2 contingency table with fixed marginal 
totals has the classifications A and B. For each cell in 
the table, let p .. denote the probability of an observation 1J 
falling in the ith row and jth column. Let pi represent 
t ' b b. 1. t f b , f , 1. . h . th , ne pro a 1 1 y o an o servat1on a~ 1ng 1n t e 1 row ana 
p~ represent the probability of an observation falling in the 
.J 
.th 
J column. If A and B are indeoendent, then o .. = o, . p. 
.. -1J '1 J 
for all i, j. If A and B are not independent, then there is 
first order interaction between A and B (Mayo, 1961). 
Therefore, the null hypothesis of independence between A 
and B can be stated p .. = p.p .. When p . . f p.p., the more 
1) 1 J 1) 1 J 
the interaction, then the more the values will differ. 
For every combination of i and j, there will b~ one 
8 
equation of the form p .. = p.p.. In a 2 x 2 contingency table, 
1) 1 J 
this results in four equations. Through algebraic substitu-
tions, the four equations can be reduced to one equation in 
terms of the p .. 's. The null hypothesis tested for a 2 x 2 
1) 
contingency table becomes: 
p 1 =P11 , P 2=P12 , p 3=p 21 , and p 4=p 22 (Anderson & Bancroft, 1952). 
The extent to which (p1;p2 )/(p 3;p4 ) departs from unity 
represents the degree of association between A and B. 
There are a number of techniques available to test 
the statistical significance of a 2 x 2 contingency table. 
If the sample is small, the exact probability of each sample 
outcome can be found through the multinomial distribution. 
This, in turn leads to a rejection of no first order inter-
action at some level of significance. If the sample is 
large, then X2 (see Equation 1) can be ~sed to test the null 
hypothesis of no first order interaction. When the null 
hypothesis is true, X2 is distributed asymptotically as a 
x2 distribution on (2-1) {2-1) degrees of freedom. 
Suppose a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with fixed 
marginal tJtals has the classifications A, B, and C. As 
in the 2 x 2 contingency table n.= observed frequency, 
1 
m.= expected frequency, and pi= probability of an observa-
1 
tion falling into cell i with i=l,2,3, .•. ,8. The table can 
be represented schematically in the following manner: 
cl c2 
Bl B2 Bl B2 
Al 
nl n2 n5 n6 
pl p2 P5 p6 
Ps 
The amount of first order interaction in c1 is mea-
sured by (p1/p 2 )/(p3;p4 ). Now, if the first order interac-
tion is the same in both levels of C, then there is no 
second order interaction (Anderson & Bancroft, 1952). 
This translates into: 
( 3) 
By simple algebraic manipulatons Equation 3 reduces to: 
P1P4P6P7 = P2P3P5P9 ( 4) 
This is precisely the equation given by Bartlett tc test 
the hypothesis of no second order interaction (Bartlett, 
1935). 
In order to test the statistical significance of 
Equation 4, the multinomial distribution can be used to 
calculate the exact probability. However, if the sample 
is quite large, then the multinomial approach becomes im-
practical. The alternative suggested by R. A. Fisher to 
9 
10 
Bartlett was to solve the cubic equation: 
(n1+x) (n 4+x) (n 6+x) (n7+x)=(n 2-x) (n 3-x) (n 5-x) (n 8-x) (5) 
where x represents the deviation from expectation in each 
cell (Bartlett, 1935). The equation can be solved iter-
atively by some form of numerical methods. The iterative 
procedure continues until x achieves the desired degree of 
accuracy. 
Once x is determined, them. 's are found according to 
1 
the factors in Equation 5. The Pearson statistic (see 
Equation 1) can be used to test statistical significance 
on (2-1) (2-1) (2-1) degrees of freedom. 
In 1945, Norton reviewed the Bartlett procedure and 
gave a computational algorithm that extended the Bartlett 
method for 2 x 2 x 2 contingency tables to contingency 
tables of the form 2 x 2 x L. Norton said that for each 
level k, where k=l,2, ... ,L, of the third order of classi-
fication, L quantities xk must be found such that the first 
order interactions are equal across the L levels and ~xk=O. 
xk is the deviation from expectation in each cell for a given 
level of the third classification. Each xk can then be 
applied to the observed values of the kth level so as to 
determine the expected values for the kth level. After 
the expected values have been found, the Pearson statistic 
(see Equation 1) can be used to test the null hypothesis 
that there is no second order interaction. Since L.xk=O, 
only (L-1) number of xk's must be determined, and hence 
11 
there are only (L-1) Bartlett-type cubic equations that must 
be solved. Norton solved this system by using the same 
iterative procedure given in the original Bartlett method. 
Ten years later, Roy and Kastenbaum (1956) gave math-
ematical formulas that indicated the mechanism behind the 
Bartlett method and the Norton method. Roy and Kastenbaum's 
approach to second order interaction differed from Bartlett's 
and Norton's procedures in 0ne aspect. Bartlett's and 
Norton's approaches are based upon analysis of variance 
situations with fixed marginals along at least two c1assi~ 
fications. The Roy and Kastenbaum procedure employed techni-
ques that required only that the table size be fixed. 
Roy and Kastenbaum developed their formulas by means of 
a generalized likelihood function of the cell p~obabilities in 
an R x C x L contingency table. By maximizing the likelihood 
function with respect to a set of constraints, they proved the 
existence of a unique solution to the set of maximum like-
lihood equations. Roy and Kastenbaum demonstrated that for 
the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table, their results were identical 
to Bartlett's concept of second order interaction. In order 
to estimate the cell probabilities, they used Lagrange 
multipliers and derived the same cubic equation that Fisher 
gave to Bartlett for the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table. 
The generalization from the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table 
to the 2 x 2 x L contingency table and eventually to the 
R x C x L contingency table was an exercise in: listing 
12 
the number of constraints on the cell probabilities, forming 
the appropriate system of equations, solving the system for 
the set of unique Lagrange-multipliers, computing the expect-
ed values, and testing the hypothesis of no second order 
interaction by means of their statistic: 
XR2 K = l:]..l~ 'k/(n. 'k+ n· 'k]..l· 'k) 1] 1] 1] 1] ( 6) 
This statistic is distributed asymptotically as a x2 
distribution on (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees of freedom where: 
]..1 •• k is the Lagrange multiplier, n .. k is the observed value, 
1] 1] 
ana n:jk is a function of i,j,k which will have a value of +1. 
The Lagrange multipliers are nothing more than the set 
of xks that Norton used in his procedure. Although there are 
RCL Lagrange multipliers, by an argument similar to that used 
by Norton, only (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) of them must be determined. 
Hence there will be (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) cubic equations in as 
many unknowns that must be solved. The reduction in the 
number of unknowns occurs as a result of the number of con-
straints placed on the cell probabilities. 
It was not until 1959 that Kastenbaum and Lamphiear 
demonstrated a technique which solves the (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) 
system of equations. The algorithm uses the iterative pro-
cedure suggested by Norton which is, for ali practical pur-
poses, Newton's method of functional iteration. The proce-
dure is easily adaptable to high speed digital computers and 
consequently the accuracy of the solution is restricted by 
only the physical constraints of the computer used. The 
13 
criterion used by Roy and Kastenbaum and Kastenbaum and 
Lamphiear for no second order interaction was: 
PRcLPijL/(PicLPRjL) = PRckPijk/(piCkpRjk) (?) 
for i=l,2, ... ,(R-l), j=l,2, ... ,(C-l), and k=l,2, ... ,(L-l). 
So, for the period of 1935 to about 1960, except for 
Bartlett's work and its extensions by Norton, Roy, Kastenbaum, 
and Lamphiear, very little research was conducted on multi-
dimensional contingency tables. As Mayo said in 1961: 
When it comes to the case of contingency tables with 
three or more attributes, the textbooks are even barer. 
There is some periodical literature on higher order 
interactions, but one must look through many widespread 
sources to get a meaningful picture. There are several 
different techniques of testing higher-order interactions 
and they do not always giv~ comparable results. Very 
little explanation of the nature and meaning of higher 
order interactions has been given or widely publicized. 
(Mayo, 1961, p. 840) 
One year later, Lewis echoed Mayo's observations which 
dealt with the neglect of tre3tment of higher dimensional 
contingency tables (Lewis, 1962). 
Goodman Method 
In-1955 Woolf reviewed the results of a study by Aird, 
3entall, and Roberts on the estimation of the relationship 
between blood group and disease. Woolf pointed ou~ that the 
difference in proportion of a given blood group in the disease 
and the control series was not invariant from one community 
to another. He believed that an estimation of the ratio of 
one rate to another rate was a better indication of the rela-
tionship between blood group and the incidence of a disease. 
14 
woolf was the first to perform a logarithmic transformation 
on a maximum-likelihood estimate of a ratio (Lindley, 
1964). He did this in order to eliminate problems that 
could arise because of symmetry. Although this article 
was concerned with 2 x 2 contingency tables, it provided 
the impetus for using the logarithmic transformation. 
Plackett (1962) constructed a test of no second 
order interaction in an R x C x L contingency table that 
was an extension of the method implicitly given by Woolf. 
Plackett's method is based upon the analysis of the log 
frequencies of the observed table that used a transforma-
tion matrix which had rows that were orthogonal to each 
other. For the contingency table with R-rows, C-columns, 
and L-layers, Plackett formed (R-1) (C-1) linear combina-
tions of the logarithmic frequencies for each layer. 
Each linear combination can be regarded as a vector having 
an asymptotic distribution that is multivariate normal. 
For the 2 x 2 x L contingency table, Plackett said that 
his analysis is computed more easily than Norton's because 
the evaluation of Plackett's statistic does not require 
estimates of cell frequencies. However, for the R x C x L 
contingency table, (L+l) square matrices of side (R-1) 
(C-1) must be inverted (Goodman, 1963). 
In 1963, Goodman improved Plackett's method by 
using a matrix transformation consisting of rows that 
were not orthogonal to each other. In this way only one 
matrix of side (R-1) (C-1) and L matrices of side u=min 
{R,C} had to be inverted. Goodman's test of no second 
order interaction is equivalent to Plackett's test and 
Plackett's test in turn is asymptotically equivalent to 
Bartlett's test and its extensions by Roy, Kastenbaum, 
and Lamphiear. 
In the beginning of 1964, Goodman presented a 
. . d th d . . . paper wh1ch def1ne the r or er 1nteract1ons 1n a m-
dimensional d 1 x d 2 x ••• x dm contingency table where 
r=O,l,2, ... , (m-1). He derived methods for testing the 
hypothesis that any specified subset of these interactions 
are equal to zero. The tests presented were the 
generalizations of the methods derived by Plackett in 
1962 and Goodman in 1963. In addition to the tests of 
various types of interactions, Goodman gave methods for 
obtaining simultaneous confidence intervals for these 
interactions. 
Finally, Goodman (1964b) presented what he termed 
simple methods for analyzing second order interactions· in 
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contingency tables and for obtaining simultaneous confidence 
intervals used to estimate the magnitude of the second order 
interactions. The methods discussed in his paper reduced 
the number of matrices that must be inverted in the R x C x L 
co~tingency table. Since Goodman's tests are modifications 
of his earlier works and those of Plackett, once again 
multivariate normal theory is used and some martrix inver-
sion is required. 
Loglinear Modeling/Iterative Proportional Fitting 
16 
In 1963, Birch rewrote Roy and Kastenbaum's definition 
of no second order interaction in terms of logarithms. 
Ln(m .. k) can be written as a sum of parameters which represent 
1] 
eight effects (Birch, 1963). The eight effects parallel the 
concepts of linear modeling in the analysis of variance for 
continuous data. For the R x C x L contingency table the 
possible eight effects are: an overall mean effect, three 
main effects (effects for each classification), three first 
order effects (effects resulting from interactions between 
two of three attributes), and one second order effect (effect 
resulting from the interaction among the three attributes). 
When the model of no second order interaction is hypothesized, 
the second order parameter is set equal to zero. Birch 
went on to prove a number of theorems that dealt with the 
uniqueness of the maximum likelihood estimates of the eight 
parameters. Birch referred also to methods given by Kasten-
baum, Lamphiear and Darroch for obtaining solutions to the 
rnaximumn likelihood equations of the cell expectations. 
Bishop (1969) used a computational method for estimating 
cell expectations that was an adaptation of the Deming-Stephan 
algorithm (1940). The algorithm used a least squares adjustment 
to adjust cell entries so that the cell entries fit a new set 
of marginal totals but keep their original relationship to 
each other. With the Birch loglinear modeling concept and 
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the Deming-Stephan algorithm, Bishop was able to test various 
hypotheses of interaction in an R x C x L contingency table. 
Each hypothesis results in a model with one or more parameters 
set equal to zero. The model in turn determines a unique set 
of configurations that are sufficient for fitting the data 
to the model. A configuration is a table in which each entry 
is a sum of entries from rows, columns, or layers of the 
given contingency table. 
Bishop introduced the concept of-hierarchical models 
(Bishmp, 1969). For a hierarchical model, parameters are 
omitted from the model only in descending order of dimension-
ality. For example, if u12 represents the first order inter-
action effect of R and C in an R x C x L contingency table, 
then u1 (the R effect) and u2 (the C effect) must also be 
present. For a nonhierarchical model, Fienberg (1977) 
suggested transforming the table so that the new model is 
hierarchical. 
For some models, the cell estimates can be written 
directly from the marginal totals. These are called multi-
plicative models or models in which there exists closed form 
estimates of cell expectations (Bishop, 1969; Bishop, Fienberg, 
& Holland, 1975~ Fienberg, 1977). For the R x C x L contin-
gency t3ble there is only one model that is not multiplicative. 
This is the model which hypothesizes no second order inter-
action. Consequently, the cell expectations muse be found 
iteratively. Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland (1975) favor 
iterative proportional fitting over the techniques of Roy 
and Kastenbaum and Goodman for two reasons. First, the 
Iterative Proportional Fitting method depends on only the 
sufficient configurations and no special provisions need 
to be made for sporadic cells with no observed values. 
second, when closed form estimates exist, the Iterative 
proportional Fitting method gives the exact cell estimates 
in one cycle of iteration. 
Once cell expectations are found, the goodness-of-fit 
of the model is checked by means of either X2 or L2 (see 
Equations land 2). 
Alternate Formulations of Second Order Interaction 
18 
Mood (1950) discussed briefly four testable hypotheses 
for a three-way contingency table. However, the four hypothe-
ses were concerned only with mutual independence and tests 
of whether or not any one of the categor~es was independent 
of the other two. In other words, Mood ignored the hypoth-
esis of no second order interaction. 
In 1951, Lancaster derived a partitioning procedure 
for the total x2 so as to investigate the inteLactions of all 
orders in higher dimensional contingency tables. He claimed 
that for the 2 x 2 x 2 table, the x2 for second order inter-
action was asymptotically equivalent to the x2 for second 
order interaction obtained by Bartlett (Lancaster, 1951). 
The Lancaster procedure defined the total x2 as a sum of 
X2 components that resulted from the various interactions 
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in the table. 
In the same year, 1951, Simpson discussed Bartlett's 
definition of second order interaction in great detail. He 
accepted Bartlett's definition of second order interaction and 
pointed out that whatever function of cell probabilities is 
used to describe second order interaction, the function should 
be symmetrical with respect to the three methods of class-
ification. In a footnote to Simpson's paper, the editor 
noted that Lancaster's x2 component for second order inter-
action was not equivalent necessarily to Bartlett's def-
inition of second order interaction. In 1962, Plackett 
gave an example of a three-way contingency table which sat-
isfied Bartlett's condition for second order interaction, 
but did not satisfy Lancaster's definition of second order 
interaction. Plackett accepted Bartlett's definition of 
second order interaction and developed a test of second order 
interaction which was based on an analysis of log frequencies. 
Later, other authors presented disclaimers of Lancaster's 
partitioning procedure (Lewis, 1962: Goodman, 1964: Lindley, 
1964: Shaffner, 1971). 
Mayo (1961) devised a graphical procedure which pic-
to~ially describes second order interaction in a 2 x 2 x 2 
contingency table. Mayo gave examples of six second order 
interaction patterns: but he acknowledged that there could 
b~ more than six patterns or that there could be sub patterns. 
The procedure consisted of sketching three lines which were 
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designated c1 , c2 , and T. c1 represented the interaction for 
the first layer, c2 represented the interaction for the second 
layer, and T represented the interaction line for the entire 
table. The lines were constructed from the two proportions 
of the cell frequencies in the rows while the column totals 
were used as bases. The relationship among the three lines 
determined the pattern used to describe the second order inter-
action. 
Darroch (1962) presented what he termed were direct 
continuations of the works of Bartlett, Norton, Roy, Kas-
tenbaum, and Lamphiear. If p. 'k represents the probability lJ 
of an observation falling into the i,j,k cell of an R x C x L 
contingency table, p. k represents a typical one way mar-
l. 
ginal sum of probabilities, and p. represents a typical 
l •• 
two-way marginal sum of probabilities, Darroch used Roy and 
Kastenbaum's symmetrical definition of no second order 
interaction: 
P1·J·k = p 'kp. kp~. /(p. p . p k) 
.J 1 . .t.J. 1 ... J ... ( 8) 
to prove that his definition led to marginal constraints 
of the form: 
Darroch defined a perfect contingency table as one in which 
the symmetrical definition of no second order interaction 
and the set of marginal constraints were satisfied. He 
called a contingency table imperfect if it was impossible 
to express the cell probabilities as simple functions of the 
marginal probabilities. 
Although the existence and uniqueness of a solution 
to Bartlett's equation (see Equation 4) was proven, the 
extension to the set of constraints developed by Roy and 
Kastenbaum (see Equation 7) was not proved until 1963 
(Birch, 1963). Nevertheless, Darroch assumed the existence 
and uniqueness of a solution and eventually derived an 
iterative technique for estimating cell frequencies under 
the hypothesis of no second order interaction. For an 
R x C x L contingency table, RL + RC + CL equations must 
be solved iteratively when the table is not perfect. The 
number of equations which must be solved using the methods 
of Darroch is greater than the (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) equations 
given by Kastenbaum and Lamphiear. However, Darroch claim-
ed that his system was easier to solve than Kas~enbaum 
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and Lamphiear•s system and his method converged more rapidly 
to the solution than did the Kastenbaum and Lamphiear method. 
In 1963 Good investigated higher order interactions 
in contingency tables by means of the Principle of Maximum 
Enthropy. A brief explanation of this principle follows. 
Suppose X is a random variable whose probability dis-
tribution is not completely given; but whose distribution 
is subject to some set of restraints. Of all possible dis-
tributions there will usually be one of maximum uncertainty. 
Maximum enthropy is merely another name for maximum uncertain-
ty. The Princ1ple of Maximum Enthropy states that the null 
hypothesis to be used should be the one of maximum enthropy 
under the given constraints (Good, 1963). 
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Good used this principle to generate testable hypoth-
eses and derived the general rth order constraints necessary 
to test thehypothesis of north order and higher order inter-
actions in an m-dimensional contingency table with r<m. 
The constraints were generated by means of discrete Fourier 
transforms of the logarithms of the probabilities. For 
the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table, the Principle of Maximum 
Enthropy yields the same cubic equation as originally pro-
posed by Bartlett (see Equation 5). However, when there are 
more than two levels of the categories, Good's solutions 
to the set of constraints are complex valued and difficult 
to interpret (Ku & Kullback, 1968). In order to solve Good's 
system of equations, the user would use either Bartlett's 
procedure or the iterative solution given by Darroch (Good-
rna n , 19 6 4 ) . 
Lindley (1964) looked at the analysis of contingency 
tables with respect to a Bayesian point of view. Lindley 
considered the observed cell frequencies, n. 's, as random 
l 
variables having a multinomial distribution with correspond-
ing cell probabilities, p.'s. He assumed that the prior 
l 
distribution of the p. 'shad density proportional to (ITp.)- 1 
l l 
with P:>O and Ep.=l. With this assumption, he expressed 
.~.- l 
3artlett's definition of no second order interaction in 
terms of logarithms and thereby #as able to define a parmeter, 
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~, as a linear contrast of the logarithms. Lindley claimed 
that ~ was normally distributed. From concepts used in 
analysis of variance, ~ could be expressed as the sum of 
seven parameters which represented the various effects in 
the contingency table. Lindley derived a test statistic 
for the hypothesis of no second order interaction that was 
based upon the differences between the logarithms of the 
observed values and the logarithms of the expected values. 
Lindley then extended the concepts derived for the 
2 x 2 x 2 contingency table to the general R x C x L 
contingency table. He noted that the calculations necessary 
to apply his test statistic are substantially reduced by 
use of Goodman's method which was derived in 1963. 
Ku and Kullback (1968) investigated higher order 
interaction in a contingency table from the viewpoint of 
information theory. In earlier works on information theory 
for two-way contingency tables, the minimum discrimination 
information statistic (M.D. I. statistic): 
A 
2ni(p:n) = 2~~ijLn(nij/nTiij) 
1] 
was used as the test statistic (Kullback, Kupperman, 
& Ku, 1962). In this statistic, n .. is the observed 
1] 
frequency, n .. is the probability of an observation 
1] 
falling into the i,j cell under the null hypothesis: 
(10) 
P = n, and n is the sample size. Ku and Kullback extended 
earlier theorems on information theory from two-way tables 
to R x c x L and higher dimensional tables. By letting 
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P* = a.b.ckn. 'k' then: ijk 1 J . 1] 
Ln(p*ijk/nijk) = Ln(aij) + Ln(bjk) + Ln(cik) ( ll) 
represented no second order interaction among the three 
methods of classification. a .. , b. k, and c. k were 
1 J J 1 
functions of the given two-way marginal probabilities with 
~~iJ.bjkcikTiijk = l. Estimates of the pljk's were found by 
l]K 
means of the Deming-Stephan proportional fitting algorithm. 
After the estimates of the P~·k's were found, cell estimates, 1J 
mijk's, were determined and the M.D.I. 'statistic (see Equation 
10) was used to test the hypothesis of no second order inter-
action. The M.D. I. statistic is asymptotically distributed 
as a x2 distribution on (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees of freedom. 
In the summary of their 1968 article, Ku and Kullback 
said that information theory was a unified approach to the 
analysis of multidimensional contingency tables because 
the principle of M.D.I. can be used to generate all hypoth-
eses on interest when certain marginals are considered fixed. 
When, for example, two-way marginals are fixed, the P~·k's 
1] 
represent no second order interaction. Ku and Kullback 
showed that their approach was consistent with previous 
interpretations of second order interaction and they gave 
examples that showed how their statistic compared to other 
statistics used to test for no second order interaction. 
The main advantage of using information theor1 is that 
it presents an additive analysis of the entire contingency 
table. Since hypotheses can be generated by this approach, 
the entire table can be analyzed with respect to each gen-
erated hypothesis (Ku, Varner, & Kullback, 1971). Ku and 
Kullback proved that I(p:n) = !(p:p*) + I(p*:n) is true 
for p* computed by the proportional fitting method when p 
and p* share the same marginal constraints (Ku & Kullback, 
1974). 
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In 1969, Nagnur derived a set of tests for testing 
the hypothesis of no second order interaction in a three 
dimensional contingency table. The set consisted of a test 
of no second order interaction in a 2 x 2 x 2 table, a test 
of no second order interaction in a 2 x 2 x L table, and 
a test of no second order interaction in an R x C x L table. 
Nagnur uses the criterion for no second order interaction 
which was set down by Roy and Kastenbaum (see Equation 7). 
In a manner similar to Goodman's method, Nagnur defined 
the null hypothesis of no second order interaction in the 
form of linear contrasts in the logarithms of the theore-
tical cell probabilities. However, in order to use Nagnur's 
tests, one must still obtain estimates of cell probabilities. 
The estimated probabilities and the observed cell frequencies 
are substituted into the appropriate test statistic. The 
result of the test statistic is compared with the theoretical 
x2 value on (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees of freedom. 
Gokhale (1971) derived an iterative procedure for 
analyzing loglinear models in multinomial experiments. 
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Gokhale's technique is similar to the iterative proportion-
al fitting procedure mentioned earlier. The difference be-
tween the two methods is due to the sufficient statistics 
used to calculate cell expectations. In the Iterative 
Proportional Fitting method, the set of cell configurations 
is considered minimal whereas in Gokhale's technique there 
is no provision for minimal statistics. This means that 
the iterative proportional fitting technique will converge 
to cell estimates more rapidly than Gokhale's procedure. 
Patil (1974) proposed a test of no second order inter-
action for an R x C x L contingency table that was an ex-
tension of a test proposed by Gart (1972) for 2 x C x L 
contingency tables. Gart's test was an extension of a test 
proposed by Zelen (1971) for a 2 x 2 x L contingency table. 
Patil accepted Roy and Kastenbaum's criterion for no second 
order interaction in an R x C x L contingency table (see 
Equation 7). Patil remarked that his statistic is compar-
able to Goodman's statistic. The two methods differ with 
respect to the data used to compute the statistics. Goodman 
set up contraSts using the natural logarithms of the cell 
observations whereas Patil used the actual cell ooservations. 
Summary of Interpretations of Second Order Interaction 
This concludes the review of various interpretations 
of second order interaction a~d various statistics used 
to test the hypothesis of no second order interaction in 
an R x C x L contingency table. A thread which seems to 
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wind through the discussion of second order interaction is 
the direct and indirect references to the criterion for 
no second order interaction that was given by Bartlett in 
1935. As Ku and Kullback said in 1968 concerning Bartlett's 
definition of second order interaction: 
It is remarkable that his definition remains the pre-
ferred one to this date and the same hypothesis has 
been arrived at by others through different approaches 
(Ku & Kullback, 1968, p. 161). 
The investigations into second order interaction in 
multidimensional contingency tables fall into two categories. 
The first category consists of those techniques used to 
obtain cell estimates. The second category is concerned 
with methods used to test hypotheses about interaction. 
In the first category basically there are two ways 
of obtaining cell estimates. The methods of Bartlett-Fisher, 
Norton, Roy, Kastenbaum, Lamphiear, and Darroch involve 
iterative procedures for solving systems of equations. 
Goodman called this the BFNRKLD test (Goodman, 1964). The 
statistics that use some form of iterative proportional 
fitting comprise the second way of obtaining cell estimates. 
In this group belong the methods of Bishop, Fienberg, 
Holland, Haberman, Nagnur, Gokhale, and Birch. 
In the second category, the methods analogous to 
Goodman's procedure exemplify the concerns of hypothesis 
testing in contingency tables. This category includes the 
works of Woolf, Plackett, Goodman, Good, Ku, Kullback, and 
Patil. 
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The Bartlett method and its extensions by Norton, 
Roy, Kastenbaum, and Lamphiear seem to be the standards 
used for comparisons by the later methods. The Iterative 
Proportional Fitting method as it is applied to loglinear 
modeling provides a completely different technique for ob-
taining cell estimates. The Goodman method encompasses 
those procedures concerned with hypothesis testing. There-
fore, in the present investigation, the behavior of small 
samples in three dimensional contingency tables was investi-
gated with respect to the behavior of the Bartlett, Goodman, 
and the Iterative Proportional Fitting methods on small samples. 
Small Sample Studies 
Shanawany (1936) computed the exact multinomial prob-
abilities for two samples. Both samples consisted of three 
cells with cell probabilities of .3, .5, and .2. The first 
sample had a sample size of 10 and the second sample had a 
sample size of 20. For N = 10, there are 66 possible ways of 
distributing the 10 items among the three cells. For N = 20, 
there are 128 possible ways of distributing the 20 items 
among the three cells. Shanawany listed the 66 and 128 sequ-
ences, co~puted their exact multinomial probabilities, com-
puted their x2 distribution values, and compared the exact 
probability, X2 , and Xz for each sequence. The results 
for beth N = 10 and N = 20 indicated that the conclusions 
r~ached by ~sing X2 were for the most part the same as those 
reached by using the exact multinomial distribution. Of 
course Shanawany's conclusions are ,applicable only to these 
two examples. 
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Freeman and Halton (1951) derived a method for analyz-
ing contingency tables that had small sample sizes. They 
believed that x2 distribution was inaccurate when expected 
and observed values were small. Consequently, they hoped 
that their method would eliminate the inaccuracies which 
existed in the x2 distribution. They did not define the 
meaning of small sample but more than likely they followed 
the criteria of 5 to 10 for expected values (Lewis & Burke, 
1949; Lewis & Burke, 1950). 
The method is exact in the sense that the exact prob-
ability of obtaining a contingency table as probable as, or 
less probable than, the observed contingency table can be 
calculated. The test is carried out in the following manner. 
All tables subject to the same marginQl totals as the 
observed table are listed. Freeman and Halton used as an ex-
ample a 2 x 3 table. For this example, 18 tables were listed. 
The exact a priori probability of each table is com-
puted. The method used to calculate the appropriate prob-
abilities is determined by the hypothesis to be tested. 
In the 2 x 3 example, the null hypothesis was that the table 
is homogeneous. 
The tables which have probabilities less than or equal 
to the probability of the observed table are noted. These 
probabilities, including the probability of the observed 
table are summed up. If this total a priori is greater 
than the level of rejection (say, .05), then the null 
hypothesis is not rejected. 
Freeman and Halton gave a second example that illu-
strated their technique for a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table. 
As before, the null hypothesis was that the table is homo-
geneous. In this example, they gave a short cut method 
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which reduced the number of tables that had to be listed. 
Even with the short cut, 43 tables were listed. Consequently 
the number of calculations could be quite large for higher 
dimensional tables or for R x C tables with more than two 
levels of classification for each attribute. 
Wise (1963) derived a formula which he hoped would 
replace the usual goodness-of-fit test (see Equation 1) as 
the statistic which is usually approximated by the x2 dis-
tribution. Wise's test statistic is: 
X' 2 = L(cbserved- expected) 2 /(expected + ~). (12) 
The derivation of X' 2 was based upon the assumption that the 
cell probabilities are nearly equal. With this assumption, 
he concluded that the expected frequencies need not be very 
large and that when computing likelihoods, it seemed more 
important that the observed frequencies should be equal as 
nearly as possible than that they should be large. 
Wise gave two examples for samples of size eight. In 
the first example the exact probabilities were calculated 
for a l x 4 table with equal cell probabilities. In the 
second example the exact probabilities were tabulated for 
a 1 x 3 table with cell probabilities of ~, ~, and ~. 
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The results indicated that the x2 distribution is 
approximated better by X' 2 than by Pearson's X2 (see Equa-
tion l). However, Wise pointed out that there are many gaps 
to be filled before X' 2 would be accepted as a replacement 
for x2 • In particular, more studies had to be conducted for 
cases in which cell probabilities are not equal. 
Lewontin and Felsenstein conducted a Monte Carlo 
investigation on contingency tables of the form 2 x n. The 
purpose of the study was to investigate the behavior of the 
Pearson statistic, X2 (see Equation 1), with respect to the 
x2 distribution when the expectations of individual cells 
are small (Lewontin & Felsenstein, 1965). 
The row classiciation, R = 2, was considered a 
Bernoulle experiment. The following notation was used: 
n (number of columns), a (number of total successes in the 
first row), N (total number of observations), N. (mean 
1 
number of observations in column i), N. (the distribution 
1 
of the N observations into the n columns), and a/N (propor-
tion of successes). The following variables were manipulated: 
n, a/N, N., and N. and consequently Nand the expected cell 
1 1 
values were determined. 
The results of the experiment showed that the probability 
of a Type I error given by X2 (see Equation 1) was in general 
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conservative for 5 or more degrees of freedom even when 
cell expectations are very small in each cell. Lewontin 
and Felsenstein adopted a rule of operation that if cell 
expectations are 1 or more the X2 is conserv&tive at the 
5%, 2%, and 1% level of significance and that for most cases 
even fractional expectations do not affect the test. Further 
more, they noted that for those cases of fractional expect-
ations in which X2 is nonconservative, the deviations of 
the true a values from those given by the x2 distribution 
were quite small. 
Slakter (1966) conducted a Monte Carlo experiment 
on the adequacy of the x2 approximation to the usual goodness-
of-fit statistic, X2 (see Equation 1), and two modifications 
of X2 : 
y2= N(X 2- k/N)/(N-1) 
where N is the· total sample size and k is the number of 
cells. In the study, expected cell frequencies were taken 
(13) 
(14) 
to be equal and this resulted in equal cell probabilities of 
1/k. Under this assumption, X2 simplifies to: 
X2 = (k/N) L:n~ - N (15) 
1 
where n. is the observed cell value of the ith cell. Y2 
1 
is a statistic proposed by Nass (1959) which provides for a 
correction for continuity when the expected frequencies are 
small but equal. W2 is X2 when the correction for continuity 
is applied. 
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Sampling distr~butions were constructed for all com-
binations of table size (10, 25, 50) and k values (10 to 250). 
under these conditions, expected cell values ranged from 5 
to .OS. For each sampling clistribution, the Monte Carlo 
procedure generated 10,000 random samples. Each random 
sample was treated by each of the three statistics. Slakter 
was interested primarily in Type I error and his results 
were analyzed with respect to how conservative the three 
statistics were at a's of .01, .OS, and .10. The results 
seemed to indicate that X2 was the best choice if an exper-
imenter were interested in minimizing a Type I error. On 
the other hand, W2 was more conservative than x2 and there 
seemed to be no evidence that Y2 provided better results 
than either X2 or W2 • The overall conclusion reached was 
that X2 was robust when expected frequencies were small but 
equal. 
In a fellow up to his 1966 study, Slakter (1968) did 
a Monte Carlo study on the accuracy of an approximation to 
the power of the goodness-of-fit statistic, xz (see Equation 1) 
with small but equal expected frequencies. In the study, N 
(sample size), k (number of cells), and a (level of rejection) 
were manipulated. There were three levels of N (10, 25, 50), 
four levels of k (10, 20, 31, 41), and two levels of a (.01, 
• 0 5) • In order to test for power, Slakter constructed nine 
alternative hypotheses so that their respective nominal 
powers were: 
. 1' . 2' . 3 , . . . ' • 9 • Under these constraints 
·. •., 
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there were 24 combinations of N, k, and a. Therefore, these 
24 combinations in conjunction with the 9 alternative hypo-
theses resulted in a total of 216 testable hypotheses. 
The sampling procedure was repeated 1,000 times for each 
hypothesis and this resulted in expected values ranging 
from less than ~ to 5. 
The results seemed to indicate that power was related 
more to sample size than to the size of the expected fre-
quencies. For samples in the range of 10 to 50, Slakter 
offered a crude working rule that if Poo represents the 
nominal power of Pa the actual power then: Pa= .8Poo. When 
N is greater than 50, this rule seemed to underestimate the 
actual power. For N under 10, the value of P given by this 
a 
rule seemed to be higher than the actual power. 
Good, Gover, and Mitchell (1970) investigated the 
distributions of X2 (see Equation 1) and: 
A= 2NLn(k) - 2NLn(N) + 2n.Ln(n.) 
l l 
(16) 
for multinomial distributions. In Equation 16, N is the 
sample size, n. is the observed cell frequency of the ith 
l 
cell, and k is the number of cells. They were int~rested 
.in obtaining information concerning: the exact distribu-
tions of X2 and A, the closeness of the x2 to X2 ar,d A, and 
the possibility of using the Poisson distribution as an 
approximation to the X2 distribution. 
Good, Gover, and Mitchell varied the sample size and 
the number of cells. There were various combinations of cell 
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numbers that ranged from 3 to 18 and table sizes that ranged 
from 3 to 28. The authors stopped at N = 28 because the num-
ber of calculations was dependent upon the number of ways 
of partitioning the sample size among the cells. Good, Gover, 
and Mitchell smoothed out the tail-area probabilities of the 
xz distributions by using a series of step functions. By 
smoothing out these tails, they were able to avoid using the 
correction formula for X2 (see Equation 14). 
The results showed that X2 had a smoother distribution 
than A. In the closeness of the x2 to X2 and A, it appeared 
that X2 sometimes is adequate for the equiprobable multi-
nomial even when the cell expectations are as low as 1/3. 
However, A is not as adequately approximated by x2 as is X2 • 
The results that concerned x2 and the Poisson distribution 
indicated that between x2 and Poisson, either one can give 
reasonable estimates of X2 • For example: when k - 10 and 
N = 3, 4' or 5, the Poisson is better. When k = 10 and 
N = 6, 7' or 8' there is not much of a difference. When 
k = 10 and N = 10, xz is better. 
Craddock and Flood (1970) investigated the distribution 
of 
.., 
x~ (see Equation 1) in R X c contingency 1:ables of dim-
ensions from 5 x 5 down to 3 x 2, 5 x 1, 4 x 1, and 3 x 1. 
For this study, which was a follow up of an earlier work on 
3 x 3 contingency tables (Craddock, 1966), the average cell 
expectations were about equal and ranged from 1 to 5. For 
each contingency table, at least 10,000 values of xz were 
found in order to determine satisfactorily the percentile 
values of each X2 distribution. Table sizes ranged from 
N = 5RC to RC. For large N, the experimentally determined 
percentiles were always near those of the x2 distribution. 
As N decreased the results matched those of Craddock•s 1966 
study: the middle values of X2 increased while the smaller 
and higher values of X2 decreased. The changes in X2 were 
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small until the cell expecta~ions became on the average less 
than 1. For smaller values of N, the results were question-
able and consequently, Craddock and Flood suggested that the 
user look for other means of analyzing the contingency table. 
Odoroff (1970) compared small sample properties of 
12 goodness-of-fit tests for interaction in 2 x 2 x 2 and 
3 x 2 x 2 contingency tables. The 12 tests were combinations 
of three tests (minimum logit chi-square, Pearson chi-square, 
and the likelihood ratio) and four methods of estimation 
(iterative maximum likelihood and three variations of the non-
iterative minimum 16git chi-square estimator). Odoroff 
investigated the exact probabilities by listing all distri-
butions of the given sample or by generating the distributions 
by means of a Monte Carlo technique. In addition, he did a 
limited study on the power of the 12 statistics. 
For the 2 x 2 x 2 table, all fixed cell margins, n. . , 
: J. 
were set equal. There were 4 values of n .. (5, 10, 15, 20) lJ• 
in combination with various fixed minimum cell expectations. 
The exact probabilities were computed and the levels of 
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rejection were taken to be .05 and .01. For the 2 x 2 x 2 
tables with n. . > 5 and for the 3 x 2 x 2 tables it was too 
1]• 
expensive to compute exact probabilities. In these cases, 
2000 Monte Carlo samples were generated for each combination 
of n .. and minimum cell expectancies. As in the 2 x 2 x 2 
1]• 
case, there were 4 values of n. . ( 5, 10, 15, 20) and various 
1]• 
sets of fixed minimum cell expectations. The investigation 
of power was restricted to the 2 x 2 x 2 case for n .. = 10. 15. 
1]• 
Six alternative hypotheses were tested. 
Of the 12 test statistics, the minimum logit chi-square: 
"' "' -x2 = rrw .. (Y .. - Y .. ) 
1] 1] 1] 
was the best choice and was the least sensitive to small 
-cell expectations. In this statistic, Y .. = 11 +a.+ 13· 
1] 1 J 
with ~' ai' Ej representing fitted parameters, 
"' 
(17) 
Y . . = 2 + 1/ ( n . . - ~) , and w-:- ~ = 1/ ( n .. + ~) + 1/ ( z .. + ~) with 
lJ 1]• 1] 1] 1] 
z .. = m .. - n. . for observed value n .. and expected value m ... 
lJ 1] 1] 1] 1] 
With respect to power, no test was more powerful than any 
other test. 
Zahn and Roberts (1971) investigated the accuracy of 
the X2 distribution under the test statistic, X2 (see Equation 1) 
when cell expectations were one. In addition, they compared 
X2 to the "zeros" test proposed by David (1950). 
Zahn and Roberts tabulated the exact distributions of 
X2 for most table sizes in the range of N = 1 to N = 50. 
Since all cell expectations were one and since cell expectations 
must sum to N, this meant that there were N cells and X2 
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simplified to: 
X2 = L:n. (n.- l) 
1 1 
(18) 
· th b d f · the 1.th cell. where n. 1s e o serve requency 1n In 
1 
addition, n. (n.- l) is always even and so X2 assumed only 
1 1 
even values. After all partitions for a given N were formed, 
the probabilities for each partition were calculated and the 
exact cumulative distribution was found. 
The results indicated that the x2 approximation by 
means of X2 did much better in the right tail of the dis-
tribution than it did in the left tail of the distribution. 
This happened because X2 is smoother in the right tail than 
in the leEt tail. In the left tail, exact values should 
be used rather than the x2 approximation. Finally, X2 was 
superior to the zeros test of David. 
McNamee (1973) did a Monte Carlo study on first and 
second order interaction in 2 x 2 x L contingency tables. 
The investigation focused on the question: Is the chi-square 
value for first and second order interaction dependent upon 
sample size and dimension? Is the table size or the individual 
layers the determining factor of robustness of the chi-square 
tests for first and second order interaction? How robust is 
the Bartlett method for calculating the chi-square for second 
order interaction? Four hundred random tables under the 
equiprobable distribution were generated for various combin-
ations of layer size, L, and cell expectations. rhe propor-
tionate number of times that a set of 400 tables was rejected 
was compared to the theoretical .10, .05, .02, and .01 
levels of significance. 
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The results of this study indicated that the chi-square 
tests were very robust and any error is less than the expe=i-
mental error of the study. In addition, McNamee encountered 
a number of negative chi-square values due to the violation 
of an assumption in the Bartlett method that a solution to 
the cubic equation (see Equation "5) relies on the conver-
gence of an infinite series. These tables were reanalyzed 
by interchanging the columns in each row. Of the 1,327 
tables with negative chi-square values, all but four gave 
positive values after the columns were interchanged. 
Tate and Hyer (1973) reviewed the results of two 
sampling experiments on the accuracy of X2 (see Equation 1) 
that were conducted by Slakter (1966) and Roscoe and Byars 
(1971). These Monte Carlo experiments demonstrated that 
the X2 statistic follows approximately the x2 distribution 
regardless of the cell expectations. However, Tate and 
Hyer were concerned more with the accuracy of the x2 dis-
tribution as an approximation to a single multinomial dis-
tribution. Tate and Hyer examined the results of an earlier 
study (Tate & Hyer, 1969) in which they noted that the most 
important source of inaccuracy in the approximation was the 
number of outcomes yielding the same xz and having different 
cumulative multinomial probabilities. 
In their 1969 study, Tate and Hyer constructed 126 
multinomial distributions with the number of cells, k, 
varying from 3 to 7 and the sample size varying so that 
cell expectations ranged from 1 to not fewer than 5. Also 
they constructed 36 distributions for k = 3 and N ranging 
from 4 to 12. After re-analyzing these results for the 
present article, Tate and Hyer concluded that the X2 test 
seemed unsatisfactory when expectations are small. They 
recommended that not fewer than 20 expectations per cell 
be the criterion to follow in deciding whether or not the 
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xz test is to be employed. Furthermore, since X2 seemed to 
be untrustworthy for small expectations, studies on the 
power of the test have little value. 
Margolin and Light (1974) did a small sample compar-
ison of X2 (see Equation 1) with Light and Margolin's C 
statistic and Kullbacl<"s minimum discrimination information 
statistic, 2I. For the I x J contingency table, 
C = (N - 1) (I - l)BSS/TSS (19) 
IJ 
= ~ZI:(l/n .) (n .. -(n. n .)/N) 2 and 
•J 1] 1• ·J where: BSS 
TSS = N/2 - (~Nfn. 2 ) with sample size of N, marginal 1• totals 
of n. and n ., and n .. =observed frequency. The minimum 
1. . J 1 J 
discriminant information statistic is: 
A JI I J 
2I = 2I:NLn(N) + I:I:n .. Ln(n .. ) - rn. Ln(n.)- zn .Ln(n .) (20) 
1] 1J 1" 1" •J •J 
In this study Margolin and Light tested the behavior 
of these three statistics under the null hypothesis of in-
dependence. The study was restricted to 3 x 2 tables with 
two fixed table sizes of 10 and 20. Furthermore, they let 
n = n 2= N/2. Under the hypothesis of independence, this . 1 . 
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forced p .. = p. for all i and j where p .. is the probability l.J l. l.J 
f 11 . . h .. th 11 . h h of an occurence a 1.ng 1.nto t e l.J ce . W1.t t ese 
assumptions, Margolin and Light had to specify only two of 
the three row probabilities. They computed exact probabilities 
for 22 combinations of 2 sample sizes and 11 sets of under-
lying probabilities. 
The results indicated that C is better approximated by 
x2 than is 2I. X2 was more conservative than 2I and con-
sequently 21 should be avoided in testing independence in 
tables with small samples. 
Korducki (1977) did a limited Monte Carlo study on the 
behavior of the Pearson X2 statistic (see Equation 1) and 
the likelihood ratio statistic (see Equation 2) when the 
cell frequencies were small. The Monte Carlo simulation 
was done on 3 x 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 x 4 contingency tables. 
The null hypothesis was no second order interaction. 
Korducki used loglinear modeling concepts in which he 
fixed one two-way margin. Parameters were chosen so that 
there was no second order interaction in the model and so 
that minimum cell expectations were about .9, 1.8, and 3.6. 
The sample sizes were 200 and 400 for the 3 x 3 x 3 contingency 
tables and 400 and 800 for the 4 x 4 x 4 contingency tables. 
For each set of parameters 1000 random samples were drawn 
according to the probabilities determined by the set of 
parameters. The level of significance was .10. 
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The results suggested that X2 did better than L2 for 
the smaller minimum cell expectations (expectations as low 
as .9 for samples of size 200). L2 values were generally 
higher than X2 values. L2 seemed to behave quite well when 
the cell expectations were 3.6 in samples of size 400 for 
3 x 3 x 3 tables and for samples of size 800 in 4 x 4 x 4 
tables. 
Larntz (1978) examined small sample properties of 
three goodness-of-fit statistics: X2 (see Equation l) , 
L2 (see Equation 2), and 
T2= z: (observed~+ (observed+l)~- (4expected+l)~). 2 (21) 
Five models were used to make the comparisons. Model l 
was the usual multinomial goodness-of-fit for a given set 
of probabilities. Model 2 was a parametric model that 
arises from data in a problem-solving experiment. Model 3 
involved the test of no association in an R x C contingency 
table with both margins fixed. Model 4 was based upon 
quasi-independence in an incomplete two-way table. Model S 
dealt with the hypothesis of no second order interaction in 
a 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table. The question Larntz asked was: 
For small samples, which of the three statistics is best 
approximated by the x2 distribution? 
Monte Carlo techniques were used for all but the 
second model. In Model 2, 2, 025 possible outcomes were enu-
merated by the computer and so the exact distributions of 
X2 , L2 , and T2 were found. The level of significance adopted 
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for all models was .05. 
The results indicated that L2 and T 2 gave exact values 
in excess of the .05 level for moderate expected values in 
the range of 1.5 to 4.0. The Pearson statistic, X2 , reached 
exact values that were very close to the .05 level of sig-
nificance. 
Miller (1979) did a Monte Carlo study on the behavior 
of the Pearson, X2 (see Equation 1) and L2 (see Equation 2) 
for one sample tests with small sample sizes. Miller varied 
the number of cells from k = 4 to k = 8 and the expected 
cell frequencies (3, 5, 10). This resulted in one sample 
sizes of 12 to 80. The primary goal of the study was to 
decide which statistic is better for small sample sizes. 
Miller generated 1000 random tables for each combination of 
cell number and expected cell frequency. The random numbers 
were generated from gamma distributions. This was done in 
order to verify Siegel 1 S claim that nonparametric techniques 
are distribution-free. The level of significance was .10. 
The results indicated that for k = 4 and expectancies 
of 10 and for k=5 and expectancies of 10, X2 and L2 behave 
quite well when compared to x2 • Miller stated that for k=4 
and expected values of 5 and for k = 6 and expected values 
of 10, L2 gave a better fit to the samples x2 • However, 
Miller said that the obvious disadvantage of L2 for small 
samples is the number of statistics that are indeterminant. 
He claimed that L 2 is indeterminant because of the factor 
Ln(O) that occurs in L2 when the observed value is 0. 
However, OLn(O) is 0. Therefore, Miller's results need 
to be re-examined. 
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In 1980, Cox and Plackett made a study of small samples 
for 2k, 2 x 2 x L, and 3 x 3 x 3 contingency tables. They 
investigated three ways of improving asymptotic methods that 
are used to make inferences in contingency tables. The 
three ways are: the use of conditional inference rather 
than the use of maximum likelihood estimators for approxi-
mating cell frequencies, exact distributions obtained by 
listing all tables for a given marginal total, and Monte 
Carlo techniques for tables where exact numeration is not 
feasible. 
Cox and Plackett reached the following conclusions~ 
First, conditional inference provides better approximations 
for cell expectancies than does maximum likelihood estimators. 
Second, exact distributions are useful for only a restricted 
class of hypotheses (e.g. fixed marginal totals). Third, 
although the use of conditional inference provides more 
accurate approximations for cell expectations than does un-
conditional maximum likelihood estimates, the amount of 
improvement has little effect on asymptotic methods of 
inference. For example, X2 (see Equation 1) is closer to 
X2 than is L 2 (see Equation 2). 
This review of small sample studies showed that for the 
most part the investigations of small samples dealt with the 
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behavior of various test statistics used to approximate x2 • 
Except for Odoroff (1970;, McNamee (1973), Korducki (1977), 
and Larntz (1978), most Monte Carlo small sample studies 
did not investigate second order interaction in higher 
dimensional tables. For the most part, the small sample 
studies seem to indicate that the approximations to x2 are 
robust when the cell expectations are small. 
Recapitulation 
The Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Proportional 
Fitting methods represent three distinct approaches to 
the testing of no second order interaction in three dimensional 
contingency tables. The Bartlett method summarizes those 
procedures which require an iterative solution to a set 
of equations. Iterative proportional fitting with respect 
to loglinear models estimates cells expectations without 
solving a set of equations. The Goodman method does not 
compute cell expectations; but rather is concerned with 
hypothesis testing. 
The small sample srudies were mostly concerned with 
robustness of different statisiics used to approximate x2 • 
No one has determined the robustness of these different 
methods for testing second order interaction when the sample 
sizes are small. McNamee (1973) indicated that the Bartlett 
method was robust for 2 x 2 x L contingency tables with 
small cell expectations. However, only 400 samples were 
generated randomly for any one combination of table size 
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and number of layers. In addition, McNamee did not investi-
gate contingency tables that had zeros for cell frequencies 
and did not investigate tables that had more than two rows 
and two columns. 
Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to see 
how robust the Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Proportional 
Fitting methods are for small samples. Specifically, the 
study investigated these methods under various combinations 
of sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), dimension (2 x 2 x 2, 
2 x 2 x 3, 3 x 3 x 3), and various underlying multinomial 




This chapter describes the methodology used in the 
present investigation of the behavior of the Bartlett 
method, the Goodman method, and the Iterative Proportional 
Fitting method as applied to loglinear models (from now 
on called "the Iterative Proportional Fitting method") 
when testing for second order interaction in three dimen-
sional contingency tables that have small sample sizes. 
The chapter consists of six parts. 
Part one defines the independent (methods, dimension, 
sample size, sampling distribution) and dependent variables 
(chi-square statistics of the methods) that were used in 
the present study, and the statistical hypotheses that 
were tested in terms of these independent and dependent 
variables. 
Part two gives the rationale for doing a Type I error 
study as opposed to doing a Type II error study with 
respect to the number of times the null hypothesis, no 
second order interaction is rejected. 
Part three discusses the reason for using a Monte 
Carlo technique to approximate rejection rates of the null 
hypothesis rather than to compute the exact probabilities 
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of all possible contingency tables for a given sample size 
under a given theoretical distribution. 
Part four contains detailed discussions of the var-
ious procedures utilized in this study. These are: l) 
the methods (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting), 2) the rationale for dimensions (3 x 3 x 3, 
2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), 3) the rationale for sample sizes 
(20, 40, 60, 80, 100), 4) the rationale for sampling dis-
tributions (e.g. in a 3 x 3 x 3: 2:3:5, 2:3:5, 2:3:5 for 
row, column, layer, respectively), 5) the rationale for 
the number of tables generated (called the number of iter-
ations) for a given set of constraints (1,825 tables), 6) 
the methodology employed to handle cells with zero fre-
quencies, 7) the procedure used to handle potential neg-
ative chi-square statistics, 8) the methodology used to 
resolve computer-related problems (e.g. the problem of 
nearly singular matrices), and 9) the design and statisti-
cal analyses employed to test the hypotheses given in 
part one. 
Statement of Hypotheses 
In the present study the independent variables that 
where controlled we~e: method (Bartlett, Goodman, Iter-
ative Proportional Fitting), sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 
100), dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 ~ 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), and 
sampling distribution (four distributions per dimension). 
The dependent variable was the rejection rate of the null 
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hypothesis, H0 : no second order interaction in the 
R x C x L contingency table. The rejection rates were 
compared to the theoretical 5% point in the upper tail of 
the x2 distribution. Five sample sizes, three dimensions, 
and four sampling distributions resulted in 60 combina-
tions of 1,825 randomly generated contingency tables. 
Each table was tested for second order interaction by each 
method. The independent and dependent variables led to 
the following hypotheses: 
Hypothesis 1: The rejection rates of the methods 
(Bartlett, Iterative Proportional Fitting, Goodman) are 
the same. For this hypothesis, the overall rejection 
rates of the methods were analyzed while ignoring sample 
size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 
2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), and sampling distribution (four 
per dimension). 
Hypothesis 2: For a given sample size, the rejection 
rates of the methods are the same. For this hypothesis, 
the rejection rates of the methods were analyzed with 
respect to a given sample size. 
Hypothesis 3: For a given dimension, the rejection 
rates of the methods are the same. For this hypothesis, 
the rejection rates of the methods were analyzed with 
respect to a given dimension. 
Hypothesis 4: For a given sample size and dimension, 
the rejection rates of the methods are the same. For this 
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hypothesis, the rejection rates of the methods were ana-
lyzed with respect to a given combination of sample size 
and dimension. 
Hypothesis 5: For a given dimension and sampling 
distribution, the rejection rates of the methods are the 
same. For this hypothesis, the rejection rates of the 
methods were analyzed with respect to a given combination 
of dimension and sampling distribution. 
Hypothesis 6: For a given sample size, dimension, 
and sampling distribution, the rejection rates of the 
methods are the same. For this hypothesis, the rejection 
rates of the methods were analyzed with respect to a given 
combination of sample size, dimension, and sampling dis-
tribution. 
It should be noted that not all combinations of the 
independent variables are meaningful. Each dimension has 
four sampling distributions, but the sampling distributions 
are different for each dimension. This is necessarily so 
because the number of rows, columns, and layers are dif-
ferent for each dimension. Therefore, the sampling dis-
tributions were investigated only within a given dimension. 
Rationale for a Type I Study 
When inferences are made about population parameters, 
an error can be made in two ways. First, for a given 
level of significance, the null hypothesis may be rejected 
when in fact the null hypothesis is true. This is called 
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a Type I error, a. Second, the null hypothesis may be 
accepted when it should be rejected. This is called a 
Type II error, S· A Type II error is related to the power 
of a statistical test by the relationship: power=l-S. 
Power refers to the strength of a test of significance 
to distinguish between the null hypothesis and a given 
alternative hypothesis. 
The present study was concerned with a Type I error. 
The investigation centered on the rejection rates of the 
null hypothesis, H0 : no second order interaction in the 
R x C x L contingency table. If combinations of method, 
sample size, dimensionality, and sampling distribution 
have no affect on H , then a certain percentage of the 
0 
computed statistics should fall in the rejection range. 
For example, if H
0 
is true, then for the x2 distribution 
with l degree of freedom, by chance alone values of a 
robust statistic should exceed 3.84 (the tabled value of 
the x2 distribution) only 5% of the time. 
To investigate the power of a statistical test (which 
is essentially the same as investigating a Type II error), 
it is necessary to specify an exact value for the alter-
native hypothesis. Therefore, power must be demonstrated 
over a wide range of alternative hypotheses (e.g. see 
Slakter, 1968). 
For the present study, the decision was made to 
investigate Type I error rather than Type II error because 
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an investigation of Type II error is of little value when 
the test statistic is untrustworthy (Tate & Hyer, 1973). 
In the present study, the Type I error was set at 5%. 
Rationale for Using a Monte Carlo Technique 
The ideal test of the robustness of a statistic is to 
calculate the exact probability of obtaining a result 
as extreme as the obtained result under the condition that 
the null hypothesis is true. With respect to contingency 
tables, this means that all contingency tables for a given 
sample size be enumerated, the respective probabilities 
for their occurrences under the null hypothesis be calcu-
lated, and the probability of obtaining a contingency 
table as extreme as the given table be determined. Then 
the obtained exact probability is compared to the prob-
ability found by the statistic to determine if the sta-
stistic is robust. The use of this method, however, pre-
sents a practical problem in the enumeration of the con-
tingency tables. The amount of computation is a function 
of the number of cells and the sample size. Therefore, 
when the number of cells exceeds 18 or the sample size 
exceeds 28, then the number of calculations is prohib-
itive (Good, Gover, & Mitchell, 1970; Larntz, 1978). 
An alternative approach to the investigation of the 
robustness of a statistic is to use a Monte Carlo tech-
nique. With respect to contingency tables~ the Monte 
Carlo technique randomly generates a large number of 
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contingency tables (anywhere from 1,000 to 10,000) under 
a given set of constraints. Each table is tested by the 
statistic and a count is kept of the number of times the 
null hypothesis is rejected. The percentage of rejection 
found by the Monte Carlo technique is compared to the 
level of rejection. The decision then is made whether or 
not the discrepancy between the two percentages is toler-
able under the hypothesis that the statistic is robust. 
Since the present study used sample sizes of 20 to 
100 and contingency tables having 8, 12, and 27 cells 
2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, 3 x 3 x 3), it was more prac-
tical to use a Monte Carlo approach to investigate the 
robustness of the Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Pro-
portional Fitting methods for small sample sizes than to 
enumerate all possible contingency tables. 
Procedures 
Introduction 
This part of the Method chapter contains a discussion 
of the methods used to test for second order interaction 
(Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional Fitting) and 
a discussion of the methods used to determine the levels 
of the independent variables (sample size, dimension, 
sampling distribution). In addition there is a discus-
sion of the procedure used to determine the number of 
tables to be generated (1,825), the procedure used to 
construct a contingency table, the methodology used in 
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tables that had cells with random zero frequencies, the 
methodology used for negative chi-square values, and the 
procedures used to solve computer-related problems (e.g. 
the problem of nearly singular matrices). 
Test for Second Order Interaction 
The Bartlett Method 
The Bartlett method encompasses the method used to 
test for second order interaction in 2 x 2 x 2 contingency 
tables that was developed by Bartlett and the methods 
derived by Norton for 2 x 2 x L contingency tables and by 
Kastenbaum and Lamphiear for R x C x L contingency tables 
(Bartlett, 1935; Norton, 1945; Kastenbaum & Lamphiear, 
1959). Therefore, the explanation of the Bartlett method 
will be given for the R x C x L contingency tables as it 
was derived by Kastenbaum and Lamphiear. · 
H , the hypothesis of no second order interaction in 
0 
an R x C x L contingency table, was stated in Equation 7: 
(pRCLpijL)/(piCLPRjL) = (pRCkpijk)/(piCkpRjk)' 
for i=l,2, ... ,(R-l); j=l,2, •.. ,(C-l); and k=l,2, ••• ,(L-l). 
The n .. ks are the parameters of the multinomial distri-
- lJ . 
but ion 




for z:u::n .. k=N and L:L:L:p .. k=l. lJ lJ 
In Equation 21, n .. k is the observed frequency and p .. k lJ . lJ 
1s the probability of the ijk-cell and N is the sample 
size. 
Under H0 , estimates of the pijks can be found by 
solving the following system of simultaneous third-
degree equations in x .. k: 
R-1 C-1 1 J 
(nRCL- 2: 2: x .. L) ( n · · L- x · · L) I i j 1] 1] 1] 
C-1 R-1 
{(n.CL+ 2: x .. k) (nR.L+ 2: x .. L)} 
1 j 1] J i 1] 
R-1 C-1 
= ( nRCk- 2: 2: x .. k) ( n · · k- x · · k) I i j 1] 1] 1] 
C-1 R-1 
{(n.Ck+ Ex. 'k)(nR'k+ 2: x .. k)} 
1 j 1] J i 1] 
where i=l,2, ... ,(R-l); j=l,2, .•• ,(C-l); k=l,2, .•• ,L 
and where 
L-1 L 
Since Equation 22 represents simultaneous systems 
of cubic equations in x .. k' Kastenbaum and Lamphiear 
1] 
found the solution by means of the following iterative 
procedure. 
Let all xijk=O, except for one set, say, xllk" The 
general term of Equation 22 can be written 
a 11 k = {nRC k- x 11 k) ( n 11 k- x 11 k) I 
{ (nlCk + xllk) (nRlk + xllk)} 






{ ( 1 +xllklnlCk) ( 1 +xllklnRlk) } ) ( 25 ) 
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Equation 25 may be approximated by 
allk={nllknRCk/(nlCkNRlk)}{l-(l/nllk+l/nRCk)xllk}/ 
{l+(l/nlCk+l/nRlk)xllk} ( 26 ) 
By expanding the terms in the denominator of Equation 
26 which involve xllk' the general term of Equation 22 
can be written 
allk=(nllknRCk)/(nlCknRlk) 
{l-xllk/nllk-xllk/nlCk-xllk/nRlk/nRCk} (27 > 
Letting 
and 
Equation 27 becomes 
From Equation 22, the a 11 ks must be equal for all 




But: rx .. h=O (see Equation 23) and therefore 
h 11 
Solving Equation 32 for xllk' then x 11 k can be 
approximated by 
(1) (1) (1) (1) 
xllk=cllk(l-dllbllk)' 
where the superscript (a) refers to the ath correction, 
(28) 
(29) 
( 3 0) 
(31) 
( 3 2) 
(33) 
m (a) 
L:xijk = xijk 
Cl. 
where m is the number of iterations necessary to make 
(m) 






33 provides first approximations for the 
(l) 
vilues of xijk are either added or sub-
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( 3 4) 
(35) 
tracted from the observed cell frequencies with which they 
are associated according to Equation 22. After this set 
of corrections has been applied, the iteration continues 
with the next set of equations involving, say, x12k. Set (l) 
all xijk=O, except for x12k, solve for x 12k' apply these 
corrections to the appropriate cell frequencies, and 
(l) 
continue this procedure for all xijk with i=l,2, •.. , (R-1); 
j=l,2, ... , (C-1). When all the first corrections have 
been determined and applied, the iteration begins again 
(2) (m) 
with x 11 k and continues until all xijk=O with the desired 
accuracy. Five figure accuracy is sufficient for the 
xijks (Norton, 1945). In the present study, the iterative 
procedure continued until the change in successive approx-
imations of all x .. ks was less than l.Oxl0- 6 • lJ 
In proceeding from Equation 25 to Equation 33, the 
(l+x .. k/n .. k)- 1 s (see Equation 25) are approximated by the lJ lJ 
first two terms of the series 
1-x .. k/n .. k+ (x .. k/n .. k) 2_ (x .. k/n .. k) ::~ + ..• lJ lJ lJ lJ 1] lJ 
This approximation holds provided x .. k/n .. k<l. 
1] 1] 
Therefore, it may be necessary to estimate first correc-
tions before using Equation 33. This is always the case 
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(36) 
for n .. ks that are zero (Norton, 1945; Kastenbaum & Lamph-lJ 
iear, 19 59) . In the present study, when an n .. kwas zero, lJ 
first corrections were found by means of the adjustment 
procedure recommended by Norton (1945). An explanation· of 
this adjustment procedure is given in the Method chapter 
under the topical heading Procedures Used for Random Zeros. 
After the cell estimates are found, let 
R-1 C-1 L-1 
J.lRCL= E L: L: xijk' 
C-1 L-1 
J.licL= L: L: xij k' 
R-1 L-1 
J.lRjL= L: L: xijk' 
L-1 
J.lijL= E xijk' 
Then the statistic 
R C L 
R-1 C-1 
J.lRck= E L: xijk, 
C-1 
J.lick= E xijk' 
R-1 
J.lRjk= E xijk, 
xz= L: L: 2::].1~ .k/(n .. k+v. ·kJ.l· .k) lJ 1] lJ lJ 
is distributed approximately as a x2 distribution on 
(R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees of freedom where 
(37) 
( 3 8) 
v .. 1 = 1 if i,j,k = R, C, Lor if any two of the sub-lJK 
scripts differ from R, C, L and 
vijk= -1 if only one or all three subscripts differ 
from R, C, L (Kastenbaum & Lamphiear, 1959). Equation 38 
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provides a statistic for testing H0 of Equation 7. 
Goodman Method 
The Goodman method is related to methods for the anal-
ysis of variance of observations in a two-way layout with 
unequal numbers in the cells (Goodman, 1964b). This pro-
cedure can be applied to the case where a random sample 
of size N is drawn from the three-way population in which 
the distribution of the observations in the table is multi-
nomial. In addition, this method can be applied to the 
case in which the layer marginal frequencies are fixed 
and a random sample is drawn from the two-way population 
table corresponding to the kth layer of the-R x C x L 
contingency table. This distribution of the observations 
in the two-way table, which corresponds to each layer, is 
multinomial. Finally, this procedure can be applied to 
cases in which the row (or column) marginal frequencies 
are fixed or where the layer by row marginal frequencies 
or layer by column marginal frequencies are fixed. 
Let TI· 'k be the probability that an observation will lJ 
fall in the ith row, jth column, kth layer of a three-way 
table and let n. 'k denote the corresponding frequency in lJ 
a sample of total size N. Then L: n .. k=l and L:n .. k=N. lJ lJ Let 
eijk denote the conditional probability that an observation 
will fall in the ith row and jth column given that it is in 
the k th layer. Then e .. k=TT .. k/n k where TT k=L: TT .. k and lJ lJ . . . • . . lJ lJ 
2: e .. k=l for each value of k. 
. . lJ 
1] 
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For the R x C x L table, the two-way population table 
which corresponds to the kth layer is an R x C contingency 
table and the first order interaction in the R x C table 
can be measured by the (R-1) (C-1) values: 
(39) 
for i=l,2, ... , (R-1) and j=l,2, ..• , (C-1) or by some function 
of the ~ijk" Each R x· C table can be used to form 
(R-1) (C-l) 2 x 2 tables, where each 2 x 2 table so formed 
consists of the four cells in the ith row and Rth row 
(i=l,2, ... , (R-1)) which are also in the jth column and Cth 
column of the R x C table with j=l,2, ... , (C-1). The ~ .. k lJ 
measures the first order interaction in the 2 x 2 tables 
formed from the R x C table corresponding to the kth layer. 
The hypothesis H0 , no second order interaction in the 
R x C x L table is given by 
Ho: ~ijl=~ij2= ..• =~ijL 
for i=l,2, ... ,(R-l) and j=l,2, ... ,(C-l). Letting Ln (~ .. k) lJ 
be denoted by r ijk, .then. H
0 
·ean be written 
Ho: rijl=rij2= ... =rijL' 
for i=l,2, ... ,(R-l) and j=l,2, ... ,(C-l). 
Denoting the column vector {rilk'ri 2k, ... ,ri,C-l,k} 
(40) 
by ri.k and the column vector {rl.k'r 2 .k, ... ,rR-l,.,k} by 
f k' H specifies that f k is the same for k=l,2, ... ,L. 
• • 0 •• 
For R~2, r .. k is a column vector with (R-1) (C-1) entries, 
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and the methods of multivariate analysis can be applied to 
test whether or not the L column vectors r .. k (k=l,2, ... ,L) 
are equal. 6· 'k is estimated by lJ 
dijk=(nijknRCk)/(niCknRjk)' 
r .. k by lJ 
(41) 
gijk=Ln(dijk)=Ln(nijk)+Ln(nRCk)-Ln(niCk)-Ln(nRjk), (42) 
r. k by 1. 
gi.k={gilk' gi2k'"""'gi,C-l,k}' 
and finally, r .. k by 
g .. k = { g 1. k I g 2. k I ••• I g R-1 I • I k} 
The asymptotic distribution of the vector g •. k is 
(k) 
multivariate normal, and let T denote the variance-
covariance matrix (Amick & Walberg, 1975) of g .• k" 
( k) 
The 




consistently can be estimated by a matrix U based upon 
the observed data. From multivariate normal theory, when 
H is true, the statistic 
0 
L (k) 
y 2= L: ( g - g ) I M ( g - g 
•• k • • • • • • k 
L ( k) 
Y2=r(g' M g ) - 9' Q 9 
•• k • • • • k • • • • 
is distributed asymptotically as a x2 distribution with 
(R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees of freedom according to the 
following definitions with ' representing the transpose 
of a given matrix. 
( k) 
M is the 
( k) 
inverse of U 




Q is the inverse of L:M 
g = Q g 
.. . . 
L ( k) 
g = L:M g 
. . .. k 
( k) 
U is a matrix of side (R-1) (C-1). 
(k) (k) 
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( 4 8) 
(49) 
(50) 
However, it is 
not necessary to invert U M can be calculated more 
(k) 
directly as a matrix of side R-1 where the entry ~ih in 
the ith row and hth column (i,h=l,2, .•. , (R-1)) of 
( k) 
M is a matrix of side C-1 defined in the following 
manner. 
(k) (k) (k) 
~ih= -B i D B h , ifh 
(k) (k) (k) (k) 
~ii= Bi-B i D B i, i=l,2, ... ,(R-l) 
(k) (ik) 




in the jth row and hth column (j,h=l,2, ... , (C-1)) of B i 
is 
(ik) (ik) (ik) (ik) 
B·· =J3. (l-J3. /B ), j=l,2, ... ,(J-l) 
J J J - J 
(53) 
(ik) (ik) (ik) (ik) 
sjh =-sj sh /s , jfh, (54) 
with 
(ik) (ik) (ik) J (ik) 
B· = nijk' BJ = niJk' B = L:n. (55) J J 
( k) I (k} 
and D is the inverse of L:B. 
1 
It should be noted that in Equation 42 it is neces-
sary to take the natural logarithm of the quotients formed 
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in Equation 41. If any observed cell frequency is zero, 
then some of the equations defined by Equation 42 will be 
undefined. The procedure used to handle this problem is 
given in the Method chapter under the topical heading 
Procedures Used for Random Zeros 
The Iterative Proportional Fitting Method 
The Iterative Proportional Fitting method for esti-
mating cell frequencies of a contingency table has been 
used extensively in loglinear analysis of contingency 
tables (Mosteller, 1968; Bishop, 1969; Goodman, 1970; 
Ku & Kullback, 1974; Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975; 
Reynolds, 1977; Haberman, 1979). To see why use of this 
procedure is preferred over the Bartlett method, it would 
be beneficial first to discuss the loglinear approach to 
contingency table analysis before discussing the iterative 
proportional fitting procedure. To provide a basis for a 
natural transition to R x C and R x C x L contingency 
tables, the discussion begins with a detailed explanation 
of loglinear analysis in 2 x 2 contingency tables. After 
the discussion of loglinear analysis in R x C x L con-
tingency tables, there is a discussion of the Iterative 
Proportional Fitting method for estimating cell expect-
ancies in R x C x L contingency tables under the null 
hypothesis of no second order interaction. 
The use of loglinear modeling in the analysis of 
2 x 2 contingency tables resulted from investigations of 
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cross-product ratios which are functions of the four cells 
(Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975). Consider two under-
lying variables A and B for a 2 x 2 contingency table and 






A variety of functions can be defined on the cell prob-
abilities. In particular, define 
a=(pllp22)/(pl2p2l) (56) 
When A and B are independent, then 
Pij= Pi+P+j' (57) 
for all i,j. When A and Bare dependent, then Equation 
57 is not true for some i and j. Using Equation 57, it 
can be shown that when A and B are independent, then 
Equation 56 reduces to: a=l. In addition, when rows and 
columns are interchanged or when rows and columns are 
multiplied by a nonzero constant, the value of a does not 
change (i.e. a is invariant). Therefore, the following 







By use of two basic properties of logarithms (i.e. 
Ln(MN)=Ln(M)+Ln(N), Ln(M/N)=Ln(M)-Ln(N) ) , Equations 58 
through 60 can be written 
Ln(a1 )=Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12 )-Ln(p21 )-Ln(p22 ) 
Ln(a2 )=Ln(p11 )+Ln(p 21 )-Ln(p 22 )-Ln(p12 ) 
Ln(a3 )=Ln(p11 )+Ln(p 22 )-Ln(p12 )-Ln(p21 ) 
When A and Bare independent, then a 1 =a 2=a3=1 
and Ln(a1 )=Ln(a 2 )=Ln(a3 )=0. Therefore, 
. O=Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12 )-Ln(p21 )-Ln(p 22 ) 
O=Ln(p11 )-Ln(p12 )+Ln(p 21 )-Ln(p22 ) 
O=Ln(p11 )-Ln(p12 )-Ln(p 21 )+Ln(p 22 ) 
Equations 64 through 66 can be regarded as linear 
contrasts that would occur in applications of analysis 








64 through 66 and p++=l completely determine the four cell 
probabilities. This suggests that a linear model in the 
natural logarithms of the cell probabilities be used to 
analyze 2 x 2 tables. The general model is defined 
Ln(pij)= u + ul(i)+ u2(j)+ ul2(ij) (67) 
where U (the grand mean of the logarithms of the cell 
probabilities) is 
U={II Ln(pij)}/4, (68) 
where u + Ul(i) ( the mean of the logarithms of the cell 
probabilities at level i of A) is 
u + ul(i)= {Ln(pi1 )+Ln(pi 2 )}/2, (69) 
and where U + u 2 (j) (the mean of the logarithms of the 
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cell probabilities at level j of B) is 
( 7 0) 
The U-terms (called parameters) represent the effects 
of the variables and are analogous to the effects that 
would arise in a 2 x 2 factorial design in analysis of 
variance. 
Since Ul(i) and u 2 (j) represent deviations from the 
grand mean, it follows 
Similarly, u12 (ij) represents a deviation from 
u + ul(i)+ u2(j) and therefore 
~ul2(ij)= ~ul2(ij)= 0 
1 J 
In the usual analysis of variance terminology, u12 (ij) 
is an interaction term. 
Using Equations 61 through 63 and Equations 68 
through 70, relationships can be set up between the 
a-functions and the U-parameters. 
From Equation 69 
ul(l)= {Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12)}(2- u 
Substituting Equation 68 into Equation 73 
ul(l)=(2Ln(p11 )+2Ln(p12 ) 
(71) 
( 7 2) 
(73) 
- {Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12 )+Ln(p 21 )+Ln(p 22 )})/4 (74) 
Ul(l)={Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12 )-Ln(p21 )-Ln(p 22 )}/4 (75) 
From Equation 61 
( 7 6) 
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Using similar arguments, the following relationships 
can be formed 
u 1 ( 2 )= {-Ln(a1 )}/4 
u 2 (l)= {Ln(a2 )}/4 
u 2 ( 2 )= {-Ln(a2 )}/4 
Now consider the relationships between the u12 (ij) 
parameters and the a-functions. 
From Equation 67 
ul2(11)= Ln(pll) - {U + ul(l)+ u2(1)} 
Using Equations 69 and 70 
Ul2(11)= Ln(pll) - ({Ln(pll)+Ln(pl2)}/2 





- {Ln(p11 )+Ln(p12 )+Ln(p 21 )+Ln(p 22 ) }/4) (81) 
ul2(11)= Ln(pll) 
- {2Ln(p11 )+2Ln(p12 )+2Ln(p11 )+2Ln(p 21 ) 
-Ln(p11 )-Ln(p12 )-Ln(p21 )-Ln(p22 )}/4 (82) 
ul2(11)= {Ln(pll)+Ln(p22)-Ln(pl2)-Ln(p21)}/4 (83) 
From Equation 63 
ul2(11)= {Ln(a3)}/4 
Similarly 
ul2(12)= -ul2(11)= {-Ln(a3)}/4 
ul2(21)= -ul2(11)= {-Ln(a3)}/4 
ul2(22)= ul2(11)= {Ln(a3)}/4 
By use of Equations 76 through 79 and Equations 84 






Ln(p11 )=U+{Ln(a1 )}/4+{Ln(a2 )}/4+{Ln(a3 )}/4 
Ln(p12 )=U+{Ln(a1 )}/4-{Ln(a2 )}/4-{Ln(a3 )}/4 
Ln(p 21 )=U-{Ln(a1 )}/4+{Ln(a2 )}/4-{Ln(a3 )}/4 
Ln(p22 )=U-{Ln(a1 )}/4-{Ln(a2 )}/4+{Ln(a3 )}/4 






up, the effects would drop out, which is a characteristic 
of linear modeling in the usual analysis of variance 
design. 
Since p .. = m .. /n (m .. is the expected value of cell 
~J ~J lJ 
i,j) and since the as are invariant under row and column 
multiplication, each p .. can be replaced by its respective 
~J 
m .. ;n and the left-hand sides of Equations 88 through 91 
1] 
can be written: Ln(m .. ) - Ln(n). If the Ln(n)s are lJ 
brought to the right-hand sides of Equations 88 through 
91, and if U'= U + Ln(n), and if U' is changed back to U, 
then the general form of Equations 88 through 91 becomes 
(92) 
In an analysis of variance experiment a linear model 
is hypothesized, a test of significance is performed, and 
the null hypothesis is either rejected or not rejected. 
Similarly, in loglinear analysis, a linear model in the 
form of Equation 92 is hypothesized, expected values are 
found, a goodness-of-fit test is performed, and the model 
is rejected or not rejected. 
For example, suppose the null hypothesis is that the 
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variables are independent. In terms of Equation 92, this 
is equivalent to the null hypothesis, H0 : u12= 0. The 
expected values can be found by m .. =(n.+n+.)/n and either ~J ~ J 
Equation 1 or Equation 2 can be used as a test for 
goodness-of-fit on (2-1) (2-1) degrees of freedom. If the 
model is not rejected, additional tests of significance 
can be performed on models formed by eliminating one or 
more parameters in Equation 92. 
The extension of loglinear analysis to the R x C 
contingency table is a simple matter of letting i and j 
range from 1 to R and from 1 to C, respectively. 
For a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with p+++=l, there 
is an additional variable and additional parameters. 
Equation 92 becomes 
Ln(mijk) = u + ul(i)+ u2(j)+ u3(k) 
+ 0 12(ij)+ 013(ik)+ 0 23(jk)+ 0 123(ijk) (93 ) 
In Equation 93, u 3 (k) is the main effect of the third 
independent variable, u 23 (jk) and u 13 (ik) are the inter-
action effects between variables 2 and 3 and between var-
iables 1 and 3, and u123 (ijk) is the second order inter-
action effect. As in analysis of variance 
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(94) 
As in the 2 x 2 contingency table, the extension of 
2 x 2 x 2 to the R x C x L contingency table is a matter 
of letting the subscripts range over all possible values 
(i.e. i=l,2, ... ,R; j=l,2, ..• ,C; k=l,2, ... ,L). Therefore 
Equation 93 can represent just as well the loglinear 
model for the R x C x L contingency table as it represents 
the loglinear model for the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table. 
A null hypothesis for an R x C x L contingency table 
can be tested in a manner analogous to the procedure used 
for testing a null hypothesis in an R x C contingency 
table. A model based upon the null hypothesis is proposed, 
the expected values are found, Equation 1 or Equation 2 
can be used to test for a goodness-of-fit, and H0 is or 
is not rejected. If H is not rejected, then alternative 
0 
models can be hypothesized and tests of goodness-of-fit 
can be carried out again. For example, if the null hypoth-
esis is "no second order interaction 11 (i.e. u123=0), then 
Equation 93 
parameter. 
is the loglinear model; but without the u123 
H will be rejected or not rejected as a result 
0 
of the goodness-of-fit test on (R-1) (C-1) (L-1) degrees 
of freedom (Fienberg, 1977). 
A loglinear model that has all possible parameters 
is called a saturated model (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 
1975) and the maximum number of parameters is equal to the 
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number of cells. For example, Equation 92 is the satu-
rated model for the 2 x 2 contingency table and Equation 
93 is the saturated model for the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency 
table. On the other hand, an unsaturated model is one 
in which one or more parameters are missing. For example, 
the model which corresponds to the null hypothesis of no 
second order interaction (i.e. u123=0) is 
Ln(m) = u + u1 + u2+ u3+ u12+ u13+ u23 (95) 
where the i,j,k subscripts have been dropped since it is 
understood that i,j,k range over their respective R, C, 
and L values. 
Loglinear models also can be classified as being 
hierarchical or nonhierarchical. This concept is derived 
from the relationships among the numerical subscripts 
(see Equation 95). Suppose one U-term has r subscripts 
and another U-term has s subscripts with r>s. These terms 
are called relatives if the r subscripts contain among 
them all the s subscripts (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 
1975). For example, u123 is a higher order relative of 
all other U-terms and u12 is a higher order relative of 
u1 and u2 , but u12 is not a relative of u3 . Therefore, 
a term such as u123 cannot be included in a model unless 
u12 , u13 , and u23 are in the model. 
If a model is nonhierarchical then a transformation 
can be used to change the model into a hierarchical model 
(Fienberg, 1977). For the most part, therefore, loglinear 
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analysis of contingency tables is done with respect to 
hierarchical models. 
The final topic of discussion in loglinear analysis 
is the procedure for estimating cell frequencies. The 
maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) method is used to corn-
pute cell estimates. There are three practical advantages 
in using MLEs. First, for loglinear models, MLEs are 
relatively easy to compute. Second, MLEs satisfy intu-
itive marginal constraints. Third, MLEs are applicable 
to multinomial data when some observed frequencies are 
zeros. This third point is useful when a sample is small 
(Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975). 
Let the MLE of n .. k be denoted by rn .. k and let n .. +' lJ lJ lJ 
ni+k' and n+jk have meanings which are analogous to pij+. 
Let ·{nij+}' {ni+k}' and {n+jk} be the respective R x C, 
R x L, and C x L rectangular tables and denote these 
tables by c12 , c13 , and c23 , respectively. 
a configuration. 
C .. is called lJ 
For the model which hypothesizes no second order 
interaction in an R x C x L contingency table, c12 , c13 , 
and c23 are sufficient configurations. This means c12 , 
c13 , and c23 are the minimal statistics for obtaining the 
MLEs of nij+' ni+k' and n+jk' respectively (Birch, 1963). 
Furthermore, Birch (1963) proved that when sampling 
is done from a multinomial distribution, there is a unique 
set of rn .. ks that satisfy both the marginal constraints lJ 
given by the C .. s and the null hypothesis of no second lJ 
order interaction. 
The c .. s are important because they are used to lJ 
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determine whether cell estimates can be found directly or 
whether cell estimates must be approximated by means of 
an iterative procedure. For the null hypothesis of no 
second order interaction in an R x C x L contingency 
table, c12 , c13 , and c23 form a closed loop. This means 
that any two configurations can be connected by over-
lapping subscripts to give the third configuration. For 
example, c23 and c12 overlap at "2" and therefore, these 
lead to c13 . When closed loops exist, then an iterative 
method must be used to find cell estimates (Bishop, Fien-
berg, & Holland, 1975). 
MLEs of cells of hierarchical models can be obtained 
by using the Iterative Proportional Fitting method on 
the set of minimal configurations. There are five advan-
tages in using the Iterative Proportional Fitting method. 
These are: 
1) It always converges to the required MLEs of the 
nijks. 
2) Cell estimates can be found to any desired degree 
of accuracy, 8 (in the present study o=l.Oxl0- 6 ). 
3) Estimates depend on only the minimal set of con-
figurations and no provision need be made for some cells 
that have observed frequencies of zero. 
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4) Any set of starting values may be choosen that 
conform to the model being fitted. 
5) If direct estimates exist, then the method will 
find them in one cycle (Bishop, Fienberg, & Holland, 1975). 
The Iterative Proportional Fitting method was used 
in 1940 to analyze census data (Deming & Stephan, 1940). 
The procedure uses a least squares adjustment of the 
observed frequencies while keeping the marginal totals 
fixed. 
For example, suppose the null hypothesis of an 
R x C x L contingency table is H0 : u123=0. The procedure 
begins by choosing initial values of the m. 'ks that satisfy 
1] 
the null hypothesis of no second order interaction. A 
convenient choice of initial values are m~~k)=l for all 
1] 
i,j,k where the exponent represents the initial step. 
These preliminary estimates are adjusted to fit c 12 , c 13 , 
and c23 in the following manner. 
c12= m~~)=(m~~)n .. )/m~~) 1]k 1]k 1]+ 1]+ (96) 
cl3: tn<z)_(tn<d )/tn<d · 'k- · 'kn. k '+k 1] 1] 1+ 1 (97) 
c23: ,..(3)-("(z) )/"{z) m. 'k~ m .. kn+.k m+'k 1] 1] ) . J ( 9 8) 
This completes the first 3-s tep cycle. The process 
is repeated until a complete cycle does not cause any cell 
to change by a pre-assigned value, a. 
Since 1940, a number of authors used this algorithm 
(i.e. Iterative Proportional Fitting) and gave proofs of 
the convergence of the solution to unique cell estimates 
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(Ku & Kullback, 1968; Shaffer, 1971; Darroch & Ratcliff, 
1972). 
Summary of Methods for Testing of Second Order 
Interaction 
This concludes the section which discusses the three 
methods (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional Fitting) 
used in the present study to test the null hypothesis of 
no second order interaction in an R x C x L contingency 
table. The methods differ in the manner in which H0 is 
tested. The Bartlett method obtains cell estimates by 
solving systems of equations. The Goodman method does 
not obtain cell estimates, but rather tests H0 by means 
of multivariate normal theory. The Iterative Proportional 
Fitting method is used in conjunction with loglinear 
modeling to obtain cell estimates by making proportional 
adjustments without the necessity of solving systems of 
equations. 
Rationale for Levels of Sample Size 
In the present study, the levels of the independent 
variable sample size were 20, 40, 60, 80, 100. The justi--
fication for using these levels is based upon two consid-
erations. First, two recent studies (Larntz, 1978; Cox & 
Plackett, 1980) used the sample sizes 20, 40, 60, 80, 
and 100 in investigations of the behavior of various 
statistics that are used to approximate x2 (e.g. X2 , L2 , 
see Equations 1 and 2). Second, the amount of computer 
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time that was available had a direct bearing on the number 
of levels of sample size. It was necessary to restrict 
the number of sample sizes to a number which would be 
manageable with respect to computer time but which still 
would produce a maximum factor of generalization for the 
present study. 
Rationale for Levels of Dimension 
The dimensions of the contingency tables used in 
the present study (2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, 3 x 3 x 3) were 
determined by the literature related to small sample 
studies of R x C x L contingency tables. In particular, 
the studies of Odoroff (1970), McNamee (1973), Korducki 
(1977), Larntz (1978), and Cox and Plackett (1980) served 
as guidelines for choosing the three levels of dimension. 
Odoroff's (1970) comparative study of 12 goodness-of-fit 
statistics was conducted on 2 x 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 3 con-
tingency tables. McNamee's (1973) investigation of second 
order interaction was done with 2 x 2 x L contingency 
tables where L ranged from 2 to 12. Korducki's (1977) 
limited Monte Carlo study of the behavior of X2 and L2 
(see Equations l and 2) for small samples was done with 
3 x 3 x 3 and 4 x 4 x 4 contingency tables. In one part 
of the Cox and Plackett (1980) study of xz and L2 (see 
Equations 1 and 2), small samples were generated for 
2 x 2 x L and 3 x 3 x 3 contingency tables where L was 
3, 4, and 18. Therefore, the dimensions used in the 
present study were 2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, and 3 x 3 x 3 
because these three dimensions seemed to be used quite 
often in previous studies. 
Rationale for Levels of Sampling Distribution 
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Underlying multinomial distributions were used to 
generate the contingency tables used in the present study. 
The multinomial distributions were chosen so that they 
were void of second order interaction. Therefore, a ran-
domly generated contingency table based upon one of these 
distributions should indicate second order interaction by 
chance alone. In order to make the result more general, 
a variety of multinomial distributions were used. The 
multinomial sampling distribution used in the present 
study range from being highly skewed (e.g. 2:3:5, 2:3:5, 
2:3:5 for rows, columns, and layers, respectively) to 
being nearly uniform (e.g. 6:6:7, 6:6:7, 6:6:7 for rows, 
columns, and layers, respectively). The multinomial 
sampling distributions used for the 3 x 3 x 3 contingency 
tables were identical to those used by Larntz (1978). 
The multinomial sampling distributions used for the 
2 x 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 3 contingency tables were chosen 
arbitrarily; but in such a way that they ranged from 
being highly skewed (e.g. 1:2, 1:2, 1:2 for rows, columns, 
and layers, respectively) to being nearly uniform (e.g. 
4:5, 4:5, 4:5 for rows, columns, and layers, respectively) 
and such that they exhibited no second order interaction. 
Table 1 contains the sampling distributions that were 
used as levels of the independent variable sampling dis-
tribution in the present study. For each dimension 
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(2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, 3 x 3 x 3) there are four multi-
nomial sampling distributions (e.g. P-1 to P-4). Each 
multinomial sampling distribution gives the proportions 
among row levels, column levels, and layer levels. For 
example, in the 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table, P-1 indicates 
that the rows are in the proportion of 2:3:5, the 
columns are in the proportion of 2:3:5 and the layers are 
in the proportion of 2:3:5. This means that the underly-
ing theoretical first order interaction between rows and 
columns is the same across layers, the underlying theore-
tical first order interaction between rows and layers is 
the same across columns, and the underlying theoretical 
first order interaction between columns and layers is the 
same across rows. Theoretically, there is no second 
order interaction in the table. 
Rationale for the Number of Iterations 
The reliability of the results obtained from a 
Monte Carlo study is related to the number of samples 
(iterations), N, that were generated and N is ~ function 
of the precision required of the results and the level of 
significance. The number of iterations for the present 
study was determined by a procedure used by Kavanagh 
(1972) and McNamee (1973). The following is an 
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Table 1 
Multinomial Sampiing Distributions by Dimension 
Dimension Proportion Rows Columns Layers 
3 X 3 X 3 
P-1 2: 3: 5 2: 3: 5 2: 3: 5 
P-2 6: 6: 7 6: 6:7 6:6:7 
P-3 2:3:5 6: 6: 7 6:6:7 
P-4 2: 3: 5 2:3: 5 6: 6: 7 
2 X 2 X 3 
Q-1 1:2 1:2 2: 3: 5 
Q-2 1:2 1:2 6:6:7 
Q-3 4:5 4:5 2: 3: 5 
Q-4 4:5 4:5 6:6:7 
2 X 2 X 2 
R-1 1:2 1:2 1:2 
R-2 1:2 1:2 4:5 
R-3 1:2 4:5 4:5 
R-4 4:5 4:5 4: 5 
explanation of this procedure. 
Let X2 represent the statistic used to test the 
null hypothesis of no second order interaction in an 
R x C x L contingency table. X2 can be either the 
Pearson statistic (see Equation 1) which was used in the 
Iterative Proportional Fitting method or the statistic 
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used by Kastenbaum and Lamphiear (1959) (see Equation 38) 
in the Bartlett method. The rejection rate (the depen-
dent variable) was analyzed with respect to the upper 5% 
of the x 2 distribution. Let X~gs denote the 95th percen-
tile of the x 2 distribution. 
Let 
1, when x~x~gs 
y = 
2 0, when X<x.9s 
N 
L:Y. is a binomial distribution with a mean of p and a 
1 
" variance of p(l-p)/N. Let p be an estimate of p. 
By the Central Limit Theorem (Hays, 1973), for large 
N, p is approximately normally distributed with a mean of 
p and a variance of p(l-p)/N. The following probability 
statement can be made for some level of significance, a. 
" Prob((p-p)/lp(l p}/N ~zl-a/2 ) = 1-a 
For a 95% confidence interval (i.e. a = .05), the 
appropriate z-value (z=l.96) was found in a standard 
normal table. 
The precision of the present study was set at .01. 
This means that estimates of p were found so that 
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lp-pj~.Ol 95% of the time. For this precision, the follow-
i~g equation comes from Equation 99 
N=l.96 2 p(l-p)/.Ol 2 (100) 
In order to obtain a value for N, a value for p 
must be substituted into Equation 100. From elementary 
calculus, the worst situation occurs when p=.5. In that 
case, N=9,604. However, if there is reason to believe 
that p is a value other than .5, this value may be used 
in Equation 100 to obtain a smaller value of N. For 
example, if p=.lO, then N=3,457. In the present study, 
since p was analyzed with respect to the upper 5% of the 
x2 distribution, it was reasonable to let p=.OS. For 
p=.05, then N=l,825. Therefore, the Monte Carlo proce-
dure randomly generated 1,825 contingency tables for 
every combination of sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), 
dimension (2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 3, 3 x 3 x 3), and sampling 
distribution (four per each dimension). 
Procedure for Randomly Generating a Table 
For a given sample size, dimension, and sampling 
distribution, the algorithm for filling the cells of the 
contingency table is as follows. 
Suppose N=60, the dimension is 3 x 3 x 3, and the 
sampling distribution is p-1 (see Table 1). The McGill 
University Random Number Generator Package "Super-Duper" 
(Marsaglia, Anathanarayanan, & Paul, 1972) was used to 
randomly generate a real number between 0 and 1. 
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Therefore, the open interval (0,1) must be partitioned 
into 27 subintervals according to the given sampling 
distribution (i.e. P-1). Each subinterval corresponds to 
a cell of the 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table. First, (0,1) 
is partitioned according to the layer proportions (i.e. 
2:3:5). Second, each of these three intervals is parti-
tioned according to the column proportions (i.e. 2:3:5). 
Third, each of these nine intervals is partitioned accord-
ing to the row proportions (i.e. 2:3:5). Each of the 27 
intervals corresponds to one array element which contains 
the frequency count for the number of times a random num-
ber fell into the corresponding interval. 
After the intervals have been formed, a random num-
ber is generated, the number of the interval into which 
it falls is noted, and the corresponding array element has 
its frequency count increased by one. This is repeated 
until 60 random numbers have been distributed among the 
intervals. Then the computer matches the contents of the 
27 array elements with the appropriate cells of the 
3 x 3 x 3 contingency table. This procedure results in 
a randomly generated 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table of size 
60. 
Procedure for Random Zeros 
There are two types of observed zeros in contingency 
tables: Fixed zeros and random (sampling) zeros (Fienberg, 
1977). A cell can have a fixed zero when it is impossible 
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to have an observation for a combination of the classifi-
cation variables. For example, in a study of Catholic 
clergy in 1940, the cross-classification of female-priest 
has a fixed zero. A random zero can occur because of 
sampling variations or because of the small sample size 
relative to the large number of cells. In this case 
(random zero), if the sample size is increased sufficiently, 
then the random zeros will be eliminated. 
Since the behavior of the three methods of testing 
for second order interaction (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative 
Proportional Fitting) with small samples was the topic of 
interest in the present study, fixed zeros were not of 
concern. Therefore, this section of the Method chapter 
contains a discussion of the procedures used for handling 
random zeros in the Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative 
Proportional Fitting methods. 
Random Zeros in the Bartlett Method 
In the derivation of the Bartlett algorithm for 
computing cell estimates, it was assumed that xijk/nijk<l 
(see Equation 36), where xijk is the deviation and nijk 
is the observed value of the i,j,k cell. If nijk is zero, 
then the inequality (Xijk/nijk<l) is not satisfied and 
the series given by Equation 36 does not converge. The 
recommended procedure (Norton, 1945; Kastenbaum & 
Lamphiear, 1959) to be used when some nijks are zero is to 
initialize first estimates of the xijks for those cells 
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that have nijk=O. Therefore, the Bartlett procedure will 
begin with the second iterative step. First estimates of 
the xijks which have corresponding nijks equal to zero are 
added to these corresponding nijks for k=l,2, ... ,L. At 
the same time, every time a first estimate is added to a 
nijk (k=l,2, ... ,L), then a first estimate is subtracted 
from the largest nijk (k=l,2, ... ,L). In this way the 
condition of Equation 23 is maintained. 
For the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table, if, for example, 
nijl=O, then the initial estimate of xijl is added to 
nijl and subtracted from nij 2 . The reverse would be done 
if nij 2 were zero. For the 2 x 2 x 3 (or 3 x 3 x 3) 
contingency table, if, for example, nij 2=0, then the 
initial estimate of xij 2 
from the larger of nijl 
is added to n .. 2 and subtracted lJ 
or n .. 3 . If n .. 1 = n .. 3 , then lJ lJ lJ 
either one may be designated the larger value. If two 
observed values are zero, for example n .. 1 and n .. 3 , then lJ lJ 
let the initial esimate of x .. 1 equal the initial estimate lJ 
of x .. 3 . lJ Add this initial estimate to both nijl and nij 3 
and subtract this initial estimate twice from n . . 2 : lJ 
For the 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table, the initial 
estimate was .5. For the 2 x 2 x 3 (or 3 x 3 x 3) table, 
the initial estimate was .75. The initial estimates 
differed for the following reason. For L=3, if two 
observed values are zero, then a first estimate of .5 
would result in 1.0 being subtracted from the third 
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nonzero observed cell. Now, if this third nonzero observed 
cell had a value of 1, then the adjustment would result in 
a zero in that cell and the series in Equation 36 would not 
converge. 
It may happen that nijk=O for all k=l,2, ... ,L. In 
this case the adjustment procedure fails and the series 
given by Equation 36 will not converge. The only other 
alternative (other than to exclude the table in the 
calculation of the percentage of rejection) is to make 
use of the symmetric property of the Bartlett method 
(Simpson, 1951). Columns were interchanged within each 
layer for the 2 x 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 3 contingency tables 
and rows and columns were interchanged within each layer 
for the 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table (McNamee, 1973). For 
the 2 x 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 3 contingency tables there is 
only one possible interchange of columns and for the 
3 x 3 x 3 contingency table there are eight possible 
interchanges of either rows or columns. If both the 
adjustment procedure and the interchange procedure still 
resulted in the table not being analyzed, then that table 
was not used in the calculation of the number of times the 
Bartlett method rejected for that particular set of 
1,825 tables. 
Random Zeros in the Goodman Method 
In the Goodman method, in order to proceed from 
Equation 41 to Equation 42, the natural logarithm of a 
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quotient is taken. If the quotient is zero or if the 
denominator of the quotient is zero, then the natural 
logarithm is undefined. Since the Goodman method is not 
based upon a Bartlett-type iterative procedure, there is 
no provision for an adjustment to cells with zeros. There 
are two options available. One option is to reject the 
table when calculating the proportion of times the Goodman 
method rejected a given set of 1,825 tables. The second 
option (the one used in the present study) is to eliminate 
the zeros by adding a constant to those cells that have 
zeros for their observed values. The choice of constant 
to be added and the question of whether to add the constant 
to just those cells having zeros or to all cells have not 
been resolved (Reynolds, 1977). Therefore, in the present 
study the Goodman method was applied to each table twice. 
For the first analysis, ~ was added to only those cells 
that had observed values of zero. For the second analysis, 
~ was added to every observed value (Goodman, 1964a; 
Reynolds, 1977). 
Random Zeros in the Iterative Proportional Fitting 
Method 
A random zero by itself does not enter into the 
three cycle procedure for estimating cell frequencies by 
the Iterative Proportional Fitting method (see Equation 
96, 97, 98). However, random zeros are important factors 
in this method when they lead to marginal totals of zero 
in the given table of observed values. These marginal 
totals are the entries in the configurations. If at 
least one marginal total is zero, then at least one 
expected marginal total will be zero. Therefore, in the 
next step of the three-cycle procedure, there will be at 
least one division by zero. 
Fienberg (1977) suggested the following procedure 
when some observed marginal totals are zero. First, 
define zero divided by zero as zero. Therefore, if an 
observed marginal total is zero, then all entries that 
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add up to that total will remain zero during the iterative 
procedure. Second, the degrees of freedom must be 
adjusted because if an observed marginal entry is zero, 
then both the expected and the observed cell entries for 
all cells of that marginal total must be zero. Therefore, 
the fit of those observed cells is perfect and the degrees 
of freedom associated with the fit of zero cell values 
must be delete.d. 
Fienberg (1977) gave the following general formula 
for computing the adjusted degrees of freedom: 
where: 
Te= # cells in the table that are being fitted 
Tp= # parameters fitted by the model 
(101) 
Ze= # cells which contain zero estimated expected 
values 
Zp= # parameters that cannot be estimated because 
of marginal totals equal to zero 
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n211=0 n 221=6 
K=2 
Here, n+11=o. If n+ll is used to get estimates for a given 
model, then knowledge of n 111 is sufficient to determine 
n211 , and conversely. Therefore there is one degree of 
freedom associated with the cells that add up to n+ll' 
and it must be subtracted from the total degrees of freedom 
whenever n+ll is zero. If the model fitted is H0 : u123=o, 
then there is (2-1) (2-1) (2-1)=1 degree of freedom. But 
since n+11=0, then the adjusted degrees of freedom is 0. 
Fienberg (1977) said that the fit of the model is perfect 
whenever the adjusted degrees of freedom is zero. For 
this example, T =8, T =7, Z =2, and Z =1. Therefore the 
e p e p 
degree of freedom is 0 (see Equation 101) . 
According to Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland (1975), 
it is possible for Equation 101 to result in negative degrees 
of freedom. However, Haberman (1980) said that logically 
this cannot happen. When negative degrees of freedom do 
occur, this indicates that the model is inappropriate for 
the data. In other words, the model is not linear. 
Equation 101 was incorporated in the computer program that 
was written for the methods of testing for second order 
interaction (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting). 
summary of Procedures Used for Random Zeros 
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This concludes the discussion of the procedures used 
when random zeros occurred in the contingency tables. The 
Goodman method is the only method that requires a constant 
to be added to those cells which have frequencies of zero. 
Although the addition of a constant may not be that important 
in large samples, the consequences of adding a constant to 
small samples are unknown. The Iterative Proportional 
Fitting method seems to be the most flexible when some cells 
have frequencies of zero. However, the method is open to 
criticism when "zero divided by zero" is defined as zero. 
The Bartlett method is the most conservative when it comes 
to making adjustments for zero frequencies. However, the 
adjustments are made not to the cells, but to the cell 
deviations. Consequently, the original observed frequencies 
are not altered. 
Procedures for Negative Chi-Square 
Theoretically, it is impossible for the test statistics 
used in the present study (see Equations 1, 38, 46) to be 
negative. However in the Bartlett method, the series given 
in Equation 36 might not converge and therefore the statistic 
given by Equation 38 could be negative (McNamee, 1973). 
l"lheneve r this occur red, the "interchange procedure" described 
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in the Random Zeros in the Bartlett Method section of the 
Method chapter was used. If negative values persisted, 
then those tables were eliminated when the rejection rate 
for that set of 1,825 contingency tables was computed. 
In the Goodman method, negative values of the statis-
tic given by Equation 46 can occur because of rounding 
error due to the computer. If Y2 >-.01 (see Equation 46), 
then the negative value was attributed to rounding error 
and the table was included in the calculation of the 
rejection rate. Since the Goodman method is not invariant 
under row and column interchanges (Goodman, 1964b), if 
Y 2 ~-.01, then the table was dropped from the calculation 
of the rejection rate. 
In the Iterative Proportional Fitting method, the 
three-cycle procedure (see Equations 96 to 98) for comput-
ing MLEs of cell expectancies involved adjustments based 
upon marginal totals. The marginal totals are always non-
negative numbers and thus the expected values obtained by 
this procedure must be nonnegative numbers and it is impos-
sible for X2 (see Equation 1) to be negative. 
Procedures for Computer-Related Problems 
Computer related problems fell into two categories. 
The first category consisted of technical problems peculiar 
to the method (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting) used to test for second order interaction. 
In the Bartlett method, the most important problem 
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was the convergence of the series in Equation 36. The key 
to convergence is the behavior of the adjustments found by 
Equation 33. If these adjustments increase in absolute value, 
then the corresponding expectations will increase in absolute 
value. Since the maximum sample size was 100 and the minimum 
number of cells was eight (2 x 2 x 2), then the average 
observed frequency per cell would be about 12. For skewed 
distributions, some observed frequencies would be higher 
while other observed frequencies would be lower. But in no 
case can each cell of any table have expectations in excess 
of 50. Therefore, if cell expectations were greater than 50 
(in absolute value), then this would indicate that the series 
in Equation 36 did not converge. When the series did not 
converge, the "interchange procedure'' described in the 
Random Zeros in the Bartlett Method section of the Method 
chapter was used. 
The Goodman method relies on computing the inverses of 
a number of matrices (see Equations 47 or 48 ) . In this 
case, two errors can be made. First, the computer may be 
in error by indicating that the given matrix is singular 
(i.e. no inverse exist) when in fact the inverse does exist. 
Second, the computer may be in error by finding the inverse 
of a given matrix when in fact the matrix is singular. Both 
errors occur because of the accuracy of the computer. 
Therefore it is important that a high quality computer 
subroutine be used to calculate the inverses. The matrix 
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inversion procedure suggested by Forsythe and Moler (1967) 
was used in the present study. This algorithm is used by 
the Satistical Analysis System Institute in its matrix 
procedure section (SAS User's Guide, 1979). 
The second category of problems consisted of those 
technical problems that were of a general nature regardless 
of the particular method (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Pro-
portional Fitting) used to test for second order interaction. 
There were two types of technical problems in this category. 
The first technical problem was the "divide-check" 
problem. If the divisor of a quotient is truly zero, then 
the computer used in the present study (IBM 360/370) does 
not attempt the division. Instead, the computer issues a 
warning of the upcoming division by zero, sets the res~lt 
of what would have been a division by zero to zero, and 
continues executing the program. Consequently, any results 
based upon this artificial zero will not be true. To solve 
this problem, a "divide-check" subroutine was inserted in 
the computer program wherever a true division by zero 
could occur. This subroutine caused the computer to stop 
evaluating the given table and either go to the "inter-
change procedure" if the problem occurred in the Bartlett 
method or droppped the table from the calculation of the 
rejection rate if the problem occurred in the Goodman 
method or Iterative Proportional Fitting method. 
The second type of technical problem was the "overflow-
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underflow" problem. This problem occurs when the computer 
actually performs the arithmetic operation (usually divi-
sion) and the result either is too large for the machine 
or too small for the machine. In the IBM 360/370, the 
result is set to zero and the computer continues to 
execute the program. As in the ''divide-check" problem, 
the results are meaningless. One way to solve this pro-
blem is to put artificial restrictions on the magnitude 
of the numbers. In this way the "overflow-underflow" 
problem would never occur. If artificial restrictions 
were placed on the magnitude of the numbers, then the 
results of the present study would be interpreted in 
terms of these restrictions. The alternative to placing 
artificial restrictions on the ~agnitude of the number is 
to use an "overflow-underflow'' subroutine which i~ anal-
ogous to the "divide-check" subroutine. In other words, 
should an "overflow-underflow" problem occur, then the 
computer would stop evaluating the given table and attempt 
either the "interchange procedure" if the problem occurred 
in the Bartlett method or drop the table from the calcula-
tion of the rejection rate if the problem occurred in the 
Goodman method or Iterative Proportional Fitting method. 
In the present study, the "overflow-underflow" subroutine 
was used to solve this problem. 
Design and Statistical Analysis 
1,825 contingency tables were randomly generated 
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for every combination of sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), 
dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), and sampling 
distribution (four per dimension). This resulted in 60 
combinations of 1,825 contingency tables. Each table was 
tested for second order interaction by each method 
(Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional Fitting). The 
statistical analysis consisted of four parts: the analysis 
of the percentage of chi-square statistics which were 
beyond the theoretical 5% point of the x2 distribution 
(i.e, rejection rates), univariate analysis of the 
Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Proportional Fitting 
statistics, regression analysis of the Bartlett, Goodman, 
and Iterative Proportional Fitting statistics, and a dis-
cussion of the tables not analyzed by the methods. 
Analysis of Rejection Rates 
Rejection rates of the null hypothesis, no second 
order interaction, were computed for those combinations 
of sample size, dimension, and sampling distribution 
specified in the Hypotheses section of the Method chapter. 
If the methods are robust for small samples or if combina-
tions of sample size, dimension, and sampling distribution 
have no affect on the rejection rates, then the statistics 
(see Equations 1, 38, 46) should exceed the tabled value 
of x2 distribution about 5% of the time. A method was 
considered to be robust when its rejection rate (e.g. 
Bartlett rejection rate for the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension and 
sample size 40) was within .01 of this .05 value. 
Univariate Analysis 
Univariate descriptive statistics were found for 
each method (Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting) for each combination of sample size, dimension, 
and sampling distribution. Specifically, the means and 
variances of the chi-square statistics of the methods 
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(see Equations 1, 38, 46) were computed for the 60 com-
binations of sample size (5), dimension (3), and sampling 
distribution (4). Each mean and variance was compared to 
the theoretical mean and variance of the corresponding x2 
distribution for the appropriate degrees of freedom. For 
example, for a given sample size and sampling distribution, 
the theoretical distribution of the chi-square statistics 
of a 2 x 2 x 2 contingency table should have a mean of 1 
and a variance of 2 (Hays, 1973). Therefore, it may be of 
interest to note how well the mean and variance of each 
method compares to the mean and variance of the correspond-
ing x2 distribution. 
In addition, the data for the chi-square statistics 
were collapsed on sampling distribution and the means 
and variances were computed for the 15 combinations of 
sample size (5) and dimension (3). The rationale for 
collapsing on sampling distribution is that from a prac-
tical point of view the results of this particular study 
would be more meaningful in terms of sample size and 
dimension than in terms of the finer distinction brought 
in by the inclusion of sampling distribution. 
Linear Regression Analysis 
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For each combination of sample size (5) and dimen-
sion (3), linear regression techniques were used to search 
for relationships among the Bartlett, Iterative Propor-
tional Fitting, and Goodman chi-square statistics (see 
Equations 1, 38, 46). The data were collapsed on sampling 
distribution because the results would be more meaningful 
in terms of sample size and dimension than in terms of the 
finer distinction brought in by the inclusion of sampling 
distribution. 
The linear regression analysis consisted of two 
parts. In part one, the Goodman chi-square statistic (see 
Equation 46) was used as the predictor and the Bartlett 
and Iterative Proportional Fitting chi-square statistics 
were used as the dependent variables. Since the Goodman 
chi-square statistic was computed twice for each contin-
gency table (first by adding ~ to cell frequencies that 
were zero, Goodman 1, and second by adding ~ to every 
cell frequency, Goodman 2), the regression analysis was 
done twice. The Goodman chi-square statistic was used 
as the predictor because it analyzed all contingency 
tables and the Bartlett and Iterative Proportional Fitting 
methods did not analyze all contingency tables. It was 
hoped that the regression analysis would lead to a 
"correction factor" which could be used to predict the 
Bartlett or Iterative Proportional Fitting chi-square 
statistics when the latter methods failed to analyze a 
contingency table. 
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In parr two of the regression analysis, the Itera-
tive Proportional Fitting chi-square statistic (see Equa-
tion 1) was used as the predictor and the Bartlett chi-
square statistic (see Equation 38) was used as the 
dependent variable. The Iterative Proportional Fitting 
chi-square statistic was used as the predictor because 
it analyzed more tables than did the Bartlett method. It 
was hoped that the regression analysis would lead to a 
"correction factor'' which could be used to predict the 
Bartlett chi-square statistic when the latter method 
failed to analyze a contingency table. 
Discussion of Unanalyzed Tables 
The Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Proportional 
Fitting methods may not be able to test a contingency 
table for second order interaction. The Bartlett method 
cannot be used to test for second order interaction 
wherever the series in Equation 36 fails to converge. 
The Goodman method cannot be used to test for second 
order interaction whenever a matrix used in the procedure 
is nearly singular (see Goodman Method in Method chapter). 
The Iterative Proportional Fitting method cannot be used 
to test for second order interaction whenever the adjusted 
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degrees of freedom (see Equation lOl)is less than or equal 
to zero. Therefore, the last part of the Results chapter 
contains a discussion of the tables not analyzed by the 
methods (i.e. Bartlett, Goodman, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting). 
The statistical procedures found in the SAS User's 
Guide, 1979 Edition of the Statistical Analysis System 
Institute were used to compute the univariate descriptive 
statistics and to perform the regression analysis. 
Summary of the Method Chapter 
This concludes the discussion of the Method chapter. 
The hypotheses, the rationale for the present study, 
detailed explanations of the procedures used in the present 
study, and the procedures used to conduct the analysis of 
the data generated by the Monte Carlo technique were 
described in this chapter. The rejection rates for the 
Bartlett, Goodman, and Iterative Proportional Fitting 
methods, the univariate descriptive statistical results, 
the linear regression results, and the discussion of the 
unanalyzed tables are given in Chapter Four. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
This chapter contains the results of the present 
study. The chapter consists of four parts. Part one 
contains the results of the rejection rates of the null 
hypothesis (H0 ), no second order interaction in the 
R x C x L contingency table. Part two contains the 
results of the univariate descriptive statistics that 
were calculated for the Bartlett, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting (IPF), and Goodman methods. Part three contains 
the results of the linear regression analysis conducted 
on the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman methods. Part four 
contains a discussion of the tables rejected for analysis 
by the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman methods. 
Results of Rejection Rates 
This part of the Results chapter contains the results 
of the rejection rates of the null hypothesis, no second 
order interaction in the R x C x L contingency table. The 
results are reported in terms of the six hypotheses pre-
sented on pages 49-50 of Chapter III, Method. 
Hypothesis l 
Hypothesis 1 is: The rejection rates of the methods 
are the same. For this hypothesis the overall rejection 
rates of the methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman) were computed 
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while the independent variables (sample size, dimension, 
and sampling distribution) were ignored. Since there 
were five sample sizes (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), three dimen-
sions (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), and four sampling 
distributions per dimension (see Table 1), there were 60 
{i.e. 3(5) (4)} sets of contingency tables. For each set, 
1,825 contingency tables were generated randomly. This 
resulted in 109,500 randomly generated contingency tables 
{i.e. 60(1,825)}. There was an attempt made to analyze 
each table for second order interaction by means of the 
three methods. Since there was a question as to which 
procedure to follow in the Goodman method when a cell 
frequency is zero (see Random Zeros in the Goodman Method 
in the Method chapter), each table was analyzed twice by 
the Goodman method. In the first analysis (Goodman 1), 
a ~ was added to each cell frequency that was zero. In 
the second analysis (Goodman 2) , a ~ was added to every 
cell frequency. 
For each method (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, Goodman 2), 
Table 2 contains the rejection rates and the number of 
tables actually analyzed by the methods. For example, of 
the 109,500 contingency tables that were generated ran-
domly, the Bartlett rejection rate was .049 and the 
Bartlett method analyzed 69,825 contingency tables. 
Hypothesis 2 
Hypothesis 2 is: For a given sample size, the 
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Table 2 
Theoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
by Method 
Rej. Number a 
Method Rate Analyzed 
Bartlett .049 69,825 
IPF .066 104,815 
Goodman 1 .016 109,500 
Goodman 2 .014 109,500 
aOut of a possible 109,500 tables 
102 
rejection rates of the methods are the same. For this 
hypothesis, the 109,500 contingency tables were classified 
according to sample size. There were five sample sizes 
(20, 40, 60, 80, 100) with each level of sample size con-
taining the same number of contingency tables. Hence, 
there were 21,900 contingency tables in each level of 
sample size. 
For each sample size, Table 3 contains the rejection 
rate and the number of tables actually analyzed for each 
method. For example, of the 21,900 contingency tables 
and for a sample size of 20, the Bartlett rejection rate 
was .036 and the Bartlett method analyzed 5,774 tables. 
For the same sample size, the IPF rejection rate was .088 
and the IPF method analyzed 18,191 tables. For a sample 
size of 20, the Goodman 1 rejection rate was .000 (to 
three decimal places) and 21,900 tables were analyzed. 
The Goodman 2 rejection rate was .001 and 21,900 tables 
were analyzed for the sample size 20. 
In addition to containing the results for a given 
sample size, Table 3 contains the rejection rates of a 
given method as the sample size increases from 20 to 100. 
For example, reading down the Bartlett column, for a sample 
size of 20 the Bartlett rejection rate was .036 for 5,774 
tables analyzed, for a sample size of 40 the rejection 
rate was .049 for 12,252 tables analyzed, etc. 
To facilitate the interpretation of the rejection 
Table 3 
Theoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
of Methods by Sample Size 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman l 
Sample Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number 
a a a Size Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed 
20 .036 5,774 .088 18,191 .002 21,900 
40 .049 12,252 .071 21,233 .012 21,900 
60 .049 15,378 .061 21,695 .018 21,900 
80 .051 17,487 .060 21,820 .022 21,900 
100 .050 18,934 .054 21,876 .025 21,900 














rates given in Table 3, the rejection rates of the four 
methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman l, Goodman 2) were plotted 
for each sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100). Figure l con-
tains the graphs for the four methods as the sample size 
increases from 20 to 100. 
Hypothesis 3 
Hypothesis 3 is: For a given dimension, the rejec-
tion rates of the methods are the same. For this hypo-
thesis, the 109,500 contingency tables were classified 
according to dimension. There were three dimensions 
(3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2) with each level of 
dimension containing the same number of tables. Hence, 
there were 36,500 contingency tables for each dimension. 
For each dimension, Table 4 contains the rejection 
rate and the number of tables actually analyzed of each 
method. For example, for the 36,500 contingency tables 
in the 3 x 3 x 3 classification, the Bartlett rejection 
rate was .034 and 9,052 tables were analyzed. For the 
same dimension, the IPF rejection rate was .078 and 
35,753 tables were analyzed. For a dimension of 3 x 3 x 3, 
the Goodman l rejection rate was .001 and 36,500 tables 
were analyzed. The Goodman 2 rejection rate was .001 
and 36,500 tables were analyzed in the 3 x 3 x 3 classifi-
cation. 
In addition to containing the results of each dimen-
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Theoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
of Methods by Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman 1 Goodman 2 
Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number 
a a a a Dimension Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed 
3 X 3 X 3 .034 9,052 .078 35,753 .001 36,500 .001 36,500 
2 X 2 X 3 .049 28,281 .061 35,656 .019 36,500 .016 36,500 
2 X 2 X 2 .053 32,492 .059 33,406 .028 36,500 .024 36,500 
a Out of a possible 36,500 tables 
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dimension changes from 3 x 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 2. 
For example, reading down the Bartlett column, for the 
3 x 3 x 3 dimension, the Bartlett rejection rate was .034 
and 9,052 tables were analyzed, for the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension 
the rejection rate was .049 and 28,281 tables were 
analyzed, etc. 
To facilitate the interpretation of the rejection 
rates given in Table 4, the rejection rates of the four 
methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, Goodman 2) were plotted 
for each dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2). 
Figure 2 contains the graphs for the four methods as the 
dimension changes from 3 x 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 2. 
Hypothesis 4 
Hypothesis 4 is: For a given sample size and dimen-
sion, the rejection rates of the methods are the same. 
For this hypothesis, the 109,500 contingency tables were 
cross-classified according to sample size and dimension. 
There were five levels of sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 
100) and three levels of dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 
2 x 2 x 2). This gave 15 (i.e. 5(3)) combinations of 
sample size and dimension such that each combination con-
tained the same number of tables (7,300). 
Table 5 contains the rejection rate and the number 
of tables actually analyzed of each method for the 15 
combinations of sample size and dimension. For example, 
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Theoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
of Methods by Sample Size and Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman l Goodman 2 
Sample Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number a 
a a a Size Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed 
3 X 3 X 3 
20 b .114 6,562 .000 7,300 .000 7,300 -
40 .oooc 113 .088 7,292 .000 7,300 .000 7,300 
60 .017 1,454 .069 7,299 .oooc 7,300 .oooc 7,300 
80 .035 3,092 .066 7,300 .001 7,300 .001 7,300 
100 .040 4,393 .056 7,300 .003 7,300 .002 7,300 
2 X 2 X 3 
20 .010 1,243 .079 6,509 .oooc 7,300 .002 7,300 
40 .043 5,648 .063 7,249 .008 7,300 .008 7,300 
60 .050 6,911 .055 7,298 .022 7,300 .018 7,300 
80 .054 7 ,·20 5 .055 7,300 .028 7,300 .022 7,300 
100 .055 7,274 .055 7,300 .037 7,300 .030 7,300 
2 X 2 X 2 
20 .043 4,531 
.066 5,120 .006 7,300 .008 7,300 
40 
.054 6,491 .062 6,692 .027 7,300 .023 7,300 
60 
.055 7,013 .060 7,098 .032 7,300 .027 7,300 
80 
.056 7,190 .058 7,220 .038 7,300 .032 7,300 f-' 
1.00 
.051 7,267 .052 7,276 .036 7,300 .032 7,300 c I.C· 
a-Out of a possible 7,300 tables, b-no tables analyzed, c-less than 4 rejected 
2 x 2 x 3, the Bartlett rejection rate was .010 and the 
Bartlett method analyzed 1,243 contingency tables. For 
110 
the same cross-classification, the IPF rejection rate was 
.079 and 6,509 contingency tables were analyzed, the 
Goodman 1 rejection rate was .000 and 7,300 tables were 
analyzed, and the Goodman 2 rejection rate was .000 and 
7,300 tables were analyzed. A "-" for the Bartlett results 
of sample size 20 and dimension 3 x 3 x 3 means that the 
Bartlett method failed to analyze any of the 7,300 tables. 
In addition to containing the rejection rates for 
the 15 cross-classifications of sample size and dimension, 
Table 5 contains the results for other classifications of 
sample size and dimension. For a given dimension, Table 5 
gives the rejection rates for various sample sizes within 
the given dimension. For example, in the 3 x 3 x 3 classi-
fication, the Bartlett rejection rate ranges from non-
existent for the sample size 20 to .040 for the sample 
size 100. Also, for a given sample size, Table 5 gives 
the rejection rates for the three levels of dimension. 
For example, in the classification sample size 20, the 
Bartlett rejection rates range from nonexistent to .043 
as the dimension changes from 3 x 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 3 to 
2 X 2 X 2. 
To facilitate the interpretation of the rejection 
rates given in Table 5, the rejection rates of the four 
methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, Goodman 2) were plotted 
for the five sample sizes (20, 40, 60, 80, 
each dimension (3 X 3 
Figure 3 contains the 
Figure 4 contains the 
and Figure 5 contains 
sion. 
Hypothesis 5 
X 3, 2 X 2 X 3, 2 X 
graphs for the 3 X 3 
graphs for the 2 X 2 
the graphs for the 2 
lll 
100) within 
2 X 2) . 
X 3 dimension, 
X 3 dimension, 
X 2 X 2 dimen-
Hypothesis 5 is: For a given dimension and sampling 
distribution, the rejection rates of the methods are the 
same. For this hypothesis, the 109,500 contingency tables 
were cross-classified according to dimension and sampling 
distribution. There were three levels of dimensions 
(3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2) and four levels of 
sampling distribution within a given dimension (see Table 
1) . This gave 12 combinations of dimension and samplihg 
distribution such that each combination contained the same 
number of tables (9,125). 
Table 6 contains the rejection rate and the number 
of tables actually analyzed by each method (Bartlett, IPF, 
Goodman 1, Goodman 2) for the 12 combinations of dimension 
and sampling distribution. For example, in the cross-
classification sampling distribution P-1 (see Table 1) 
and dimension 3 x 3 x 3, the Bartlett rejection rate was 
.025 and the Bartlett method analyzed 1,623 tables. For 
the same cross-classification, the IPF rejection rate was 



















































Figure 3. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 3 x 3 x 3 
Contingency Tables by Sample Size 
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Figure 4. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 2 x 2 x 3 
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Figure 5. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 2 x 2 x 2 
Contingency Tables by Sample Size 
Table 6 
Theoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
of Methods by Sampling Distribution and Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman l Goodman 2 
Sampling b Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number Rej. Number . a a a a Distribution Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed Rate Analyzed 
3 X 3 X 3 
P-1 .025 1,623 
.079 8,978 .oooc 9,125 .oooc 9,125 
P-2 
.040 4,565 .073 9,087 .003 9,125 .002 9,125 
P-3 
. 008 520 .077 8,663 .000 9,125c .oooc 9,125 
p-4 
. 034 2,344 .083 9,025 .001 9,125 .001 9,125 
2 X 2 X 3 
Q-1 
.045 6,418 .060 8,754 .014 9,125 .013 9,125 Q-2 
.043 6,950 .058 8,833 .015 9,125 .013 9,125 Q-3 
.055 7,216 .064 9,012 .022 9,125 .017 9,125 Q-4 
.052 7,697 .063 9,057 .025 9,125 .020 9,125 
2 X 2 X 2 
R-1 
.053 8,427 .057 8,569 .025 9,125 .023 9,125 
R-2 
.059 8,589 .064 8,738 .036 9,125 .031 9,125 
R-3 
.036 6,534 .054 7,084 .006 9,125 .007 9,125 
R-4 
.058 8,942 .061 9,015 .044 9,125 .037 9,125 
a- Out of a possible 9,125 tables 
1-' b- See Table 1 I-' 
Less than 5 tables rejected Ul c-
116 
1 rejection rate was .000 (to three decimal places) and the 
Goodman 1 method analyzed 9,125 tables, and the Goodman 2 
rejection rate was .000 (to three decimal places) and the 
Goodman 2 method analyzed 9,125 tables. 
In addition to containing the rejection rates of the 
methods for the 12 cross-classifications of sampling distri-
bution and dimension, Table 6 contains the rejection rates 
of the methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, Goodman 2) for the 
sampling distributions within a given dimension. For 
example, in the 3 x 3 x 3 classification, the Bartlett rejec-
tion rates range from .025 to .034 for the sampling distri-
butions P-1 to P-4 (see Table 1). Since the sets of sampl-
ing distributions were different for each dimension, no 
inferences can be made about the rejection rates within a 
given sampling distribution as the dimension changes from 
3 X 3 X 3 tO 2 X 2 X 3 tO 2 X 2 X 2. 
To facilitate the interpretation of the rejection 
rates given in Table 6, the rejection rates of the four 
methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, Goodman 2) were plotted 
for the four sampling distributions (see Table 1) within a 
given dimension. Figure 6 contains the graphs for the 
3 x 3 x 3 dimension, Figure 7 contains the graphs for the 
2 x 2 x 3 dimension and Figure 8 contains the graphs for 
the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension. 
Hypothesis 6 
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Figure 6. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 3 x 3 x 3 








































Figure 7. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman l, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 2 x 2 x 3 



























Figure 8. Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 Rejection Rates for 2 x 2 x 2 
Contingency Tables by Sampling Distribution 
120 
and sampling distribution, the rejection rates of the 
methods are the same. This hypothesis takes into account 
collectively the effects of sample size, dimension, and 
sampling distribution on the methods (Bartlett, IPF, 
Goodman 1, Goodman 2). 
Tables 7 and 8 contain the rejection rate, the num-
ber of tables rejected, and the number of tables analyzed 
by each method. The data in Tables 7 and 8 came from the 
original 60 sets of 1,825 contingency tables which were 
randomly generated for every combination of sample size 
(20, 40, 60, 80, 100), dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 
2 x 2 x 2), and sampling distribution (four per dimension, 
see Table 1). For example, in Table 7, if the sample 
size is 100, the dimension is 3 x 3 x 3, and the sampling 
distribution is P-1, then the Bartlett, IPF, Goodman l, 
and Goodman 2 rejection rates were .033, .056, .000, and 
.001, respectively. At the same time, in Table 8, the 
number of tables rejected by the Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, 
and Goodman 2 methods were 32 of 957, 102 of 1,825, l of 
1,825, and 2 of 1,825, respectively. 
The data in Tables 7 and 8 were used to calculate 
the rejection rates, the numbers of tables rejected, and 
the numbers of tables actually analyzed for Tables 2 
through 6. For example, in the Bartlett section of 
Table 7, if: the numbers of tables rejected were summed 
up, the numbers of tables actually analyzed were summed 
Table 7 
'I'heoretical .05 vs. Calculated Rejection Rates 
of Methods by Sample Size and Sampling Distribution within Dimension 
-----~----------
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman l C,ocrlman 2 
Simple Size Sanple Size Sanple Size Sanp1e Size 
20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 80 ]00 20 40 60 80 l<DO 20 40 60 80 ]00 
Sampling ---------~-~-- ----------------- -----------
Dist. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Rej. Hej. Hej. 
------
3 X 3 X 3 
-------------~-----
l"-1 .000 .007 .015 .033 .111 .082 .076 .071 .056 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .001 .001 
P-2 .000 .020 .045 .049 .112 .083 .059 .060 .052 .000 .000 .002 .003 .008 .000 .000 .001 .003 .004 
P-3 .000 .009 .008 .ll7 .090 .065 .063 .059 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 .000 
P-4 .000 .011 .030 .042 .115 .099 .076 .072 .057 .000 .000 .000 .000 .003 .000 .000 .000 .000 .003 
------------------------ -----------------------------
2 X 2 X ] 
------------- ---- --------------- ------------------
Q-1 .000 .029 .038 .057 .054 .076 .066 .044 .060 .055 .000 .003 .014 .023 .031 .000 .005 .014 .021 .026 
Q-2 .009 .032 .046 .050 .047 .078 .056 .058 .053 .047 .000 .005 .018 .022 .029 .001 .006 .016 .017 .025 
Q-3 .003 .049 .058 .062 .059 .080 .059 .062 .063 .059 .000 .012 .023 .033 .042 .002 .010 .018 .026 .03] 






.048 .050 .056 .056 .052 
.049 .068 .060 .066 .051 
.011 .022 .035 .039 .049 





2 X 2 X 2 
.052 .057 .056 .052 
.069 .060 .066 .051 
.060 .057 .047 .053 
.065 .064 .063 .052 
.007 .015 
.0()7 .042 
.000 . 004 
.011 .047 
--------------------------------------------------------
,()30 .034 .038 .010 .015 .028 .02R .033 
.039 .050 .042 .007 .034 .CU4 .040 .o.n 
.005 .009 .014 .002 .005 .007 .<llO .012 
.053 .058 .050 .014 .017 .04] .049 .045 
Table 8 
Tables Rejected/Tables Analyzed (R/A) of ~thods 



















Q--1 0;'162 31/1,086 
Q--2 2/217 44/1, 181 
Q--3 1/331 73/1,484 











































































2 X 2 X 2 
------------------------------------------- -----------------------------~ 
H-1 57/l, 195 89/l, 769 102/1,815 102/1,823 95/1,825 92/1,313 93/1,785 103/l, 821 102/1,82') 95/l, 825 
R-2 65/1,331 121/1,787 110/1,822 120/1,824 93/1,825 111/1,475 124/1,792 110/1,822 120/1,824 93/l ,82') 
R-3 4/362 24/1,111 5;4/1,551 67/1,718 88/1,792 34/616 78/1,291 93/1,630 82/1,746 95/1,801 




'l'able 8 (Continued) 
'l'ables Rejected/Tables Analyzed (R/A) of Methods 
by Sample Size and Sampling Distribution within Dimension 
----~--~---
Method 
Goodman 1 Goodman 2 
Sample Size Sample Size 
--------
20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 80 100 
Sampling 
Dist. R/1-\ R/A R/A R/A R/A R/A R/A R/A R/A R/A 
3 X 3 X 3 
----------------
P-1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 2 
P-2 0 0 3 6 14 0 0 2 6 7 
P-3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
P-4 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 5 
---·----
2 X 2 X 3 
--~------------
Q-1 0 5 26 42 56 0 9 26 3'J 48 
Q-2 1 9 33 40 53 2 11 29 31 46 
Q-] 1 22 41 61 76 4 19 32 47 57 
Q-4 1 24 60 60 82 7 19 48 4') 67 
-------- ---------~---
2 X 2 X 2 
-----------------·--
R-1 12 27 54 62 70 19 28 51 51 61 
R-2 12 77 71 92 76 13 62 62 74 68 
R-J 1 7 9 16 26 4 9 12 19 22 
R-4 20 86 97 105 91 25 68 75 89 82 





up, and the former were divided by the latter, then the 
result would represent the overall rejection rate of the 
Bartlett method (.049) which is found in Table 2. 
It should be noted that, as in Hypothesis 5, the sets 
of sampling distributions are different for each dimension 
(see Table l). Therefore, the rejection rates for sampling 
distribution can be compared only within a given dimension. 
Results of Univariate Descriptive Statistics 
This part of the Results chapter contains the results 
of the univariate descriptive statistics that were calcu-
lated for the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman (1,2) chi-square 
statistics (see Equations l, 38, 46). Specifically, the 
means, variances, standard errors of the means, and num-
bers of observations were calculated for these chi-square 
statistics. The means and variances were compared to the 
theoretical means and variances of the corresponding chi-
square distributions (Hays, 1973). 
Since there were five sample sizes (20, 40, 60, 80, 
100), three dimensions (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), 
and four sampling distributions per dimension (see Table 
l), 60 sets of descriptive statistics were calculated. 
Table 9 contains the means (X}, variances (S 2 ), standard 
errors of the means (SE), and the numbers of observations 
(N) for the 60 combinations of sample size, dimension, 
and sampling distribution. For example, for the Bartlett 
method, with a 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, sample size 40 and 
Table 9 
X's, S 2's, SE's, N's of Chi Square Statistics of Methods 
by Sample Size and Sampling Distribution within Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman lc Goodman 2c 
Sample Sampling 
xd xd -d -d Size Dist. s2 SE Na s2 SE Na X s2: SE X s2 SE 
3 X 3 X 3, v=8, 2v=l6 
20 P-1 - b 4.24 ll. 74 .08 1,678 l. 79 .84 .02 2.79 l. 66 .03 
P-2 6.05 18.6~ .10 1,787 2.00 .85 .02 3.25 l. 97 .03 
P-3 3.58 10~4!3 .09 1,372 l. 66 .73 .02 2.43 l. 47 . 03 
P-4 4.79 12.75 .09 1,725 l. 86 .81 .02 2.93 l. 67 .03 
40 !? -I 4.88 .38 .31 4 7.44 17.08 .10 1,825 3.22 2.38 .04 4.07 3.21 .04 
P-2 6.07 6.12 .24 105 8.98 18.36 .10 1,825 3.92 3.03 .04 4.74 3.94 .05 
P-3 6.15 16.81 .10 1,817 2.59 2.02 .03 3.45 2.88 .04 
P-4 5.06 1.17 .54 4 8.32 20.16 .11 1,825 3.50 2.85 .04 4.39 3.81 .05 
60 P-1 6.98 7.61 . 24 133 8.59 20.11 .11 1,825 4.32 3.97 .05 4.90 4.50 .05 
P-2 7.82 ll. 91 .11 1,036 8.80 15.71 .09 1,825 5.32 5.39 .05 5.50 5.45 .05 
P-3 6.18 4.77 .51 18 7.69 16.01 .09 1,824 3.21 2.71 . 04 4.15 3.45 .04 
P-4 7.27 12.30 .21 267 8.64 16.28 .09 lt825 4.58 4.44 .05 5.07 4.87 .05 
80 P,-l 7.58 9.92 .14' 529 8.54 16.11 .09 1,825 4.99 5.45 .06 5.30 5.57 .06 
P-2 8.43 14.95 .10 1,640 8.76 17.13 .10 1,825 6.42 7.28 .06 6.14 6.95 .06 
P-3 7.15 15.28 .36 115 8.32 16.59 .10 1,825 3.86 3.60 .04 4.66 4.22 .05 
P-4 8.07 13.97 .13 808 8.93 17.01 .10 lt825 5.55 6.09 .06 5.74 6.06 .06 
100 P-=T-·a-:G3 12.24 .11 957 8.66 15.54 .09 1,825 5.62 6.33 .06 5 ~:7 4 6.18 .06 
P-2 8.39 15.18 .09 1,784 8.44 15.26 .09 1,825 '5.82 2.99 .07 6.36 7.28 .06 
.1?-3 7.46 9.06 .15 387 8.66 14.10 .09 1,825 4.58 4.44 .05 5.17 4.80 .05 
P-4 8.14 13.66 
-----
.10 l, 265 8,64 15.72 .09 1,825 6~ 7.00 .06 5.98 6.71 .06 
a- Out of a possible 1,825 tables d- p<.003 for all t-tests on H : 1-1=0 0 ,_. b- A II - II means no tables analyzed N 
c- All 1825 tables analyzed Vl 
Table 9 (Continued) 
X's, S 2's, SE's, N's of Chi Square Statistics of Methods 
by Sample Size and Sampling Distribution within1Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman lb Goodman 2b 
S~l\lple Sampling 
XC Na }f Na 'f -C Size Dist. s2 SE s2 SE s2 SE X s2 SE 
-----
2 X 2 X 3, v=2, 2v=4 
20 Q-1 1. 50 1.10 .08 162 2.01 3.51 .05 1,484 . 83 .62 .02 1. 06 .91 .02 
Q-2 1. 55 1. 44 .08 217 2.21 5.13 .06 1,552 .89 .74 .02 1.12 1. 07 .02 
Q-3 1. 69 1. 46 .07 331 2.13 4.32 .05 1,716 .98 .83 .02 1. 20 1.12 .02 
Q-4 1. 73 1. 74 .06 533 2.41 5.91 . 06 1,757 1. 09 .96 .02 1. 32 1. 29 .03 
40 Q-1 1. 94 2.45 .05 1,086 2.26 4.34 .05 1-; 7 96 1. 32 1. 34 .03 1. 42 1. 47 .03 
Q-2 1. 98 3.00 .05 1,381 2.24 4.11 .05 1,807 1. 39 1. 56 .03 1. 45 1. 59 .03 
Q-3 2.19 3.85 .05 1,484 2.20 4.08 .05 1,821 1. 50 1. 80 .03 1. 51 1. 76 .03 
Q-4 2.13 3.71 .05 1,697 2.23 4.46 .05 1,825 1.66 2.15 .03 1. 59 1. 99 .03 
' 
60 Q-1 2.03 3.57 .05 1,616 2.05 3.97 .05 1,824 1. 47 1. 91 .03 1. 47 1. 83 .03 
Q-2 2.06 3.78 .05 1,720 2.17 4.40 .05 1,824 1. 64 2.22 .03 1. 59 2.09 .03 
Q-3 2.16 4.18 .05 1,758 2.18 4.62 .05 1,825 1. 76 2.60 .04 1. 67 2.39 .04 
Q-4 2.22 4.40 .05 1,817 2.23 4.44 .05 1,825 1. 95 2.89 .04 1. 80 2.56 .04 
80 Q-1 2.18 4.25 .05 1,751 2.20 4.43 .05 1,825 2.18 4.25 .05 1,68 2.35 .04 
Q-2 2.06 3.74 .05 1,811 2.09 3.83 .05 1,825 1. 78 2.47 .04 1. 67 2.23 .03 
Q-3 2.15 4.27 .05 1,818 2.16 4.32 .05 1,825 1. 91 2.94 .04 1. 79 2.66 .04 
Q-4 1. 97 3.60 .04 1,825 1. 97 3.60 .04 1,825 1. 84 2.82 .04 1.71 2.50 .04 
100 Q-l 2.15 4.34 .05 1,803 2.15 4.47 .05 1,825 1. 83 2.74 .04 1. 74 2.56 .04 
Q-2 2.09 4.10 .05 1,821 2.09 4.11 .05 1,825 1. 85 2.85 . 04 1. 7 5 2.61 .04 
Q-3 2.07 4.02 .05 1,825 2.07 4.02 .05 1,825 1. 93 3.15 .04 1. 81 2.85 .04 
Q-4 2.10 4.24 .05 1,825 2.10 4.24 .05 1,825 2. Ol 3.53 .04 1. 89 3 .·18 .04 
a- Out of a possible 1,825 tables 
b- All 1825 tables analyzed f-' N 
c- p<.003 for all t-tests on H : J..l=O 0"\ 0 
Table 9 (Continued) 
x• s, s 2 IS I SE's, N's of Chi Square Statistics of Methods 
by Sample Size and Sampling Distribution within Dimension 
Method 
Bartlett IPF Goodman lb Goodman 2b 
Sample Sampling 
-c Na -c Na -c '' -c Size Dist. X s2·. SE X s2 SE X 52 SE X s2 SE 
2 X 2 X 2, v=l, 2v=2 
20 R-1 1.19 1. 75 .04 1,195 1. 35 2.44 .04 1,313 .55 .55 .02 .63 .68 .02 
R-2 1. 20 1. 85 .04 1,331 1.39 2.42 .04 1,475 .63 .62 .02 .71 .74 .02 
R-3 .96 . 7 3 .05 362 1. 55 1.81 .05 616 .32 .20 .01 .42 .33 .01 
R-4 1.12 1. 53 .03 1,643 1. 23 2.76 .04 1,716 .70 .77 .02 .73 .82 .02 
---40 .R-1 1.10 1. 84 .03 1,769 1.10 1. 86 .03 1,785 .76 .96 .02 .76 .92 .02 
R-2 1. 21 2.45 .04 1,787 1. 21 2.50 .04 1,792 .90 1. 35 .03 .88 1. 26 .03 
R-3 1. 00 1. 02 .03 1,111 1. 33 2.05 .04 1,291 .44 .37 .01 . 57 .54 .02 
R-4 1. 09 2.36 .04 1,824 1. 09 2.36 .04 1,824 .97 1. 63 .03 .89 1. 43 .03 
60 R-1 1. 09 2.30 .04 1,815 1. 09 2.36 .04 1,821 . 88 1. 31 .03 .85 1. 22 .03 
R-2 1.13 2.50 .04 1,822 1.13 2.50 .04 1,822 .96 1. 57 .03 .91 1. 44 .03 
R-3 1. 06 1. 28 .03 1,551 1.23 2.02 .04 1,630 .58 ' . 56 .02 .67 .67 .02 
R-4 1. 09 2.25 .04 1,825 1. 09 2.25 .04 1,825 1. 04 1.80''.03 .96 1. 60 .03 
80 R-1 1. 03 1.-92 .03 1,823 1. 03 1. 92 .03 1,825 .90 1. 40 .03 . 86 1. 29 .03 
R-2 1.11 2.50 .04 1,824 1.11 2.50 .04 1,824 1. 02 1. 87 .03 .96 1. 72 .03 
R-3 1. 07 1. 56 .03 1, 718 1.13 1. 90 .03 1,746 .68 .76 .02 .72 .78 .02 
R-4 1. 07 2.25 .04 1,825 1. 07 2.25 .04 1,825 1. 04 2.01 .03 .98 1. 82 .03 
100 R-1 1. 04 1. 99 .04 1,825 1. 04 1. 99 .03 1,825 .96 1. 59 ~03 .91 1. 45 .03 
R-2 1. 02 1. 92 .03 1,825 1. 02 1. 92 .03 1,825 .97 1. 59 .03 .91 1. 45 .03 
R-3 l. 09 l. 78 .03 1,792 1.11 1. 88 .03 1,801 .78 ·.·92 .02 .78 . 90 .02 
R-4 1. 00 l. 89 .03 1,825 1. 00 1. 89 .03 1,825 .99 l. 77 .03 .94 1. 63 . 03 
·-·-----
a- Out of a possible 1,825 tables 
b- All 1825 tables analyzed I-' tv 
c- p<.003 for all t-tests on H : ).1=0 -....) 
0 
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sampling distribution P1 , the mean was 4.88, the variance 
was .38, the standard error of the mean was .31 and the 
number of observations was 4. The mean (4.88) and 
variance (.38) is compared to the theoretical mean of 8 
(v=8) and variance of 16 (2v=l6), where v represents the 
degrees of freedom. 
In addition to looking at the 60 combinations of 
sample size, dimension, and sampling distribution, the 
data were collapsed over sampling distribution. This 
provided more practical information on the behavior of 
the methods (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman) than the information 
found when sampling distribution was included in the 
breakdown of the chi-square statistics. Table 10 contains 
the means (X), variances (5 2 ), standard errors of the means 
(SE), and the numbers of observations (N) for the 15 com-
binations of sample size and dimension (i.e. 5(3)). For 
example, for the Bartlett method with a 3 x 3 x 3 dimen-
sion and sample size 40, the mean was 5.99, the variance 
was 5.80, the standard error of the mean was .23, and the 
number of observations was 113. The mean (5.99) and 
variance (5.80) is compared to the theoretical mean of 8 
(v=8) and variance of 16 (2v=l6). 
Results of the Linear Regression Analyses 
This part of the Results chapter consists of two 
sections. In the first section the results of scatter 
diagrams of the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman (1, 2) 
'l'able 10 
X's, 5 2's, SE's, N's of Chi Square Statistics of Methods 




Bartlett IPF Goodman lb Goodman 2b 
Sample 
XC Na XC Na XC XC Size 52 SE s2 SE s2 SE s2 SE 
------------ ----------· 
3 X 3 X 3, v=8, 2v=l6 
----------- ------~------
20 d 4.74 14.44 .05 6,562 l. 83 .82 .01 2.85 l. 78 .02 
40 5.99 5.80 . 23 113 7. 72 19.22 .05 7,292 3. 31 2.80 .02 4.16 3.69 .02 
60 7.62 11.60 .09 1,454 8.43 17.21 .05 7,299 4.36 4.70 .03 4.90 4.80 .OJ 
80 8.14 13.97 .07 3,092 8.64 16.76 .05 7,300 5.20 6.47 .OJ 5.46 6.00 .OJ 
100 8.14 13.65 .06 4,393 8.60 15.15 .05 7,300 5.76 7.10 .03 5.81 6.42 .03 
-------------
2 X 2 X 3, v=2, 2v=4 
--------------·- ------
20 1. 66 l. 54 .04 1,243 2.20 4.79 .03 6,509 .95 .80 .01 1.18 1.11 .01 
40 2.07 3.34 .02 5,648 2.23 4.25 .02 7,249 l. 47 l. 7 3 .02 l. 49 1.71 .02 
60 2.12 4.00 .02 6,911 2.16 4.36 .02 7,298 1.71 2.43 .02 l. 63 2.24 .02 
80 2.09 3.97 .02 7,205 2.10 4.05 .02 7,300 l. 82 2.69 .02 1.71 2.44 .02 
100 2.10 4.17 .02 7,274 2.11 4.21 .02 7,300 1.90 3.07 .02 l. 79 2.80 .02 
-- -------------------------
------~--
2 X 2 X 2, V=l, 2V=2 
-- -~- ---------- --·-- -- ~---- ------------------------
------------------
-------------------
20 l. 15 l. 62 .02 4, 531 l. 35 2.47 .02 5,120 .55 .55 .01 . 6 3 .66 .01 
40 l. ll 2.02 .02 6,491 1.17 2.21 .02 6,692 . 77 1.12 . Ol .78 l. 05 .01 
60 l. l () 2.11 .02 71 OlJ 1.13 2.29 .02 7,098 . 87 l. 34 .01 .85 l. 24 . 01 
80 l. 07 2.07 .02 7,190 l. 08 2.15 .02 7,220 .91 l. 53 .(Jl .88 l. 41 .01 
100 l. 04 l. 90 .02 7,267 l. 04 l. 92 .02 7,276 .92 l. 47 .01 . 89 1.36 .01 
a-=outora-()ossible·T;a25tables-------c~ p< -:cloo Cfor-al'II::::- tests- on--~~ -;---~J =O -------
b- All 1,825 tables analyzed d- No tables analyzed 0 
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chi-square statistics (see Equations 1, 38, 46) are given. 
In the second section, the results of the linear regres-
sion analyses are given for the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman 
(1, 2) chi-square statistics. The scatter diagrams were 
used to determine the number of lines to be fitted by the 
linear regression procedure. 
Scatter Diagrams 
The chi-square statistics of the Bartlett, IPF, 
Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 methods were collapsed over sampl-
ing distribution. This provided more practical information 
on the behavior of these methods than if sampling distri-
bution were included with dimension and sample size in the 
cross-classification of the data. Since there were five 
sample sizes (20, 40, 60, 80, 100) and three dimensions 
(3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2), there were 15 combina-
tions of sample size and dimension. Scatter diagrams 
were constructed for five combinations of the Bartlett, 
IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 chi-square statistics. 
Four combinations were Bartlett vs. Goodman 1, IPF vs. 
Goodman 1, Bartlett vs. Goodman 2, and IPF vs. Goodman 2. 
The fifth combination was Bartlett vs. IPF. 
Depending on its shape, each scatter diagram was 
placed into one of three categories. The first category 
consisted of those scatter diagrams which indicated that 
a single linear relationship existed between the two 
statistics. The second category consisted of those 
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scatter diagrams which indicated that two linear relation-
ships existed between the two statistics. The third cate-
gory consisted of those scatter diagrams which indicated 
that three linear relationships existed between the two 
statistics. The following is a breakdown that shows 
which scatter diagrams fell into which category. 
First Category 
For Bartlett vs. Goodman 1 and IPF vs. Goodman 1, 
the following combinations of dimension and sample size 
had scatter diagrams that fell into the first category. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, the sample sizes of 20, 40, 
60, 80, and 100 indicated one linear relationship between 
the chi-square statistics. For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, 
the sample sizes of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 indicated 
one linear relationship. 
For Bartlett vs. Goodman 2 and IPF vs. Goodman 2, 
the following combinations of dimension and sample size 
had scatter diagrams that fell into the first category. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 3 dimensions, the sample 
sizes of 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 had scatter diagrams that 
indicated one linear relationship between the chi-square 
statistics. For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and sample sizes 
20 and 40, the scatter diagrams indicated that one linear 
relationship existed. 
For Bartlett vs. IPF, every combination of dimension 
and sample size indicated one linear relationship between 
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the two chi-square statistics. It should be noted that 
since the Bartlett method failed to analyze 3 x 3 x 3 
tables with sample size 20 (see Table 5) there were no 
scatter diagrams whenever the Bartlett statistic was used 
for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension and sample size 20. 
The scatter diagrams which fell into this first 
category (as well as the other categories) can be found 
in Appendices A, B, and c. Appendix A contains the 
scatter diagrams for Bartlett vs. IPF. Appendix B con-
tains the scatter diagrams for Bartlett vs. Goodman 1 and 
IPF vs. Goodman 1. Appendix C contains the scatter dia-
grams for Bartlett vs. Goodman 2 and IPF vs. Goodman 2. 
The "note" at the bottom of each scatter diagram 
contains two pieces of information about the given scatter 
diagram. First, the number of missing values is given. 
This number represents the number of points that were 
not plotted because one or both of the statistics which 
made up the coordinates of the points were missing. 
These values were missing because either or both methods 
failed to analyze the tables. Second, the number of hidden 
points is given. This number represents the number of 
points having the same coordinates but in excess of 26 
points. For example, if there was one point having a 
given set of coordinates, then that point was plotted with 
an "A" at its location. If there were two points having 
the same coordinates, then a ''B" was plotted at their 
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location. Since this particular manner of plotting can 
provide for only a maximum of 26 points with the same 
coordinates (i.e. "Z"), then the hidden observation value 
indicates that some "Zs" reflect more than 26 points that 
have the same coordinates. Finally, due to the scaling 
of the axes, the ''same coordinates" may mean that the 
computer was unable to distinguish among points that were 
relatively close to one another even though their coordi-. 
nates were not exactly the same. 
Second Category 
For Bartlett vs. Goodman 1 and IPF vs. Goodman 1, 
the scatter diagrams of the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and sample 
sizes 20 through 100 (Appendix B, Figures 42-51) had 
scatter diagrams which indicated that two linear rela-
tionships existed between the chi-square statistics. For 
the Bartlett vs. Goodman 2 and IPF vs. Goodman 2, the 
scatter diagrams of the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and sample 
sizes 60, 80, and 100 (Appendix C, Figures 75-80) had 
scatter diagrams which indicated that two linear relation-
ships existed between the chi-square statistics. 
Third Category 
For the Bartlett vs. Goodman 1 and IPF vs. Goodman 
1, the scatter diagrams of the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and 
sample sizes 20 and 40 (Appendix B, Figures 42-45) indi-
cated that two or three possible linear relationships 
existed between the chi-square statistics. Therefore, 
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these particular combinations of dimension and sample size 
were included in both the Second Category and the Third 
category of the present chapter. 
Linear Regression 
This section of the Results chapter contains the 
results of the linear regression analyses conducted on the 
Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and Goodman 2 chi-square statis-
tics. The data from these chi-square statistics were 
cross-classified by dimension and sample size in order 
to be consistent with the cross-classification used in 
the Scatter Diagram section of the present chapter. 
Although a majority of the scatter diagrams indicated 
that one linear relationship existed between the two chi-
square statistics (e.g. see Appendix B, Figure 36: 
2 x 2 x 3 and sample size 60), there were 16 scatter 
diagrams which involved the Goodman statistic that indi-
cated two or three linear relationships (e.g. Appendix 
B, Figure 42: 2 x 2 x 2 and sample size 20). The fol-
lowing procedure was used to determine the reason for the 
multiple linear relationships. 
An interval on the horizontal axis (i.e. Bartlett 
or IPF axes) was chosen which contained segments of the 
multiple lines. The chi-square statistics of the 
Bartlett (or IPF) method within that interval were 
printed along with the corresponding Goodman statistics 
and the corresponding contingency tables. Table 11 
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Table 11 
Bartlett, Goodman 1 Statistics, and Corresponding 
2 X 2 X 2 Contingency Tables for Sample Sizes 20 and 40 
Layer 1 Layer 2 
Table 
# Bartlett Goodman 1 Row 1 Row 2 Row 1 Row 2 
20 
1 5.36 2.78 0 3 5 3 1 1 1 6 
2 5.36 2.78 1 3 5 3 1 1 0 6 
3 5.36 2.78 1 0 1 5 1 3 6 3 
4 5.36 2.78 0 6 5 3 1 1 1 3 
5 5.37 2.23 0 2 2 0 1 3 1 11 
6 5.44 3.56 5 1 0 2 2 5 3 2 
7 5.49 3.82 1 1 1 5 1 7 3 1 
8 5.49 2.21 0 1 2 0 3 4 1 9 
9 5.56 2.78 0 3 4 0 2 4 2 5 
10 5.60 3.69 1 3 2 1 2 0 2 9 
11 5.60 3.69 2 1 2 9 0 2 3 1 
12 5.60 3.69 1 3 2 2 2 0 1 9 
13 5.63 3.69 0 4 4 1 2 2 2 5 
14 5.63 3.69 0 5 2 1 4 2 2 4 
15 5.66 2.85 2 0 0 4 1 2 6 5 
16 5.67 3.73 0 2 4 3 3 1 1 6 
17 5.67 3.73 0 3 2 3 4 1 1 6 
18 5.67 3.73 2 1 0 3 1 4 6 3 
19 5_. 67 3.73 2 3 0 4 1 6 3 1 
20 5.67 3.73 3 0 1 2 1 4 6 3 
4Gl 
, 5.73 5.16 8 3 7 8 5 18 16 15 J. 
2 5.76 5.19 8 7 1 16 4 13 12 16 
3 5.77 3.62 0 9 8 12 6 8 11 26 
4 5.78 3.59 0 10 6 18 10 9 7 20 
5 5.80 5.30 4 7 15 5 10 13 7 19 
6 5.82 4.81 1 9 8 9 8 10 9 26 
7 5.82 5.35 4 6 19 8 12 10 6 15 
8 5.85 3.63 :J 0 4 9 13 16 15 18 
9 5.86 4.84 1 10 7 11 7 12 5 27 
10 5.88 5.20 ., 6 4 10 12 9 2 34 ..J 
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contains a partial list of the Bartlett and Goodman 1 
statistics and their corresponding contingency tables for 
the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and sample sizes of 20 and 80. 
The data were printed for the Bartlett chi-squares in the 
closed interval 5.00 to 6.00. 
Based upon a number of such print outs, the follow-
ing procedure was adopted. If a scatter diagram indicated 
two linear relationships between the chi-square statistics, 
then one linear regression analysis was done on the chi-
square statistics which had no cells with frequencies of 
zero in the corresponding contingency tables. A second 
regression analysis was done on the chi-square statistics 
which had at least one cell with a frequency of zero. If 
a scatter diagram indicated three linear relationships, 
then: one linear regression analysis was done on those 
chi-square statistics which had no cells with frequencies 
of zero in the corresponding contingency tables, a second 
linear regression analysis was done on those chi-square 
statistics which had only one cell with a frequency of 
zero, and a third linear regression was done on those 
chi-square statistics which had more than one cell with 
frequencies of zero. 
For those linear regression analyses using Goodman 
1 or Goodman 2, the predictor was either Goodman 1 or 
Goodman 2 and the dependent variable was either Bartlett 
or IPF. This was done because the Goodman method analyzed 
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every table (see Table 2) and the results of the linear 
regression might lead to the formation of a "correction 
factor'' for the Goodman method. For the same reason, 
since the IPF method analyzed more tables than did the 
Bartlett method (see Table 2), the predictor was the IPF 
statistic and the dependent variable was the Bartlett 
statistic. 
One Line 
All scatter diagrams of Bartlett vs. IPF indicated 
one linear relationship existed between these two statis-
tics (see Appendix A). Table 12 contains the results of 
the linear regression analysis for IPF on Bartlett. The 
statistics computed for the 15 combinations of dimension 
and sample size were: the estimated intercept (a) and 
the estimated slope (b) of the regression lines, their 
respective standard errors of estimate (SEa' SEb), their 
respective t-values (Ta' Tb) under the null hypotheses, 
~ =0, H0 : a ~b=O, their respective probabilities 
(Pa' Pb) of obtaining t-values greater than the obtained 
t-values under the assumptions that the null hypotheses 
are true, the sum of squares for the regression model (SS 
model), the sum of squares for error (SS Error), the 
degrees of freedom for error (df Error), the F-value (F) 
for the linear model under the null hypothesis, H0 : p 2 =0, 
the probability (PF) of getting an F-value greater than 
the obtained F-value under the assumption that the null 
'T'able 12 
Linear Regression of IP.E' on Bartlett 
with Predictor IPF and Dependent Bartlett 
Sample ss ss df 
Size a SEa Ta Pa b SEb T. a MJdel Error Error Fa Rz b 
3 X 3 X 3 
20 b 
40 -.15 .16 -.94 .3500 1.04 .03 40.13 608.13 41.92 112 1,610.16 .936 
60 -.01 .07 -.19 .8456 1.01 .01 114.93 15,181.38 1,668.81 1,452 13,209.02 .901 
80 -.03 .04 -.71 .4786 1.01 .00 243.15 41,041.55 2,145.09 3,090 59,120.44 . 950 
100 .02 .01 1.39 .1654 1.00 .00 705.87 59,415.01 523.62 4,391 99,999.99 .991 
2 X 2 X 3 
20 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 1,908.58 0.00 1,241 99,999.99 1.000 
40 0* .00 .82 .4112 1.00 .00 99,999.99 18,853.23 0* 5,646 99,9j9.99 1.000 
60 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 27' 631.95 0.00 6,909 99,999.99 1.000 
80 .oo .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 28,576.81 0.00 7,203 99,999.99 1.000 
100 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 30,363.59 0.00 7,272 99,999.99 1.000 
2 X 2 X 2 
20 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 7,344.34 0.00 4,529 99,999.99 1.000 
40 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 13,090.97 0.00 6,489 99,999.99 1.000 
60 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 14,824.44 0.00 7,011 99,1999.99 1.000 
80 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 14,849.44 0.00 7,188 99,999.99 1.000 
100 .00 .00 99,999.99 .0000 1.00 .00 99,999.99 13,779.64 0.00 7,266 99,999.99 1.000 
* zero to 5 decimal places 
a p<.OOOl I-' 
b w 
no tables analyzed by the Bartlett method 00 
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hypothesis for the linear model is true, and R-Square (R 2 ). 
Table 13 contains the results of the tests of 
normality of residuals which resulted from the linear 
models given in Table 12. The statistics computed for 
the tests of normality were: the mean of the residuals 
(X), the corresponding standard deviation (SD) and the 
corresponding standard error of estimate (SE), the t-
value (T) under the null hypothesis, H0 : ~res=O, the 
probability (PT) of getting a t-value greater than the 
obtained t-value under the assumption that the null hypo-
thesis is true, the D-value (D) under the null hypothesis, 
H0 : The residuals form a random sample from a normal dis-
tribution, the probability (P0 ) of getting a D-value 
greater than the obtained D-value under the assumption 
that the residuals form a random sample from a normal 
distribution, and the number (N) of observations. In 
the test for normality, the null hypothesis is rejected 
for large values of D (Stephens, 1974; Statistical 
Analysis System, 1979). 
The scatter diagrams of the 3 x 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 3 
dimensions with the five sample sizes (20, 40, 60, 80, 
100) indicated one linear relationship existed between 
Bartlett (or IPF) and Goodman 1 (or Goodman 2) (Appendix 
B, Figures 23-41; Appendix C, Figures 52-70). The scatter 
diagrams of the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension with sample sizes 20 
and 40 indicated that one linear relationship existed 
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Table 13 
Tests of Normality for Bartlett Residuals 
Resulting from Linear Regression of IPF on Bartlett 
sample 
Tb PD Size X SD SE D N 
3 X 3 X 3 
20 a 
40 -1.246E-15 .61 .06 -2.165E-14 .42 .01 113 
60 1.275E-16 1. 07 .03 4.537E-15 .48 .01 1,454 
80 -1.863E-15 .83 .01 -1.244E-13 .48 .01 3,092 
100 1. 920E-16 .35 .01 3.686E-14 .48 .01 4,393 
2 X 2 X 3 
20 0.00 .00 .00 *c * * 1,243 
40 5.282E-18 .00 .00 2.110E-12 . 49 .01 5,648 
60 0.00 .00 .00 * * * 6,911 
-
80 0.00 .00 .00 * * * 7,205 
100 0.00 .00 .00 * * * 7,274 
2 X 2 X 2 
20 0.00 .00 . 00 * * * 4,531 
40 0.00 .00 .00 * * * 6,491 
60 0.00 .00 .00 * * * 7,013 
80 0.00 .00 . 00 * * * 7,190 
100 0.00 .00 . 0 0 * * * 7,267 
i'l. No tables ~.;ere analyzed by the Bartlett :nethod 
b ?=1.00 for all T-tests on H : ;.!res =0 
~ Values nearly 0 I... are zero 
between Bartlett (or IPF) and Goodman 2 (Appendix c, 
Figures 71-74). Table 14 contains the results of the 
tests of significance for the intercepts (a) and the 
slopes (b) of the regression lines. These statistics 
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are the same as the statistics reported in one part of 
Table 12. Table 15 contains the results of the tests of 
significance of the linear models given in Table 14. 
These, too, are the same statistics as those reported in 
one part of Table 12. Table 16 contains the results of 
the tests of normality of the residuals which resulted 
from the linear models given in Table 14. Once again, 
these statistics are the same as the statistics reported 
in Table 13. Because the IPF and Bartlett statistics 
agreed so well for the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension with sample 
sizes 60, 80, and 100 and for the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension with 
sample sizes 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 (see Tables 12, 13), 
the regression analysis with predictors Goodman 1 and Good-
man 2 was done for only the IPF chi-square statistic as 
the dependent variable. 
Two Lines 
The scatter diagrams of Bartlett (or IPF) on Goodman 
l for dimension 2 x 2 x 2 with sample sizes 20, 40, 60, 
80, and 100 indicated that two linear relationships 
existen between the two chi-square statistics (Appendix 
B, Figures 42-51). The scatter diagrams of Bartlett (or 
IPF) on Goodman 2 for dimension 2 x 2 x 2 with sample 
Table 14 
Linear Regression with Dependents Bartlett and IPF 
and Pre<lictors Goodman 1, Goodman 2 for One Linear Relationship 
Silmple 




a b Sfb a 







-~m- IPF -~-::.-:38-:oa--=-4.75~ .ooo1 ~5~4-7T.2s -2~I6~07~_._33:06.oo01 2.34 -:·o2 ns:-1_1_ 
Bartlett - b 
40 IPF .76 ,07 11.25 .0001 2.11 .02 115.63 
Bartlett .84 .26 3.27 .0014 1.70 .08 21.73 
60 lPF 1.59 .06 25.45 .0001 1.57 .01 l22.38d 
Bartlett • 82 .10 8.18 • 0001 1. 41 .02 73.85 
80 IPF 1.60 .06 27.06 .0001 1.35 .01 132.50 
Bartlett .46 .07 6.65 .0001 1.33 .01 119.97 
100 IPF 1.31 .05 24.09 .0001 l.26 
Bartlett .40 .05 7.96 .0001 1.27 
.01 147.59 
.Ol 170.05 
20 IPF ·-:22~·:-oT!o-:oo-:ooot 2.01 .o2 124.14 
Bartlett .39 .02 17.51 .0001 1.54 .02 75.27 
40 lPF .13 .02 8.75 .0001 1.42 .01 184.36 
llilrtlett .13 .01 11.04 .0001 1.32 .01 215.58 
-.81 .05 -15.06 .0001 2.05 .01 173.99 
.02 .19 .12 .9052 1.73 .05 33.05 
-.02 .05 -.32 .7510 1.72 .01 187.31 
.07 .08 .78 .4375 1.54 .02 97.00 
.15 .04 3.57 .0004 1.55 .01 215.66 
-.15 .05 -2.71 .0068 1.47 .01 167.83 
.18 .04 4.75 
-.10 .03 -2.82 





-.14 .02 -8.56 .0001 l.8!f--:-of-191. 55-
.14 .0] 13.23 .0001 1.58 .01 180.43 
-.04 .01 -4.34 .0001 1.52 .01 300.11 
.01 .01 .70 .4819 1.43 .00 357.86 
60 IPF .00 .01 .00 .8804 1.26 .Ol 247.38 -.06 .01 -7.05 .0001 1.36 .00 358.27 
80 IPF -.05 .Ill -5.45 .0001 1.19 .00 317.50 -.06 .01 -8.58 .OO(ll 1.26 .00 428.12 
100 IPF -.07 .01 -9.36 .0001 1.14 ,00 J87.24 -.06 .01 -9.53 .0001 1.21 .llO 478.86 
---~~,---- ---~--~--------------~--------------------------------------------------- ---·------------ ----~-
2 X 2 X 2 
-w-------~-------···------------------·----:os-. ot--s~:ooo1-T.66·-·.-o1211.41--
-ar<-.ooo1ror~-ltT'fC.tests cJnlf~;;o---··l)tiJ"t:ahle-s were analyzed by the Bartlett metfu¥T _______ _ 
c p<.OOOl for all 1'-tests on 11°: llt'=O cl p<.OOll for '!'-tests on II : IJ,__=O () l () LO 
Table 15 
Tests of Significance for Corresp:mding 






M:xle l Error 
dfa 
Error 




__ ss ________ ---
Error Fe R2 




90,686.09 49,442.89 13,371.01 
472.21 
.647 

























27,759.67 21,782.07 .749 







5,385.85 34,173.45 .825 
2,042.27 46,475.06 .892 
7,290 112,932.09 27,196.89 30,270.92 

















98,402.62 12,210.29 58,814.50 





















2,292.43 90,066.30 .926 
796. ll 99,999.99 .958 
60 IPF 28,413.59 3,387.59 61,195.57 .893 7,296 30,090.77 1,710.40 99,999.99 .94G 
80 ll'F 27,586.99 1,997.19 99,999.99 .932 7,298 28,451.34 l,Ll2.85 99,999.99 .962 
___ !_QQ_ __ }PF ___ _?_2 1 ?_9_5_. 2Cl_ _ _!_~'?_:_]2_ __ 99 !_999~9_. 96~-~~9.!!_ __l_2 1 _?_'?_~} __ _2_4_~_62 -~-?_-'--~-~2_:_'!_'!_ __ .9~2_ _____ _ 
2 )( 2 )( 2 
2o--if."F------------·---------------------------s-;ua--n.3nC29--I,:~<ID}i"f"--,;-.r;K94-.Ta-·:a<ri·-------
-a<If:erwr isthesame -for GcxXlman--T;Gooclman ·;r-··-11·-·-No-fat-;fe·s· ani)iy-ze<n~--i}i;:;-·[~artTett m;~.fj)(xl ________ _ 
c All Fs have p-values less than .0001 
Table 16 
Tests of Normality of Residuals 






3 X 3 X 3 
Goodman 2 
-------
X so SE 
IPF 
Bartlett 
-4.678E-l3 2.85 .04 -1.328E-ll .04 6,562 -4.520E-13 2.18 .03 -1.681E-ll .06 
40 IPF' -J.487E-l3 2.60 .03 -l.l43E-11 .06 7,292 
Bartlett 2.317E-15 1.05 .10 2.343E-14 .09e 113 
60 IPF' -1.917E-l3 2.37 .03 -6.897E-12 .07 7,299 
Bartlett -1. 225E-l4 1.56 .04 -2.990E-13 .10 1,454 
80 IPF -l.044E-l3 2.22 .03 -4.020E-12 .06 
Bartlett -6.916E-14 1.57 .OJ -2.447E-12 .07 
100 IPF -9.004E-lJ 1.95 .02 -3.945E-12 .06 





2 X 2 X 3 
- d 
-3.790E-13 1.93 .02 -1.676E-1l .10 
l.50JE-15 .73 .07 2.184E-l4 .15 
-2.565E-13 1.72 .02 -1.273E-11 .11 
-3.766E-14 1.25 .03 -l.153E-12 .19 
-1.921E-13 1.51 .02 -1.089E-11 .08 
-l.197E-13 1.18 .02 -5.662E-l2 .12 
-l.534E-13 1.29 .02 -l.OlJE-11 .06 
-1.217E-l3 .91 .01 -8.875E-12 .06 
20 IPF -2.100E-l4 1.19 .01 -l.421E-12 .10 6;509 -l.24iE-l3 .85 :m--=l.l78E_:_ll .14 
Bartlett -7.430E-15 .53 .01 -4.985E-13 .20 1,243 -9.404E-15 .24 .01 -1.396E-l2 .10 
40 IPF -6.439E-l4 .86 .01 -6.360E-12 .11 7,249 -9.661E-14 .56 .01 -1.463£~-11 .10 
Bartlett -8.988E-l5 .60 .01 -l.l23E-l2 .12 5,648 -2.678E-l4 .38 .00 -5.359E-l2 .09 
60 IPF -5.548E-14 .68 .01 -6.956E-12 .24 7,298 -6.450E-14 .48 .01 -l.l38E-ll .15 
80 IPF -4.532E-14 .52 .01 -7.403E-12 .32 7,300 -6.438E-l4 .J9 .00 -l.396E:-ll .23 
__ l_Q_Q_ ____ _!!'L_ __ -::_~~_58E-_!~---· '!_!_:_Q!~ l04E-:l-.?_ _ _:_:!!_ _ _lt 300 _-:l_. 831E_-::14 --~-~--~-(!_0_-::_9. 082_E_-:_~ ___ _:1_! ___ _ 
2 >< 2 X 2 
20 IPF' 5,120 l.504E-13 .5o--:Ql2.134F.=TI--:T7 __ _ 
a p=f:oo for- aJl'f=tests nn 1!
0
:-11-es=O --h--('F-.01 for all D-tests on H : I»D ht . ,~------------------­
c N is the sane for G:xxlman l and 8n1man 2 d No tables analyzed by thl? llilr-tlg(eaJJ"ltn<xi 
P p=.04 for- D-tests on ll0 : D>Dobtained 
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sizes 60, 80, and 100 indicated that two linear relation-
ships existed between the two chi-square statistics (see 
Appendix C, Figures 73-80). 
Table 17 contains the results of the tests of 
significance for the intercepts (a) and the slopes {b) of 
the regression lines. Table 18 contains the results of 
the tests of significance for the linear models given in 
Table 17. Table 19 contains the results of the tests of 
noramlity of the residuals which resulted from the linear 
models given in Table 17. The statistics reported in 
Tables 17, 18, and 19 are the same as the statistics 
reported in Tables 14, 15, and 16 for the "one linear 
relationship." Because the IPF and Bartlett chi-square 
statistics agree so well for these particular combinations 
of dimension and sample size (see Tables 12, 13), the only 
dependent variable used for the regression analysis in 
the present section was the IPF chi-square statistic. 
Three Lines 
The scatter diagrams of Bartlett (or IPF) on Goodman 
1 for dimension 2 x 2 x 2 and sample sizes 20 and 40 indi-
cated that there may be two or even three linear relation-
ships between the two chi-square statistics (see Appendix 
B, Figures 42-45). Therefore, these two combina~ions of 
dimension and sample size were re-analyzed under the 
assumption that three linear relationships exi~ted betwe2n 
the chi-square statistics rather than two linear 
Table 17 
Linear Regression for 2 x 2 x 2 Tables with Dependent IPF 
and Predictors Goodman 1, Goodman 2 with Two Linear Relationships 
# C'£>CXlman 1 Goodman 2 
Sample Empty 
·ra Ta Ta Ta Size Cells a SE b s~ a SE b SEb a a b a a b 
40 0 -.04 .00 -18.15 1.12 .00 630.74 
-.03 .00 -12.40 1.22 .00 651.94 
>0 .58 .02 38.07 1.57 .01 137.71 .28 .01 25.82 1.54 .01 219.10 
60 0 -.03 .oo -22.53 1.09 .00 1,082.22 -.02 .00 -10.42 1.17 .00 950.42 
>0 .57 .02 28.04 1.61 .01 126.14 .24 .02 15.17 1.59 .01 180.34 
80 0 -.03 .00 -22.93 1.09 .00 1,165.53 -.02 .00 -9.51 1.14 .00 1,035.56 
>0 .56 .02 32.03 1.58 .01 133.34 • 26 . 01 21.77 1.56 .01 212.71 
100 0 -.03 .00 -18.41 1.07 .00 1,171. 29 -.01 .00 -5.55 1.12 .00 980.07 
>0 .58 .02 37.26 1.56 .01 159.66 .28 .01 25.11 1.54 .01 241.00 
a p<.OOOl for all T-tests on H : J.l =0 and on H : J.lb=O 0 a o 
Table 18 
Tests of Si9nificance for Corresponding 
Linear Models in Table 17 
# Gocrlman 1 Gocrlman 2 
Sample Empty ss ss dfb ss ss 
Size Cells Model Error Fa R2 Error Model Error Fa R2 
40 0 7,146.82 83.98 99,999.99 .988 4,675 7;152213 78.67 99,999.99 .989 
>0 5,464.47 580.04 18,964.03 .904 2,013 5, 801.24 243.27 48,003.90 .960 
60 0 9,174.53 45.64 99,999.99 .995 5,826 9,161.08 59.09 99,999.99 .994 
>0 4,969.74 396.03 15,911.92 .926 1,268 5,164.42 201.35 32,522.73 .962 
80 0 12,026.86 56.99 99,999.99 .995 6,437 12,011.74 72.10 99,999.99 .994 
>0 2,238.81 98.10 17,778.94 .958 779 2,297.36 39.55 45,245.22 .983 
100 0 11,630.55 57.64 99,999.99 .995 6,799 11,606.03 82.15 99,999.99 .993 
>0 1,409.76 26.16 25,490.82 .982 473 1,424.32 11.60 58,081.05 .992 
a All Fs have p-values less than .0001 
b df. error is the same for Goodman l, Gocrlman 2 
'fable 19 
Tests of Normality of Residuals 
for Linear Models in Table 17 
# Gc:x:rlrnan l Goodman 2 
Sample Empty 
Ta Db Nc Ta Db Size Cells X so SE X so SE 
40 0 -3.587E-l5 .13 .00 -l.830E-l2 .34 4,677 
-4.961E-l5 .13 .00 -2.616E-l2 .17 
>0 -8.375E-l5 .54 .01 -7 .005E-13 .28 2,015 
-9.878E-l5 .35 .01 -l.276E-l2 .21 
60 0 l.039E-l4 .09 .00 8.965E-l2 .31 5,828 2.743E-l4 .10 .00 2.079E-ll .13 
>0 -8.120E-l5 .56 .02 -5.180E-13 • 30 1,270 -l.072E-l4 .40 .01 -9.59lE-l3 .22 
80 0 2. 413E-l5 .09 .00 2.058E-l2 .31 6,439 2.054E-l4 . .ll .00 l.558E-l4 .17 
>0 -7.719E-l5 .35 .01 -6.083E-l3 .24 781 -9.436E-l5 .23 .01 -l.l71E-l2 .15 
100 0 3.324E-l5 .09 .00 2.978E-l2 .33 6,801 l. 722E-l4 .ll .00 l.292E-ll .20 
>0 -2.135E-l5 .23 .01 -l. 980E-13 .22 475 -4.039E-l5 .16 .01 -5.627E-l3 .10 
a p=l.OO for all T-tests on H : llres =0 0 
b p=.Ol for all D-tests on H : D>D bt . ed 0 o a1n 
c N is the same for Gc:x:rlrnan l and Gocdrnan 2 
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relationships (see Two Lines section of the present chap-
ter). Table 20 contains the results of linear regression 
analyses for these combinations of dimension and sample 
size. Table 20 is divided into three sections. The 
first section (Tests of Significance for Intercepts and 
Slopes) contains the results of the tests of significance 
for the intercepts (a) and slopes (b) of the linear rela-
tionships. The statistics in this first section are the 
same as those reported in earlier tables (see Tables 12, 
14, 17). The second section of Table 20 (Tests of Signi-
ficance for Linear Models) contains the results of the 
tests of significance for the linear models given in the 
first section of Table 20. The statistics given in the 
second section of Table 20 are the same as those statistics 
found in earlier tables (see Tables 12, 15, 18). The third 
section of Table 20 (Tests of Normality of Residuals) con-
tains the results of the tests of normality of the resi-
duals that resulted from the linear models given in the 
first section of Table 20. The statistics given in the 
third section of Table 20 are the same as the statistics 
given in earlier tables (see Tables 13, 16, 19). Because 
the IPF and Bartlett chi-square statistics agreed so well 
for these particular combinations of dimension and sample 
size (see Tables 12, 13), the only dependent variable used 
for the regression analysis was the IPF statistic. 
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Table 20 
Linear Regression for 2 x 2 x 2 Tables with Dependent IPF 
andPredictor Goodman 1 with Three Linear Relationships 











































.00 630.74 .0001 
.01 219.28 .0001 
.05 35.12 .0001 
Tests of Significance for Linear Models 
Sample EmfSty ss SS df 



















































-2.977£-ls .. , .. as .oo -2.310E-l21.0o- .29 .. o1. 1,7Je 
-5~761E-15 .34 .01 -8.724E-13 1.00 .22 .01 2,722 
-1.768E-14 1.19 .05 -3.854E-13 1.00 .32 .01 668 
40 0 -3.587E-15 .13 .00 -1.830E-12 1.00 .34 .01 4,677 
1 -7.523E-15 .30 .01 -1.056E-12 1.00 .19 .01 1,823 
>1 1.598E-14 .78 .06 2.837E-13 1.00 .27 .01 192 
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Unanalyzed Tables 
The Goodman method analyzed all 109,500 contingency 
tables (see Table 2), the IPF method analyzed 96% of the 
109,500 contingency tables (see Table 2), and the Bartlett 
method analyzed 64% of the 109,500 contingency tables 
(see Table 2). Therefore, the results of unanalyzed con-
tingency tables pertain only to the Bartlett and IPF 
methods. It should be noted that there were no tables 
analyzed by the Bartlett method that were not analyzed by 
the IPF method. 
Frequencies of Zero 
The Bartlett method will fail to analyze a contin-
gency table whenever the series given in Equation 36 fails 
to converge. The IPF method will fail to analyze a con-
tingency table whenever the adjusted degrees of freedom 
(see Equation 101) is less than one. In either case, the 
number of cells with frequencies of zero may cause either 
method to fail. Therefore, for each contingency table, 
the number of cells that had frequencies of zero was 
calculated. Then the contingency tables were cross-
classified according to dimension, sample size, and 
analyzed vs. not analyzed. As in the Linear Regression 
section of the present chapter, this particular method 
of cross-classification is more practical than if sampling 
distribution were included in the cross-classification. 
Table 21 contains the results of this particular 
Table 21 
Frequency Distribution of Unanalyzed Tables for Bartlett and IPF Methods 
with respect to Nurrher of Zero Cell Frequencies by Dimension and Sarrple Size 
-----------~- --------- -----~-----------
Nuni:Jer of Empty Cells 
---·--·----Sample -----------
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
------------------- ------------------
3 X 3 X 3 
----·----- --~- -------------
20 B A a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NAb 3 33 138 423 929 1,484 1,646 1,312 802 371 110 
IPF A 1,478 1,615 1,185 556 173 
NA 6 31 147 246 198 
40 B A 5 23 46 34 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NA 0 2 17 238 531 928 1,079 1,192 1,091 843 592 406 179 54 14 1 
IPF A 51 10 0 
NA 3 4 1 
60 B A 543 472 111 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NA 67 485 1,065 1,164 985 840 562 351 204 79 33 8 3 
IP~' A 7 
NA 1 
80 B A 995 1,023 498 91 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Nl\ l 203 712 1,067 908 624 370 189 91 31 8 2 2 
IPF A 
NA 
100 B A 1,540 1,154 465 63 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
NA 3 281 780 807 565 276 124 48 20 2 l 
1PF A 
NA 
--a--·''A'' refers to- the nuni)er of tahles analyzed for the glVen nunix>r of errpty cells 
b "NA" refet·s to the nuni)er of tables not analyzed for the given nunner of errpty cells 
Note: Missing data indicate that therP were either no tables with the given nurrtJer of empty cells m· 








Table 21 -(Continued) 
Frequency Distribution of Unanalyzed Tables for Bartlett and IPF ~lethods 
with respect to Number of Zero Cell Frequencies by Dimension and Sample Size 
Number of Empty Cells 
Sample 
Size 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 X 2 X 3 
20 B A 924 174 0 (J 0 0 0 
NA 1 1,932 2,309 1,352 394 64 5 
IPF A 2,223 952 148 10 0 
NA 86 400 246 54 5 
40 B A 2,675 67 0 0 0 
NA 126 1,187 286 52 1 
IPF A 259 29 0 
NA 27 23 1 
60 B A 1,699 16 0 0 
NA 81 288 19 1 
IPF A 18 0 
NA 1 1 
80 B A 895 6 0 
NA 21 71 3 
IPF A 
NA 




2 X 2 X 2 
20 B A 2, 702 99 0 0 0 
NA 20 1,764 790 191 4 
IPF A 650 18 0 0 
NA 1,213 772 191 4 
40 B A 1,811 3 0 0 
NA 12 617 167 13 
IPF A 192 0 0 
NA 428 167 13 
60 3 A 1,185 0 0 
NA 5 260 22 
IPF A 80 0 
NA 180 22 
80 B A 751 G 0 
NA 2 99 9 
IPF A 28 0 
NA 71 9 
100 8 A 466 0 
NA 1 32 
IPF l\ a 
NA 24 
method of cross-classification. 
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In the second column of 
Table 21 a ''B" or "IPF" refers to the Bartlett or IPF 
methods respectively. In the third column of Table 21, 
an "A" or "NA" refers to contingency tables that were 
analyzed or were not analyzed. The columns headed by the 
numbers 1 to 20 refer to the number of cells that had 
frequencies which were zero. Since some tables might not 
have any cells with frequencies that were zero and since 
the maximum number of cells is 27 (i.e. 3 x 3 x 3 dimen-
sion) , the theoretical range for these column headings is 
0 to 27. However, it was not necessary to report the 
results for the entire range. The main concern of this 
particular section was the contingency tables not analyzed 
by the Bartlett and IPF methods. Therefore, it was not 
necessary to report the data for those numbers in the 
range of 0 to 27 when either there were no tables that 
fell into that classification (i.e. number of cells with 
zero frequencies) or if all the tables in that classifica-
tion were analyzed. 
For example, in the 3 x 3 x 3"dimension and sample 
size 40 classification, Table 21 shows that the first 
instance in which the Bartlett method failed to analyze 
contingency tables occurred when the contingency tables 
had two cells with frequencies of zero. In this particular 
case, 23 tables with two cells that had frequencies of 
zero were analyzed and two tables with two cells that had 
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frequencies of zero were not analyzed. At the opposite 
end of this 0 to 27 range, there were no tables that had 
more than 16 cells with frequencies of zero. Therefore, 
it was necessary to report only the breakdown of the num-
ber of cells with frequencies of zero for the range of 2 
to 16. It should be noted that no results were reported 
for tables that had nonzero frequencies in every cell. 
This means that either no tables fell into this particular 
category (e.g. Bartlett for 3 x 3 x 3 and sample size 40) 
or all tables in this particular category were analyzed 
(e.g. Bartlett for 3 x 3 x 3 and sample size 60). 
Negative Chi-Square Statistics 
As discussed in the Method chapter, it is impossible 
to get negative chi-square statistics for the IPF method. 
However, the Bartlett method could give negative chi-
square statistics because the series found in Equation 36 
did not converge (McNamee, 1973). The Goodman method 
could give negative chi-square statistics when the second 
term on the right-hand side of Equation 46 is greater 
than the first term on the right-hand side of Equation 46. 
For the 109,500 randomly generated contingency tables, 
neither the BartlPtt method nor Lhe Goodman method resulted 
in negative chi-square statistics. 
Non-Positive Degrees of Freedom 
As discussed in the Method chapter, the IPF method 
could result in zero or negative degrees of freedom because 
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of the adjustment to the degrees of freedom due to random 
zeros in the cells. For the 109,500 randomly generated 
contingency tables, 4,663 tables had zero degrees of free-
dom and 22 tables had negative degrees of freedom. Table 
22 contains a sample of these 4,685 tables. The tables 
are written out according to rows within layers of the 
tables. 
Summary of Results 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate 
the robustness of the Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman methods 
of testing for second order interaction in R x C x L con-
tingency tables when the samples are small. The primary 
indicator of robustness was the beha¥ior of the rejection 
rates of these methods for the null hypothesis, no second 
order interaction. Rejection rates were computed for 
various combinations of dimension (3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, 
2 x 2 x 2), sample size (20, 40, 60, 80, 100), and sampling 
distribution (four per dimension). The rejection rates 
were reported in terms of the six hypotheses given in the 
Method chapter. 
In addition to the rejection rates, univariate 
statistical results were reported for the individual 
Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman chi-square statistics. In 
particular, the means and variances of each method's chi-
square statistics were computed for the 60 combinations of 
dimension, sample size, and sampling distribution, and for 
Table 22 
IPI:" Tables with Zero or NL~ative Degrees of Freedom 
. --------------- ----------------· ------ -
Layer l Layer 2 Layer 3 
'fable -------------
Dimension II df How l How 2 How 3 How 1 How 2 How 3 How 1 How 2 How 3 
3 X 3 X 3 1 -1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 2 1 0 l 2 0 2 
2 -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 6 
3 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 () 8 
4 -1 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 () 0 0 0 l 2 7 
5 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 () l 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 0 1 4 
6 -1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 4 0 0 2 0 0 3 () 0 3 
7 -1 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 l 2 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 
8 -1 1 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 4 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 
9 -1 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2 2 0 1 6 
10 -1 1 0 0 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 () 0 2 1 () 0 4 
11 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 () 1 () 3 4 
12 -1 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 () 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 2 
13 -1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 5 0 1 () 0 1 () 1 3 () 
14 -1 () 2 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 l 2 0 2 
]5 -1 0 2 1 1 1 0 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 ] () () 0 () 3 
16 -1 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 () 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 6 
17 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 5 0 0 1 () () 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 
18 -1 0 0 0 0 () 1 0 0 6 0 0 () 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 1 0 () () () 4 1 l 
19 -2 () 0 0 () 0 0 1 2 3 1 0 3 () 1 () 0 () () 0 0 0 () () 0 2 ] 6 
20 -1 () 0 4 0 0 1 0 () 1 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 () () 0 0 0 1 1 3 4 
21 -1 () () 2 0 0 0 3 l 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 () 4 1 0 1 1 0 3 
2 X 2 X 2 22 -1 3 () () 4 1 0 0 12 
3 X 3 X ] 23 () 1 () () () 1 () () 1 () 0 0 1 0 0 3 () 1 1 () 0 () 1 2 2 () 2 4 
24 () 0 () l 0 0 () 1 () 2 () 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 () 2 0 2 () l 2 J 
2 X 2 X 3 25 () () 1 () 3 0 2 () 1 1 3 0 9 
26 () 2 2 2 1 () 0 1 4 0 0 4 4 
2 X 2 X 2 27 0 0 3 3 1 0 7 2 4 
28 0 2 2 0 J 3 7 0 3 





the 15 combinations of dimension and sample size. 
Linear regression results of Goodman on IPF, Goodman 
on Bartlett, and IPF on Bartlett were reported for the 15 
combinations of dimension and sample size. It was hoped 
that the regression equations would lead to a correction 
factor that might be used to estimate the Bartlett or IPF 
chi-square statistic when either one could not be computed 
by the method itself. In some cases, two or three lines 
were fitted to the chi-square data. 
Finally, a breakdown of the unanalyzed contingency 
tables of the Bartlett and IPF methods was reported with 
respect to the number of cells in a given table that had 
frequencies of zero. These results may serve as a "baro-
meter" to indicate when a particular method would fail to 
analyze a given contingency table. 
In the next chapter, there is a discussion of these 
results, an application of these results to a small sample 
contingency table that was found in the literature, the 
conclusions drawn from the present study, and recommenda-
tions for further study. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter consists of three parts. Part one con-
tains a discussion of the results that were reported in 
Chapter Four. Part two contains an application of the 
present study to a small sample study found in the litera-
ture. Part three contains recommendations for further 
study. 
Discussion of Results 
This part of Chapter Five discusses the results that 
were reported in Chapter Four. The order of discussion 
parallels the order of presentation of the results reported 
in Chapter Four. 
Rejection Rates 
Six hypotheses that were related to the rejection 
rates of the Bartlett, Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF), 
and Goodman methods were given in the Method chapter and 
the results of the investigations of these six hypotheses 
were reported in the Results chapter. The results of the 
rejection rates were given for the Bartlett, IPF, and two 
versions of the Goodman method (Goodman 1, Goodman 2). 
The following is a discussion of the results of the inves-




Null Hypothesis 1: The rejection rates of the 
methods are the same. This hypothesis was concerned with 
the overall rejection rates of the methods (Bartlett, IPF, 
Goodman l, Goodman 2) when dimension, sample siz2, and 
sampling distribution were ignored. The results for this 
hypothesis were given in Table 2. The Bartlett rejection 
rate (.049) was closest to the theoretical .05 level of 
significance. However, the Bartlett method did not 
analyze as many tables as did the IPF and Goodman methods 
(69,825 vs. 104,815 and 109,500, respectively). 
The IPF method (.066) was the least conservative 
method. This is to say that the IPF method was most 
likely to reject H0 , no second order interaction. On the 
other hand, the Goodman method (.016, .014, respectively) 
was the most conservative method. This means that the 
Goodman method was least likely to reject H0 , no second 
order interaction. Since the rejection rates of Goodman l 
and Goodman 2 were almost equal, the overall Goodman 
rejection rate was not affected significantly by the two 
procedures used for calculating the Goodman statistic 
(i.e. add ~ to empty cells vs. add ~ to every cell). 
If a Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) is the more 
important error to be guarded against, then the Goodman 
method is the choice because of its low rejection rate. 
If a Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ) is the more 
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important error to be guarded against, then the IPF method 
is the choice because of its high rejection rate. 
Therefore, the rejection rates and the number of 
tables analyzed by the methods were different, and so 
Hypothesis l (The rejection rates of the methods are the 
same.) is rejected. 
Hypothesis 2 
Null Hypothesis 2: For a given sample size, the 
rejection rates of the methods are the same. The results 
of the rejection rates for this particular hypothesis were 
given in Table 3. 
Across sample sizes, the Bartlett rejection rates 
(.036 to .050) were consistently closest to the theore-
tical .05 level of rejection. The Bartlett rejection 
rates were within .001 of this .05 value for all sample 
sizes except sample size 20. The discrepancy for sample 
size 20 (.036) was expected since a sample size this small 
will result in a significant number of empty cells. This 
in turn will result in the Bartlett method not analyzing 
many tables. For example, the Bartlett method could 
analyze only 5,774 of the possible 21,900 tables with 
sample size 20. Furthermore, it was not until the sample 
size reached 60 that the Bartlett method was able to 
analyze at least 70% of the 21,900 tables in this partic-
ular category. 
For all sample sizes, the IPF method rejected 
consistently H0 more than any other method (.088, .071, 
.061, .·060, .054). The Goodman method rejected consis-
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tently H0 less than any other method (Goodman 1: .002 to 
.025; Goodman 2: .003 to .021). This indicates that the 
IPF method was the least conservative method and the 
Goodman method was the most conservative method. As in 
the investigation of Hypothesis 1, there was not much dif-
ference between the rejection rates of Goodman 1 and Good-
man 2 across sample sizes. In addition, the IPF and Good-
man methods analyzed consistently more tables across sam-
ple sizes (IPF: 18,191 to 21,876; Goodman: 21,900) than 
the Bartlett method (5,774 to 18,934). 
If guarding against making a Type I error (falsely 
rejecting H0 ) is more important than guarding against 
making a Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), then the 
Goodman method is the choice because of its low rejection 
rates. If on the other hand, it is more important to pro-
tect against making a Type II error, then the IPF method 
is the choice for sample sizes up to 80 because of its 
high rejection rates. When a contingency table can be 
analyzed by the Bartlett method, then the Bartlett method 
gives the most consistent results for sample sizes 40 to 
100. 
As expected, as the sample size increased, then 
all methods had rejection rates that approached the 
theoretical .05 level of significance. However, for even 
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sample size 100, the Goodman rejection rates (.025, .021) 
were considerably less than this nominal .05 value. 
Therefore, for a given sample size, there were dif-
ferences among the methods with respect to rejection rates. 
In addition, for a given method, the sample sizes had 
expected effects on the rejection rates and the number of 
tables analyzed. Hence, Hypothesis 2 (For a given sample 
size, the rejection rates of the methods are the same.) 
is rejected. 
Hypothesis 3 
Null Hypothesis 3: For a given dimension, the rejec-
tion rates of the methods are the same. The results of 
the rejection rates for this particular hypothesis were 
given in Table 4. Across dimensions, the Bartlett rejec-
tion rates (.034, .049, .053) were consistently close to 
the theoretical .05 level of significance. The lowest 
rejection rate (.034) and the smallest number of tables 
analyzed (9,052) occurred for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension. 
This was due to the large number of empty cells that 
occurred in these tables. 
For all dimensions, the IPF method (.078, .061, .059) 
rejected consistently H0 , no second order interaction, 
more than any other method. It was not until the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension that the IPF rejection rate (.059) came close 
to the Bartlett rejection rate (.053). The Goodman l 
(.001, .019, .028) and Goodman 2 (.001, .016, .024) methods 
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rejected consistently Ho less than any other method. This 
indicated that the IPF method was the least conservative 
method (rejecting Ho most often) and the Goodman method 
was the most conservative method (rejecting Ho least 
often). As in the investigations of Hypotheses 1 and 2, 
there was not much difference between the Goodman 1 and 
I 
Goodman 2 rejection rates across dimensions. Also, the 
IPF (33,406 to 35,753) and Goodman (36,500) methods 
analyzed consistently more tables than the Bartlett method 
(9,052 to 32,492). In particular, the smallest number 
of tables analyzed by either the IPF or Goodman methods 
occurred for the IPF method (33,406) for the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension. 
If protecting against making a Type I error (falsely 
rejecting H0 ) is more important than protecting against 
making a Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), then the 
Goodman method is the choice because of its low rejection 
rates. If it is more important to guard against a Type II 
error, then the IPF method is the choice because of its 
high rejection rates. 
As expected, as the number of cells decreased from 
27 (i.e. 3 x 3 x 3 dimension) to 8 (i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 dimen-
sion), the rejection rates of all methods approached the 
nominal 5% level of rejection. However, even for the 
2 x 2 x 2 dimension, the Goodman rejection rates (.028, 
.024) were considerably less than this nominal .05 value. 
The biggest change in the rejection rates occurred when 
the dimension changed from 3 x 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 3 (e.g. 
Bartlett: .034 to .049). 
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Therefore, for a given dimension, there were consid-
erable differences among the methods. Also, for a given 
method, the dimensions had an expected effect on the 
rejection rates and the number of tables analyzed. Hence, 
Hypothesis 3 (For a given dimension, the rejection rates 
of the methods are the same.) is rejected. 
Hypothesis 4 
Null Hypothesis 4: For a given sample size and 
dimension, the rejection rates of the methods are the 
same. The results of the rejection rates for this 
particular hypothesis were given in Table 5. Table 5 
reported the combined effects of dimension and sample 
size on the rejection rates (Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, 
Goodman 2) and indicated the sources of the discrepancies 
among these rejection rates which were discussed in 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 of the present chapter. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, the low Bartlett 
rejection rate (.034) and the small number of tables 
analyzed (9,052) in Table 4 are explained by the Bartlett 
rejection rates and the numbers of tables analyzed in the 
3 x 3 x 3 section of Table 5 for sample sizes 20, 40 and 
60 (-, -; .017, 113; .017, 1,454). These particular 
rejection rates and numbers of tables analyzed lowered 
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the overall Bartlett results for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension 
in Table 4. Similarly, in Table 3, the B~rtlett rejection 
rate (.036) and the number of tables analyzed (5,774) for 
sample size 20 was considerably below the Bartlett rejec-
tion rates and the numbers of tables analyzed of the 
remaining sample sizes. Table 5 showed that these results 
in Table 3 can be explained by the poor performance of 
the Bartlett method for the 3 x 3 x 3 and 2 x 2 x 3 dimen-
sions with sample size 20. In these particular cross-
classifications, the Bartlett method either failed to 
analyze any of the tables (3 x 3 x 3) or analyzed only 
1,243 of the possible 7,300 tables (2 x 2 x 3). 
For Hypothesis 3, the IPF method was characterized 
as being the least conservative method across dimensions. 
The results found in Table 5 indicated that this was due 
primarily to: the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension for sample sizes 
20 to 80 (.114 to .066), the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension for 
sample sizes 20 and 40 (.079, .063), and the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension for sample sizes 20 to 60 (.066 to .060). 
Similarly, for Hypothesis 2, the IPF method was categorized 
as being the least conservative method across sample 
sizes. These high rejection rates (greater than .060 in 
Table 3) resulted from the interaction of dimension and 
sample size. For example, in Table 5, the cross-
classification 3 x 3 x 3 and sample size 20 resulted in 
rejection rate of .114. This rejection rate was reduced 
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to .079 when the dimension changed to 2 x 2 x 3 and was 
reduced to .088 when the sample size was increased to 40. 
In addition, the results for Hypotheses 2 and 3 indicated 
that the IPF method did not analyze all tables (see Tables 
3, 4). Table 5 showed that the majority of these unanalyzed 
tables were accounted for by the sample size 20 across all 
dimensions (6,562, 6,509, 5,120) and the 2 x 2 x 2 dimen-
sion for sample size 40 (6,692). 
In the discussion of Hypotheses 2 and 3, the Goodman 
method was characterized as being the most conservative 
method and it was reported that there was not much differ-
ence between the Goodman l and Goodman 2 rejection rates. 
Table 5 showed that the interaction of dimension and 
sample size had an effect on the results that were dis-
cussed in Hypotheses 2 and 3 of the present chapter. For 
example, in Table 5, the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension and sample 
size 100 resulted in rejection rates of .003 and .002 (i.e. 
Goodman 1, Goodman 2). However when the dimension was 
changed to 2 x 2 x 3, then the rejection rates increased 
to .037. In addition, for all cross-classifications of 
dimension and sample size, the rejection rates of Goodman 
l and Goodman 2 were quite close to each other. This 
indicated that there was no interaction effect of dimen-
sion and sample size on the corresponding rejection rates 
of Goodman l and Goodman 2. 
Therefore, the results reported in Table 5 are 
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supportive and explanatory of the results reported in 
Tables 3 and 4 for Hypotheses 2 and 3. Since Hypotheses 
2 and 3 were rejected, Hypothesis 4 is important because 
the results of the investigation of Hypothesis 4 specify 
the differences that were discussed in Hypotheses 2 and 3. 
Hence, Hypothesis 4 (For a given sample size and dimension, 
the rejection rates of the methods are the same.) is 
rejected. 
Hypothesis 5 
Null Hypothesis 5: For a given dimension and sampling 
distribution, the rejection rates of the methods are th~ 
same. The results of the rejection rates for this parti-
cular hypothesis are given in Table 6. Since the sampling 
distributions were not the same for each dimension (see 
Table 1), it would not be meaningful to investigate the 
behavior of the rejection rates for a given sampling 
distribution across dimensions. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, the IPF method was 
consistently the least conservative method (rejected H0 
most often) across sampling distributions (.079, .073, 
.077, .083). The Bartlett and Goodman methods were 
consistently the most conservative methods (rejected Ho 
least often) across sampling distributions (Bartlett: 
.008 to .034; Goodman 1 and Goodman 2: .000 to .003). 
The lowest rejection rate of the Bartlett method (.008) 
occurred for P-3. P-3 had rows in proportion 2:3:5 and 
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columns and layers in proportion 6:6:7. At the present 
time there is no explanation for the discrepancy between 
the results for P-3 and the other three sampling distribu-
tions for the Bartlett method. As with the previous 
hypotheses, there was not much difference between the 
Goodman l and Goodman 2 corresponding rejection rates. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method guards consistently against making a Type I error 
because of its low rejection rates. On the other hand, 
the IPF method guards consistently against making a Type 
II error because of its high rejection rates. 
In terms of the number of tables analyzed, the 
Bartlett method analyzed the smallest number of tables 
(1,623, 4,565, 520, 2,344) out of a possible 9,125 
tables for each sampling distribution. The IPF method 
analyzed a larger number of tables (8,978, 9,087, 8,663, 
9,025) than did the Bartlett method. The Goodman method 
analyzed all tables (see Table 2). 
For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, the IPF method was con-
sistently the least conservative method (rejected H0 most 
often) across sampling distributions (.060, .058, .064, 
.063). The Goodman method was consistently the most con-
servative method (rejected H0 least often) across sampling 
distributions (Goodman 1: .014 to .025; Goodman 2: .013 
to .020). The Bartlett method was consistently closest to 
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the theoretical 5% level of rejection (.045, .043, .055, 
.052). Since the number of cells decreased from 27 (i.e. 
3 x 3 x 3) to 12 (i.e. 2 x 2 x 3), it was not unusual to 
find the rejection rates of all methods closer to this 
nominal .05 value. As with the previous four hypotheses, 
there was not much difference between Goodman 1 and 
Goodman 2. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method guards consistently against making a Type I error 
because of its low rejection rates. The IPF method 
guards consistently against making a Type II error 
because of its high rejection rates. 
In terms of the number of tables analyzed, the 
Bartlett method analyzed the smallest number of tables 
(6,418, 6,950, 7,216, 7,697) out of a possible 9,125 tables 
for each sampling distribution. The IPF method analyzed 
more tables (8,754, 8,833, 9,012, 9,057) than did the 
Bartlett method. The Goodman method analyzed all tables 
(see Table 2). 
For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, the IPF method con-
tinued to be the least conservative method (rejected H0 
most often) across sampling distributions (.057, .064, 
.054, .061). The Goodman method continued to be the most 
conservative method (rejected H0 least often) across 
sampling distributions (Goodman 1: .006 to .044; Goodman 
2: .007 to .037). The Bartlett rejection rates (.053, 
.059, .036, .058) were closest to the theoretical 5% 
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level of rejection with the exception of R-3 (.036). At 
the present time, there seems to be no reason why the R-3 
sampling distribution wo~ld have a rejection rate so dif-
ferent from the other rejection rates for the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension. As with the previous hypotheses, there was not 
much difference between the Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 rejec-
tion rates. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method guards against making a Type I error because of 
its low rejection rates. The IPF method guards consis-
tently against making a Type II error because of its 
high rejection rates. However, in both cases the rejec-
tion rates were quite close to the .05 level of rejection. 
In terms of the number of tables analyzed, the 
Bartlett method analyzed the smallest number of tables 
(8,427, 8,589, 6,534, 8,942) out of a possible 9,125 
tables for each sampling distribution. The IPF method 
analyzed more tables (8,569, 8,738, 7,084, 9,015) than 
the Bartlett method and the Goodman method analyzed all 
tables (see Table 2). 
Therefore, there were considerable differences 
among the methods for the various sampling distributions 
within a given dimension. These differences lead to the 
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rejection of Hypothesis 5 (For a given dimension and sampl-
ing distribution, the rejection rates of the methods are 
the same.) 
Hypothesis 6 
Null Hypothesis 6: For a given sample size, dimension, 
and sampling distribution, the rejection rates of the 
methods are the same. The results of the rejection rates 
of the method~ for this particular hypothesis are reported 
in Tables 7 and 8. Table 7 contains the rejection rates 
and Table 8 contains the numbers that were used to calcu-
late these rejection rates. As in Hypothesis 5, the com-
bined effect of dimension, sample size, and sampling dis-
tribution may be considered only within a given dimension. 
The data in Table 8 served as the basis from which the 
data reported for the investigations of Hypotheses l 
through 5 were generated. Also, the data in Tables 7 and 
8 pinpoint the discrepancies among the methods that were 
discussed in Hypothesis 5. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, the rejection rates of 
the methods behaved in a manner that was consistent with 
the first five hypotheses. Except for P-3 (see Table l), 
for each sampling distribution, the Bartlett and Goodman 
rejection rates increased toward the theoretical 5% level 
of significance (e.g. For P-1: Bartlett: .000 to .033) 
as the sample size increased. The IPF rejection rates 
decreased toward the nominal 5% level of rejection (e.g. 
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P-1: .111 to .056). The only discrepancy occurred for 
sample size 20 and the Bartlett method. In this particu-
lar case the Bartlett method failed to analyze any tables 
because of the number of empty cells. Among the four 
sampling distributions, the Bartlett method behaved 
poorly for P-3 (see Table 1). Table 8 showed that the 
Bartlett method failed to analyze any tables for sample 
sizes 20 and 40 and analyzed very few tables (18, 15, 387 
out of a possible 1,825 tables per sample size) for the 
60, 80, and 100 sample sizes. This explains the behavior 
of the Bartlett method for P-3 in Hypothesis 5. At the 
present time, there is no reason for this discrepancy with 
P-3. As in the previous hypotheses, there was not much 
difference between the Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 rejection 
rates for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method guards consistently against making a Type I error 
because of its low rejection rates. The IPF method 
guards consistently against making a Type II error because 
of its high rejection rates. The Bartlett method came 
close to the theoretical 5% level of rejection for P-2 
with sample sizes 80 and 100 {.045, .049) and for P-4 with 
sample size 100 (.042). For the remaining cross-
classifications of the Bartlett method, the rejection 
rates were considerably below the nominal 5% value and 
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this indicates that the Bartlett method was quite conser-
vative for these cross-classifications. 
In terms of the number of tables analyzed, Table 8 
shows that the Bartlett method carne close to analyzing the 
1,825 tables in each cross-classification for P-2 with 
sample sizes 80 and 100 (1,640, 1,784). The smallest 
number of tables analyzed by the IPF method occurred for 
P-3 and sample size 20 (1,372). This indicates that the 
Bartlett method was affected more than the IPF method by 
the number of empty cells. The Goodman method analyzed all 
tables (see Table 2). 
For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, the rejection rates of 
the Bartlett and IPF methods were very similar to each 
other (e.g. Q-1 with sample size 80: Bartlett: .057, 
IPF: .060). The Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 rejection rates 
were almost the same for all cross-classifications in the 
2 x 2 x 3 category. 
size 100: Goodman 1: 
In some cases (e.g. Q-4 with sample 
.045, Goodman 2: .037) the Goodman 
rejection rates were quite close to the theoretical .05 
level of rejection. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method guards consistently against making a Type I error 
because of its low rejection rates. The IPF method had 
10 of 15 rejection rates greater than .060. This indi-
cated that the IPF method protected against making a 
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Type II error. The Bartlett method protected against mak-
ing a Type I error for sample size 20 (rejection rates from 
.000 to .017). However, Table 8 showed that for sample 
size 20, the Bartlett method did not analyze very many 
tables (162, 217, 331, 533 of 1,825 tables per cross-
classification). 
When the dimension changed from 3 x 3 x 3 to 2 x 2 x 3, 
then the number of tables analyzed by the Bartlett and IPF 
methods increased. Except for Q-1 to Q-3 with sample sizes 
20 and 40, the Bartlett method analyzed over 1,600 tables 
in each cross-classification. This was expected since the 
number of empty cells in a given 2 x 2 x 3 contingency 
table should be less than the number of empty cells in a 
given 3 x 3 x 3 contingency table. In every cross-
classification except Q-1 and Q-2 with sample size 20 
(1,484, 1,552), the IPF method analyzed over 1,700 tables. 
The Goodman method analyzed all tables (see Table 2) . 
The highest degree of consistency among the methods 
occurred for the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension. Except for the dis-
crepancy which surfaced in R-3 (see the discussion of 
Hypothesis 5) and the differences for sample size 20 
(Bartlett: .048, .049, .011, .043 vs. IPF: .070, .075, 
.055, .060), the Bartlett and IPF rejection rates were 
almost the same. Also, except for the sample size 20 
(Goodman 1: .000 to .011, Goodman 2:- .002 to .014) and 
R-3 (Goodman 1: .000 to .014, Goodman 2: .002 to .012) 
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both sets of Goodman rejection rates were considerably 
closer to the theoretical 5% level of rejection. In addi-
tion, corresponding Goodman rejection rates were almost 
the same. 
With respect to Type I error (falsely rejecting H0 ) 
and Type II error (falsely accepting H0 ), the Goodman 
method continued to be the most conservative method 
(rejected H0 the least number of times) and guards against 
making a Type I error because of its low rejection rates. 
For a Type II error, neither the Bartlett nor the IPF 
method guards consistently against making a Type II error. 
The only possible exception may be for sample size 20. In 
this case the IPF rejection rates (.070, .075, .055, .060) 
were higher than the corresponding Bartlett rejection 
rates (.048, .049, .011, .043) and therefore the IPF 
method guards against making a Type II error. 
In terms of tables analyzed, the number of tables 
analyzed by the Bartlett and IPF methods in the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension increased considerably over the number of tables 
analyzed in the 2 x 2 x 3 and 3 x 3 x 3 dimensions. This was 
expected since the number of cells decreased from 12 (i~e. 
2 x 2 x 3 dimension) to 8 (i.e. 2 x 2 x 2 dimension) and 
most tables in the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension would have fewer 
empty cells than in the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension. The only 
discrepancy occurred for R-3 (Bartlett: 362 to 1,792 and 
IPF: 616 to 1,801). The Goodman method analyzed all 
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tables (see Table 2). 
Therefore, the results reported in Tables 7 and 8 
indicated that for a given dimension, sample size, and sam-
pling distribution, there were considerable differences 
among the methods. Hence, Hypothesis 6 (For a given 
sample size, dimension, and sampling distribution, the 
rejection rates of the methods are the same.) is rejected. 
Univariate Results 
A secondary indicator of the robustness of the methods 
(Bartlett, IPF, Goodman) for small sample sizes was the 
behavior of the means and variances of the methods• chi-
square statistics. If the methods are robust for small 
samples, their empirical means and variances should be 
close to the theoretical means and variances of the cor-
responding chi-square distribution. Empirical chi-square 
means and variances are considered to be close to the theo-
retical chi-square means and variances when the empirical 
values were within 10% of the theoretical values. 
Table 9 contains the empirical means and variances 
for the basic 60 combinations of dimension (3), sample 
size (5), and sampling distribution (4). The results con-
tained in Table 9 are useful to the extent that they pro-
vide information on the behavior of the sampling distribu-
tions used to generate the contingency tables that were 
analyzed in the present study. 
Based upon the 10% criterion, the following Bartlett 
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means and variances were close to the theoretical means 
and variances. For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, sample size 
80 and P-3 (7.15, 15.28) and sample size 100 and P-2 
(8.39, 15.18) were close to the theoretical mean (8) and 
variance (16). For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension with theore-
tical mean, 2 and variance, 4, sample size 80 and Q-3 and 
Q-4 and sample sizes 60, 80, and 100 and all sampling dis-
tributions had means and variances that satisfied the 10% 
criterion. In these particular cases, the means ranged 
from 1.97 to 2.22 and the variances ranged from 3.57 to 
4.34. For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, sample size 40 and R-1, 
sample sizes 60 and 80 and R-4, and sample size 100 and 
all sampling distributions had means and variances that 
were close to the theoretical mean, 1 and variance, 2. 
The means for these particular cases ranged from 1.00 to 
1.10 and the variances ranged from 1.78 to 2.25. 
Based upon the 10% criterion, the IPF method had the 
following means and variances close to the theoretical 
means and variances. For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, sample 
size 40 and P-1, sample size 60 and P-2 to P-4, and sample 
sizes 80 and 100 for all sampling distributions had means 
and variances close to the theoretical mean, 8 and variance, 
16. For these particular cases, the means ranged from 
7.44 to 8.93 and the variances ranged from 14.10 to 17.13. 
For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension with theoretical mean, 2 and 
variance, 4, sample size 20 and Q-1 and Q-3, sample size 
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40 for all sampling distributions, sample size 60 and Q-1, 
Q-2, Q-4, and sample sizes 80 and 100 for all sampling 
distribution had means and variances close to the theore-
tical mean and variance. For these particular cases, the 
means ranged from 1.97 to 2.26 and the variances ranged 
from 3.51 to 4.47. For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, sample 
size 40 and R-1, sample size 60 and R-4, sample size 80 
and R-1, R-3, R-4 and sample size 100 for all sampling 
distributions had means and variances close to the theo-
retical mean, l and variance, 2. For these particular 
cases, the means ranged from 1.00 to 1.13 and the variances 
ranged from 1.86 to 2.27. 
Based upon the 10% criterion, the Goodman method had 
the following means and variances close to the theoretical 
mean and variance. For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, no Goodman 
l and Goodman 2 means and variances were close to the 
theoretical mean, 8 and variance, 16. For the 2 x 2 x 3 
dim2nsion, Goodman l for sample size 80 and Q-1 (2.18, 
4.25) and sample size 100 and Q-4 (2.01, 3.53) had means 
and variances close to the theoretical mean, 2 and variance, 
4. No Goodman 2 means and variances were close to 2 and 4 
for the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension. Fnr the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, 
Goodman l had the following means and variances close to 
the theoretical mean, l and variance, 2: sample size 60 
and R-4 (1.04, 1.80), sample size 80 and R-2 (1.02, 1.87), 
sample size 80 and R-4 (1.04, 2.01), and sample size 100 
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and R-4 (.99, 1.77). The Goodman 2 mean (.98} and variance 
(1.82) for sample size 80 and R-4 were close to the theore-
tical mean and variance. 
Overall, the Bartlett method had 23 of 60 pairs of 
means and variances close to their respective theoretical 
means and variances. The IPF method had 38 of 60 pairs 
of means and variances close to the theoretical means and 
variances. Both Goodman methods had 9 of 60 pairs of 
means and variances close to the theoretical means and 
variances. Of the methods, the IPF method was robust for 
most sampling distributions with sample sizes of 40 and 
above and was robust for two sampling distributions in the 
sample size 20 category with dimension 2 x 2 x 3. The 
Bartlett method was robust for sample sizes 60, 80, and 
100 in the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension and sample size 100 in the 
2 ~ 2 x 2 dimension. For all practical purposes, the Godd-
man method was not robust with respect to this secondary 
indicator of robustness. 
Although it was informative to inspect the means 
and variances for the 60 combinations of dimension (3), 
sample size (5), and sampling distribution (4), it was 
more beneficial to investigate the means and variances in 
Table 10. Table 10 contains the means and variances of 
the chi-square statistics of the methods (Bartlett, IPF, 
Goodman 1, Goodman 2) after collapsing over sampling dis-
tribution. As in the discussion of Hypothesis 4, the 
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cross-classification of dimension and sample size can be 
of more practical use than the cross-classification which 
includes sampling distribution. The means and variances 
are considered close to the theoretical means and variances 
whenever both are approximately within 10% of the theore-
tical values. 
For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, no Bartlett and Goodman 
means and variances satisfied the 10% criterion. The IPF 
means and variances for: sample size 60 (8.43, 17.21), 
sample size 80 (8.64, 16.76), and sample size 100 (8.60, 
15.15) were within 10% of the theoretical mean, 8 and 
variance, 16. 
For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, no Goodman means and 
variances were within 10% of the theoretical mean, 2 and 
variance, 4. The Bartlett means and variances for: sample 
size 60 (2.12, 4.00), sample size 80 (2.09, 3.97), and 
sample size 100 (2.10, 4.17) were close to the theoretical 
values. The IPF means and variances for sample size 40 
(2.23, 4.25), sample size 60 (2.16, 4.36), sample size 
80 (2.10, 4.05), and sample size 100 (2.11, 4.21) were 
close to the theoretical values. 
For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, the Bartlett means and 
variances for sample size 40 (1.11, 2.02), sample size 60 
<1.10, 2.11), sample size 80 (1.07, 2.07), and sample 
size 100 (1.04, 1.90) were close to the theoretical mean, 
1 and variance, 2. The IPF means and variances for sample 
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size 40 (1.17, 2.21), sample size 60 (1.13, 2.29), sample 
size 80 (1.08, 2.15), and sample size 100 (1.04, 1.92) 
were close to the theoretical values. No Goodman means 
and variances satisfied the 10% criterion. 
Scatter Diagrams 
The scatter diagrams given in Appendices A, B, and 
c were used as a basis from which to conduct the linear 
regression analysis. Appendix A contains the scatter 
diagrams for the Bartlett chi-square statistics vs. the 
IPF chi-square statistics for the cross-classification of 
dimension by sample size. The only significant departures 
from linearity occurred for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension. Dif-
ferences between the Bartlett and IPF statistics occurred 
because the methods gave different expected values for the 
same contingency table. The different sets of expected 
values resulted in different values of the two statistics. 
Example #1 in Table 23 is a 3 x 3 x 3 contingency 
table for which the Bartlett and IPF statistics were 
identical (20.54). The expected values are in parentheses 
below the corresponding observed values. It should be 
noted that, within rounding error, the sum of the cell 
deviations is zero. 
Example #2 in Table 23 is a 3 x 3 x 3 contingency 
table for which the Bartlett (18.73) and the IPF (14.04) 
statistics were different. The Bartlett expected values 
are in parentheses below the corresponding observed 
Table 23 
Examples of 3 X 3 x 3 Contingency Tables 
Layer l Layer 2 Layer 3 
Column 1 2 3 l 2 3 1 2 3 
Example #la 
Row l 0 3 4 6 2 3 3 l 2 
(2. 76) (1.40) (2.84) (3.96) (3.04) (4.00) (2.27) (1.56) (2.17) 
2 4 2 l 4 l 5 3 4 2 
(3.13) (1.52) (2.35) (4.05) (2.97) (2.98) (3.82) (2.51) (2.66) 
3 5 l 5 0 6 2 3 3 5 
(3.11) (3.09) (4.81) (1.91) (2.99) (3.02) (2.91) (3.92) (4.17) 
a- Bartlett and IPF statistics = 20.54 
Example #2b 
Row l l l l 4 4 4 l 6 6 
(0.46) (1.09) (1.45) (l. 77) (4.28) (4.95) (3.76) (5.63) (3.61) 
(0.58) ( l.ll) (l. 31) (2.09) (4.32) (5.59) (3.33) (5.57) (4.10) 
2 2 5 5 3 4 4 4 l l 
(3.50) (4.09) (4.41) (3.10) (3. 70) (4.19) (2.40) (2.21) (1.40) 
(3.63) (4.08) (4.29) (3.07) (3.69) (4.24) (2.30) (2.24) (1.47) 
3 4 2 5 0 2 6 2 2 0 
(3.04) (2.82) (5.14) (2.12) (2.02) (3.86) (0.84) (1.17) (2.00) 
(2.79) (2.81) (5.40) ( l. 84) ( l. 99) (4.17) (1.37) (1.20) (1.43) 





values and the IPF expected values are below the correspond-
ing Bartlett expected values. It should be noted that the 
sum of the cell deviations is zero (within rounding error). 
Appendix B contains the scatter diagrams for Bartlett 
vs. Goodman 1 and IPF vs. Goodman 1. Appendix C contains 
the scatter diagrams for Bartlett vs. Goodman 2 and IPF vs. 
Goodman 2. As in Appendix A, the scatter diagrams were 
based upon the cross-classification of dimension by sample 
size. The scatter diagrams in Appendix B indicate more 
variability than the corresponding scatter diagrams in 
Appendix C (e.g. see Figure 28 in Appendix B and Figure 57 
in Appendix C). This indicates that although the manner in 
which the ~s were added to the cell frequencies had little 
appreciable effect on the Goodman chi-square statistics (see 
the discussions of the results of the investigations of Hypo-
theses 1 to 6), enough variability was removed from the 
Goodman 2 statistics that there was a stronger linear rela-
tionship between Bartlett and Goodman 2 and IPF and Goodman 
2 than there was between Bartlett and Goodman 1 and IPF and 
Goodman 1. 
A number of scatter diagrams in Appendices B and C 
contained "outliers" (e.g. Figures 28 and 29 in Appendix B). 
Table 24 contains two 3 x 3 x 3 contingency tables taken 
from Figures 51 and 52. The Bartlett, IPF, Goodman 1, and 
Goodman 2 statistics were: 18.05, 18.05r 13.88, and 13.15 
for Example #1 and were: 18.06, 18.06, 9.09, and 9.52 for 
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Table 24 
Outliers for Goodman Statistics 
Layer l Layer 2 Layer 3 
Column l 2 3 l 2 3 l 2 3 
Example #la 
Row l 4 l 4 3 l 2 3 8 2 
2 2 0 3 l 2 3 5 l 3 
3 0 3 6 6 5 3 l l 7 
a-Bartl~tt(IPF): 18.05, Goodman: 13.88, 13.15 
Example #2b 
Row l 0 3 3 1 1 4 3 6 2 
2 3 6 0 1 1 3 2 5 6 
3 5 4 0 4 0 6 3 1 7 
b-Bart1ett(IPF): 18.06, Goodman: 9.09, 9.52 
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Example #2. Example #2 had more empty cells than Example #1. 
Consequently, the number of empty cells in a given contingency 
table can affect the magnitude of the Goodman statistic 
regardless of the manner in which the ~s are added to the 
cell frequencies. 
Linear Regression 
IPF on Bartlett 
The results of the linear regression analysis of the 
IPF chi-square statistics on the Bartlett chi-square statis-
tics are reported in Tables 12 and 13. Table 12 contains 
the statistics related to the intercepts, slopes, and models 
for the cross-classification of the chi-square statistics by 
dimension and sample size. Table 13 contains the correspond-
ing tests of normality of the residuals that resulted from 
the linear models specified in Table 12. The results given 
in Table 12 indicate that the models give almost perfect 
predictability from IPF to Bartlett for the 2 x 2 x 3 and 
2 x 2 x 2 dimensions. All R2 s for these particular dimen-
sions and sample sizes were l. This indicates that the 
linear models accounted for 100% of the variability. For 
the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension, although the R2s were not exactly l 
(.936, .901, .950, .991), they were quite high and indicate 
that the models in this particular dimension predicted very 
well the Bartlett statistics from the IPF statistics. All 
models in Table 12 were statistically significant at the 
.0001 level. The results of the tests of the normality of 
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residuals (Table 13) indicate that there is no reason to 
reject the hypotheses that the residuals represented random 
samples from normally distributed populations. 
Goodman 1, 2: One Line 
Tables 14, 15, and 16 contain the results of the 
linear regression analysis with predictors Goodman 1 and 
Goodman 2 chi-square statistics and dependent variables 
Bartlett and IPF chi-square statistics. The linear models 
in Table 14 represent those combinations of dimension and 
sample size which have corresponding scatter diagrams that 
indicated one linear relationship (see corresponding scatter 
diagrams in Appendices Band C). All models were statisti-
cally significant at the .0001 level (see Table 15). 
Although the R2 s were not as large as those for the IPF on 
Bartlett linear regression, only four were less than .700 
(Goodman 1: 3 x 3 x 3 and sample size 20 (.436), 40 (.647), 
60 (.672); Goodman 2: 3 x 3 x 3 and sample size 20 (.671). 
The comparison between models for Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 
indicates that the Goodman 2 models had R2 s that were higher 
consistently than the corresponding R2 s for the Goodman 1 
models. For example, for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension and sample 
size 40 case, the Goodman 1 R2 s were .647 (IPF) and .810 
(Bartlett) whereas the corresponding Goodman 2 R2 s were 
.828 (IPF) and .866 (Bartlett). This supports the conclu-
sion that for the scatter diagrams, there was less variability 
in the Goodman 2 scatter diagrams than the Goodman 1 scatter 
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diagrams. In addition, for every combination of dimension 
and sample Size in which the regression analysis was done on 
both the Bartlett and IPF statistics, the R2 s for the Bartlett 
regression were greater than the corresponding R2 s for the 
IPF regression. For example, for the 3 x 3 x 3 and sample 
size 40, the Bartlett R 2 was .810 and the IPF R2 was .647 for 
Goodman l. This indicates that the prediction from Goodman 
l or Goodman 2 was better for the Bartlett statistic than 
for the IPF statistic for certain combinations of dimension 
and sample size. It should be noted that in those cases 
where the Bartlett and IPF statistics agreed (see Table 12: 
2 x 2 x 3 dimension and sample sizes 60, 80, 100 and 
2 x 2 x 2 dimension and all sample sizes), it was not neces-
sary to do the regression analysis for both the Bartlett and 
IPF statistics. Since the IPF method analyzed more tables 
than the Bartlett method, (see Table 5), the IPF statistic 
was chosen as the dependent variable in these particular 
cases. Finally, all tests for the normality of residuals 
(see Table 16) were statistically significant at the .01 
level. This is to say that there is no reason to reject the 
hypotheses that the residuals represented random samples 
from normally distributed populations. 
Goodman l, 2: Two Lines 
Tables 17, 18, and 19 contain the results of the 
linear regression analyses with predictors Goodman l and 
Goodman 2 chi-square statistics and the dependent variable 
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IPF chi-square statistic. The linear models in Table 17 
represent those combinations of the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension and 
sample sizes 40, 60, 80, and 100 that had scatter diagrams 
which indicated two linear relationships (see corresponding 
scatter diagrams in Appendices B and C) . Since the 
Bartlett and IPF statistics agreed so well for the 2 x 2 x 2 
dimension (see Table 12), it was not necessary to do the 
regression analysis on Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 for both the 
Bartlett and IPF statistics. Since the IPF method analyzed 
more tables than the Bartlett method (see Table 5), the IPF 
statistic was used as the dependent variable. 
All the models were statistically significant at the 
.0001 level (see Table 18) and all R2 s ranged from .904 
(sample size 40 with at least one empty cell) to .994 (sample 
size 60 with no empty cells). The comparison between models 
for Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 indicates that the corresponding 
R2 s were not very different. The largest discrepancy occurred 
for sample size 40 with at least one empty cell (Goodman 1: 
.904, Goodman 2: .960). Finally, all tests for the normality 
of residuals (see Table 19) were statistically significant 
at the .01 level. This means that there is no reason to 
reject the hypotheses that the residuals represented random 
samples from normally distributed populations. 
Goodman 1: Three Lines 
Table 20 contains the results of the linear regression 
analysis with predictor Goodman 1 chi-square statistic and 
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dependent variable IPF chi-square statistic. The linear 
models in Table 20 represent those combinations of the 
2 x 2 x 2 dimensions with sample sizes 20 and 40 which had 
scatter diagrams that indicated three linear relationships 
(see Figures 43 and 45 in Appendix B). Since the Bartlett 
and IPF statistics agreed so well for the 2 x 2 x 2 dimen-
sion (see Table 12), it was not necessary to do the regres-
sion analysis for both the Bartlett and IPF statistics. 
Since the IPF method analyzed more tables than the Bartlett 
method (see Table 5), the IPF statistic was used as the 
dependent variable. 
All models in Table 20 were statistically significant 
at the .0001 level and all R2 s ranged from .784 (sample 
size 20 with at least two empty cells) to .995 (sample size 
20 with no empty cells). Finally, all tests for normality 
of residuals (see Table 20) were statistically significant 
at the .01 level. This means that there is no reason to 
reject the hypotheses that the residuals represented random 
samples from normally distributed populations. 
It should be noted that for the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension 
and sample size 40, the regression analysis was done twice 
(once on the assumption of only two lines and once on the 
assumption of three lines) because it was not very clear 
whether there were two lines or three lines in the scatter 
diagram (see Figure 45, Appendix B). The results for the 
three-line analysis indicate that the R2 (.867) for more 
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than one empty cell was quite high and R2 (.995) for no 
empty cells was slightly higher than the corresponding R2 
(.989) for the no empty cells classification under the two-
line analysis. Therefore, the three-line analysis resulted 
in slightly better predictive models. 
Unanalyzed Tables 
Frequencies of Empty Cells 
Table 21 contains the frequency distribution of the 
number of tables analyzed (A) and not analyzed (NA) of the 
Bartlett and IPF methods by dimension and sample size with 
respect to the number of empty cells in the tables. Fre-
quencies were not reported for the Goodman method because 
the Goodman method analyzed all tables (see Table 2). 
In general, for a given number of empty cells, the 
IPF method analyzed more tables than the Bartlett method. 
This was not surprising because of the flexibility of the 
IPF method with respect to empty cells (Fienberg, 1977). 
In the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension (see Table 21) the break 
even point of the Bartlett method was three empty cells for 
sample sizes 40, 60, and 100 and two empty cells for sample 
size 80. In other words, for these number of empty cells, 
there was roughly a 50-50 chance that a table with three 
(or two) empty cells would be analyzed by the Bartlett 
method. For sample size 20, the break even point of the 
IPF method was 17 empty cells. For sample sizes 40 and 60, 
the break even point of the IPF method was three empty cells 
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and for sample sizes 80 and 100 it was two empty cells. 
In the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, the Bartlett method had 
difficulty in analyzing tables that had more than one empty 
cell. The break even point of the IPF method for sample 
sizes 20 and 40 was four empty cells. For sample sizes 60, 
80, and 100, the IPF method had little, if any, difficulty 
in analyzing tables that had up to three empty cells. 
In the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, the break even point of 
the Bartlett method was one empty cell for all sample sizes. 
The IPF method had little, if any, difficulty in analyzing 
tables that had one empty cell. 
These results indicate that the number of empty cells, 
the location of these empty cells, and the magnitudes of 
the nonempty cells are factors which determine whether or 
not the Bartlett or IPF methods can analyze a given table. 
This point is evident for the Bartlett method with the 
2 x 2 x 2 dimension and one empty cell. 
Negative Chi-Square Statistics 
Since no negative chi-square statistics were reported 
(see Results Chapter), there should be some discussion of 
this point with respect to the Bartlett method. McNamee 
(1973) reported a number of negative Bartlett statistics. 
An inspection of his Bartlett algorithm for computing the 
Bartlett statistic uncovered two important points. 
First, the series given in Equation 36 was allowed to 
accumulate until the sum reached the largest double 
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precision number that was representable by the computer. 
This number was used in the calculation of the Bartlett 
statistic. However, this was an error on McNamee's part 
because this artificial number is not the true value to be 
used in the calculation of the Bartlett statistic. There-
fore, some of his Bartlett statistics were not necessarily 
correct. If the Bartlett statistic was negative, then 
McNamee interchanged columns with the hope of eliminating 
these negative statistics. In most cases, this procedure 
eliminated the negative statistics; but, again, the new 
positive statistics may be wrong because of the artificial 
number that could arise because of the nonconvergence of the 
series in Equation 36. 
Second, even if the Bartlett statistic was positive 
before or after an interchange and the series given in 
Equation 36 did converge, the statistic may have been incor-
rect because of negative expected values. McNamee did not 
make provisions for the occurrence of negative expected 
values and so some of his positive Bartlett statistics may 
be wrong. 















The Bartlett statistic was -4.26. When the columns were 










The corresponding expected values were: 
3.60 -1.60 -2.60 2.60 
5.40 3.60 3.60 5.40 
The new Bartlett statistic was 3.91. Therefore, the 
Bartlett method gave an erroneous positive chi-square 
statistic. 
For the present study, the Bartlett algorithm was 
written with safeguards for the nonconvergence of the 
series in Equation 36 and the negative expected values. If 
either of these particular points occurred during the evalua-
tion of a given table, then the interchange procedure was 
used until a valid positive statistic occurred or the table 
was designated as "not analyzed" should the interchange 
procedure fail to yield a valid statistic. 
Non Positive Degrees of Freedom 
Table 22 contains a sample of the 4,865 tables that 
had zero or negative adjusted degrees of freedom (see 
Equation 101). If the degrees of freedom is zero or nega-
tive then this means that it is impossible to measure second 
order interaction by the IPF method (Fienberg, 1981). There-
fore, these particular tables were designated as "not 
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analyzed" by the IPF method. The concepts of zero or nega-
tive degrees of freedom should be viewed in conjunction with 
the frequency distribution of the number of tables with a 
given number of empty cells (see Table 21). Although the 
number of cells that have zeros is important, the location 
of these zeros in the table is also important. For example, 
consider the following 2 x 2 x 2 tables: 
Table A Table B 
0 a c d 0 a d e 
0 b e f b c 0 f 
For Table A and Equation 101: T =8, z =2 T =7, and z =1. 
e e ' p p 
The adjusted degrees of freedom is 0. For Table B and 
Equation 101: T =8, Z =0, T =7, and z =0. The adjusted 
e e p p 
degrees of freedom is 1. Therefore Table A cannot be mea-
sured for second order interaction and Table B can be mea-
sured for second order interaction. 
Recapitulation of Results 
Robustness 
The Bartlett method was robust for 2 x 2 x 3 tables 
with sample sizes 40 to 100 and for 2 x 2 x 2 tables with 
sample sizes 20 to 100. In Table 5, the rejection rates for 
these particular combinations of dimension and sample size 
ranged from .043 to .056. From Equation 100 and the number 
of tables analyzed (see Table 5), the corresponding preci-
sions ranged from .005 to .006. The precisions were based 
upon a hypothesized population parameter of .05. The 
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Bartlett univariate results for these particular combina-
tions of dimension and sample size were, for the most part, 
supportive of the conclusion that the Bartlett method was 
robust. 
The IPF method was not as robust as the Bartlett 
method and the IPF method was the least conservative method. 
This means that the IPF method had a tendency to reject H0 , 
no second order interaction, more often than either the 
Bartlett or Goodman methods. This was particularly true 
for: the 3 X 3 X 3 dimension with sample sizes 20 to 80, 
the 2 X 2 X 3 dimension with sample sizes 20 and 40, and 
the 2 X 2 X 2 dimension with sample sizes 20 to 60. The 
rejection rates for these combinations of dimension and 
sample size ranged from .058 to .114 (see Table 5). The 
corresponding precisions (see Equation 100) ranged from 
.005 to .006 for·a hypothesized population parameter of .05. 
For the remaining combinations of dimension and sample size 
(3 x 3 x 3 with sample size 100, 2 x 2 x 3 with sample sizes 
60 to 100, and 2 x 2 x 2 with sample sizes 80 and 100), 
the IPF method was very robust. If it is important to 
protect against making a Type II error (falsely accepting 
H0 ), then the IPF method should be used because of its 
tendency to have a high rejection rate. The IPF univariate 
results were not very supportive of the conclusion that the 
IPF method was robust for some of combinations of dimension 
and sample size. However, tbe discrepancies between the 
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univariate results and the rejection rates should be 
evaluated in terms of the portion of the theoretical chi-
square distribution that is of interest. In the present 
study, the upper 5% of the x2 distribution was of interest. 
So while there may be discrepancies at the mean, these dis-
crepancies probably are irrelevant in the upper 5% region 
of the x2 distribution. 
The Goodman method was not very robust and was the 
most conservative method. This means that the Goodman 
method had a tendency not to reject H0 , no second order 
interaction. For all combinations of dimension and sample 
size, the Goodman rejection rates (Goodman 1 and Goodman 2) 
were less than .040 (see Table 5). Since the Goodman method 
analyzed every table, in Equation 100 with N=7,300, the pre-
cision was .005 for a hypothesized population parameter of 
.05. If it is important to protect against making a Type I 
error (falsely rejecting H0 ), then the Goodman method should 
be used because of its tendency to have a low rejection 
rate. The univariate results of the Goodman method were 
supportive of the conclusions concerning the robustness of 
the Goodman method. 
An additional consideration in the choice of methods 
to use for the testing of second order interaction is the 
number of empty cells in the table. For the 3 x 3 x 3 dimen-
sion, there is a reasonable chance that the Bartlett and IPF 
methods could be used when a given table has three empty 
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cells. For the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension, the Bartlett method 
worked well for one empty cell and the IPF method worked 
well for three empty cells. For the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension, 
the Bartlett and IPF methods worked well for one empty cell. 
The Goodman method analyzed all tables; but on the other 
hand, the Goodman method was very conservative. 
Of the six hypotheses discussed in the present chapter, 
Hypothesis 4 (For a given sample size and dimension, the 
rejection rates are the same.) was the most important 
hypothesis. The results of the investigation of this 
particular hypothesis have more practical applications in 
contingency table analysis. A decision as to which method 
to use would be based in part upon the dimension and sample 
size. 
Linear Regression 
The results of the linear regression of the IPF 
statistic on the Bartlett statistic indicated that the only 
significant discrepancies between the two statistics 
occurred for the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension. However, even for 
this particular dimension, the linear models had extremely 
large R2 s. Therefore, if it were necessary to obtain an 
estimate of a Bartlett statistic from a given IPF statistic, 
the linear models given in Table 12 may be used. 
If neither the Bartlett nor IPF methods can analyze 
a given contingency table, an estimate of these statistics 
may be found by computing the Goodman statistic and using 
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the appropriate model in Tables 14, 17, or 20. Although 
Goodman 2 had lower rejection rates than Goodman 1, the 
linear models for Goodman 2 had higher R2 s than the cor-
responding linear models for Goodman 1. Therefore, the 
Goodman statistic should be computed with a ~ added to 
every cell frequency. 
An Application 
Blau (1960) did an empirical study of social structures 
in terms of frequency distributions,pf the behavior of 
individuals or relationships among them. He wished to 
demonstrate that the structural effects of a social value 
can be isolated by showing that the association patterns of 
conduct are independent of whether or not an individual holds 
this value. 
As a concrete example, Blau used the authoritarian 
disposition of an individual. Whether an individual 
possesses an authoritarian position or not, is this person 
more apt to discriminate against, say, minorities, if the 
person resides in a community where authoritarian values 
prevail than if he resides in a community where authoritarian 
values do not prevail? 
Blau used data from a pilot study of a public assist-
ance agency. In one section of this particular article, 
Blau investigated the effects of orientation toward work. 
In particular, case workers WPre put into two groups: case-
work service (Layer 1) or checking eligibility for public 
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assistance (Layer 2). Within each layer, each case worker 
was classified as being individually oriented toward case 
work service (Column 1) or checking eligilibity (Column 2). 
Finally, individuals were further classified as reporting 
no conflict with auditors (Row 1) or. some conflict with 
auditors (Row 2). These cross-classifications .. ~~d to a 
2 x 2 x 2 contingency table with sample size 60. No sub-
ject fell into more than one cell. Hence the classifications 


















Blau analyzed the data in this particular contingency 
table by means of cell percentages and concluded that there 
was second order interaction. That is to say: The relation-
ship between the individual's orientation (case work vs. 
eligibility) and another variable (no conflict with auditors 
vs. some conflict with auditors) is contingent on the pre-
valence of this value (orientation to case work vs. orienta-
tion to checking eligibility in the group). 
The results of the analysis of this data by the 
Bartlett, IPF, and Goodman methods were as follows. The 
Bartlett and IPF statistics were identical (3.27). The 
Goodman 1 statistic was 2.02 and the Goodman 2 statistic was 
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1.87. When the appropriate linear model in Table 17 
(2 x 2 x 2, sample size 60, at least one empty cell) was 
used, the predicted Bartlett (or IPF) statistic was 3.82 
for Goodman 1 and was 3.2r for Goodman 2. Therefore, based 
upon these results, the hypothesis of no second order 
interaction would not be rejected. This contradicts 
Blau's conclusion and indicates that further investigations 
should be conducted in this particular area. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The results of the present study raised some provoca-
tive questions. A number of empty cells in the contingency 
table presents a problem when the Bartlett method is used. 
The procedure adopted for this present study was to set 
first estimates of cell deviations to ~ wherever zeros 
appeared in the table. This was a purely computational 
technique used to get the iterative procedure started. How-
ever, this procedure did not guarantee the existence of a 
solution. Perhaps the number of tables analyzed by the 
Bartlett method could be increased if some other starting 
point for first estimates was used. 
A second consideration related to the use of the 
Bartlett method is: Is there a relationship among the 
cells in terms of the number of empty cells, minimum nonzero 
cell frequencies, and the relative location of these zeros 
and minimum values? 
A third consideration when the Bartlett method is 
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used is the interchange procedure used by McNamee (1973) in 
order to eliminate the negative chi-square values. Suppose 
every possible interchange is performed on those tables 
which had different Bartlett and IPF statistics. Under 
what, if any, conditions will a Bartlett solution match an 
IPF solution? 
A fourth consideration when the Bartlett method is 
used is the solution to the system of cubic equations. When 
a solution occurs which yields negative expected values, 
how should this solution be interpreted? In other words, 
in the simplest case, a cubic equation can have one real or 
three real roots. Therefore, when this solution occurs 
(i.e. one that yields negative expected values), under what 
conditions can the appropriate solution be found? 
With respect to the IPF method, are there contingency 
tables that have zero or negative degrees of freedom; but 
yet the second order interaction can be measured? Fienberg 
(1981) claims that no such example has been found. 
With respect to the Goodman method, there was less 
variability in the Goodman statistics when a ~ was added 
to every cell than when a ~ was added to only the empty 
cells. The use of ~ is the recommended procedure for 
large sample theory. However, for small samples, a differ-
ent constant may be appropriate. 
The linear regression analysis was done as a secondary 
exploratory study. Is it appropriate to use these models 
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to estimate the Bartlett or IPF statistics? 
Therefore, the present study uncovered some interest-
ing results about the robustness of the three methods 
(Bartlett, IPF, Goodman). At the same time, questions 
were raised that require further investigations. The 
answers to these and other questions will undoubtedly lead 
to improvements on the present study. 
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SUMMARY 
The overall purpose of the present study was to inves-
tigate the robustness of three methods (Bartlett, Iterative 
Proportional Fitting, Goodman) for measuring second order 
interaction in three dimensional contingency tables when 
the sample sizes were small. A Monte Carlo technique gen-
erated 3 x 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 3, and 2 x 2 x 2 contingency 
tables for the following sample sizes: 20, 40, 60, 80, 
100. In addition, four multinomial distributions for each 
dimension were used as underlying sampling distributions. 
Each sampling distribution was used to generate 1,825 con-
tingency tables for each sample size. Consequently 109,500 
contingency tables were generated for the 60 combinations 
of dimension (3), sample size (5), and sampling distribu-
tion ( 4) . 
Each table was tested for second order interaction by 
means of four methods: Bartlett, Iterative Proportional 
Fitting (IPF), Goodman l, and Goodman 2. For Goodman l, 
a ~ was added to each empty cell and for Goodman 2, a ~ 
was added to every cell before the table was tested for 
second order interaction by the Goodman method. 
The primary indicator of robustness was the rejection 
rate of each method for various combinations of dimension, 
sample size, and sampling distribution. In particular the 
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cross-classificaion of dimension and sample size gave the 
most practical results. The Bartlett method was robust 
for 2 x 2 x 3 tables with sample sizes 40 to 100 and was 
robust for all sample sizes in the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension. 
The IPF method was robust for: the 3 x 3 x 3 dimension 
with sample size 100, the 2 x 2 x 3 dimension with sample 
sizes 60, 80, and 100, and the 2 x 2 x 2 dimension with 
sample sizes 80 and 100. In these particular cases, the 
empirical rejection rates were within .01 of the theoreti-
cal rejection rate, .05. The Goodman method was not 
robust and consistently had rej~ction rates less than .04. 
For exploratory purposes, linear regression analysis 
was done on the chi-square statistics of the four methods. 
The Goodman 1 and Goodman 2 statistics were predictors of 
the Bartlett and IPF statistics and the IPF statistic was 
the predictor of the Bartlett statistic. All linear models 
were statistically significant at the .0001 level and 
there were only nine R2 s (out of a possible 69 linear 
models) less than .800. The models that involved the 
Goodman statistic provided a means of estimating the 
Bartlett or IPF statistics when either of these latter 
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o\o\ A AO A ADA AA A 
8 OAAA 
" AAo\ A A • 
"'" " OA A 
A A 
-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 I 2 .! ~ 15 ll 1 8 Q 10 ll l2 ll U 115 
nuo 
NIIIE: 7181 llfiS IIAD MISSING VAI.UE5 

















.I A A AA: 
A AA BAOA AA AA A 
t BA A A A 
I AAA AA AA AC A A A A BAA AABA CAA A AC A A AA 
+ R 8 B AA AAC A BAAB BAA 
I AAAAA AAABCACAAA AIJ A A AAB DOC EOCC OAAA A A CAAAAOA OADORAEQA 
+ A A BflAUUARAOEADGO BEOAAAAA A A 
I A BAACCfCCDGCCOR OBAAABA A A ACOD CHCCffEOCEFEOACAAA AA BAA A A A 80AACDRADIHGDEGOOEBCA88 A A A 
+A AA A A AAAO fOCEFCICCDDEOAO ARB A AA AA 
I AA A CA8ACEfEHthKGFHEE~AAEAAR AA A A A A A A A A RACOHCJfK~L~OKHCCOAABAP.rB BA A A A C Cf OCCFAEflHIPIJPQttt.HGCCCC BA B AA 
• A ACAQOGDOFIJLKMNILJPGifEFCOUUA AAA A 
lA AABA AAEBCCCFINNIOTJQVCNHGFCGAEftAAAA OA ACAOCDEGEKLH~OMQSWIJIFG~fC~A AAA BA AA 0 AHAAAA AHBCFGGKOKZSZZPHNLKFOBACCflBAOBA U A A 
+ AAAAARGCFHfKNSNSUUSUMJOJ\IKGffCOflA A A RA 
I ABAARA BAFCEGJMKYOZZYOC•OHOJOHOO ACCAA AUC A AAARCRfFOHIQJUlTZZZZZZQfTHGECOFAA flA A A AA AACOOJFIRSQYYZZZZZYLOQMHEACOOBA AA 
• AAAC"IIKFGIKLYYVZTZZZZWSUPLilJFfCCA 800 
I 8 OFCFitNLU\/PlZZllllZKZNCKCIP.CABAA.A 0 AOKFIHSUYVZZlllZZZOIJF CCA A EDDifGIISWZZZlZZZVVIOFICCflOAA A A 
ttHIC JGHJPZZZ ZZ l lll ZNMJCGHCIUB A 
I ACOFJQSSZZZZZZZPV~GKBOEA.BA AI:EUOSWZYZZZKVVMPICO C COQMCPVUkZZJSOHIOAOAA A 
• DJPMVSOJVPLHGOAf 




















-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 2 4 t 0 10 12 1• It 18 20 22 24 26 28 JO l2 l. 36 ld 40 4c 44 4t 48 fC 
CHIP 
8 OHS IIAt) MISS lNG VAlUES 50e OilS tiiiJOEN 













































A A AAAAAA 
RA~ A A 
l•J•J S~~PLf- SIZE bQ 
LEGE~D: ~ a I CHS, ~ ~ 2 CI!So EJC, 
A A 
A 
AAB AB ~A AA 
I!BA UaAC II. 
AAC 0Ati00C8( 
A A AAABDODftii!AARII. 
a Cf'C ACIIOA a 
ABCI-I'IUOCHA I!AA 
AAOC[CEC£EA DACBII. A 
A AACRCUFAHOOAAA A 
,_ fAOFI-OAfFEAA 
BAII(;Ofii!I-"IFCCHA AA 
H A A88fi<GD(;0Gtl00 A 
AAOR GLit"LI<FHAA 


















-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 • 6 8 10 l2 U It 18 20 22 24 2t> 28 JO ~2 J4 J6 !I 40 
CHill 
NOJtl ~64h CliS HAO ~ISSihG VALUES 

















PLOf OF C~t~•tHIP I .... : .: ... 
. - "" 
AA 
I AP.A AB A A A A " 
t A A A A A 
I A ' P A AAA A AAAft AA 
t AAA R AB A B A 
8ACAOOet'A A 
A ORDRACC 8AB A A I " c• e ce " 8 AC £CCCCOA A B APOCPOfFEAA08 A 
t A 8EhJFEBHCB A AA 
I ACGGJLLHF.CODC BA A • ~~~~~~~~~:~e~, """ " 
A I BAGCJ~OO~ICO AAA 
• ":~~t~~~~~1~=~~~Ao A " 
I AICUflYUPC~GOA A CGNPZZZ~SMDJGCCOAB 
t OACKHZWZZZCKFOCECC A 
I A CLRZZZZZZJJGOHEC A CfUZlllZZWGLFOCACOAA 
t GQQZZZZZZwKflill 6 
I AOJZZZZZZZZP~FF OAOAO A AA ftiRZZZZZZZShEBAC 0 
t D~ZZZZlZZUCGCAOOB 
~ COHZZllllll&SfCAABR AA J ACHNZZZZllZQJJCAA 
t AAfHlZZZZlZZLGCPO 
I ACESlZZZZZZC:OCP.BA ARC .. ZZZZZZitRGCAA 
tA F'ilZZZZWNECfA 
I GllZlZZKIDA CPZZZZOPhU 
f 11Rl7VORAB 






l•l•l ~-~PLE 511£ 60 
LEGfhOI A • I O&So B • ~ CPSo ffC~ 
" 
-·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·-0 1 c. 9 12 1s ae aa a• 21 Jc 11 l6 li •2 •t •e 51 s• 57 c.o c.J nc. 69 Jc Jt Jt ta t• eJ ~o ~l 
CttiP 
HOI~: I OOS HA~ MISSING VALUfS 21V~ 00$ hiDDEN 




J•J•3 $AMPL~ SIZE 80 




• 1'. 5 
as.o 
12.5 







A A AA 
A AR A A AAC 
ABIJAB AABDCA A 
B BBAA 8 Q BBA A 
A ACG CRIJABAA 
DC AOCABCCBAAA 
AA088FGOFGRBO A A 

































Figure 28. Scatter Diagram indicating one line: 
" 
" 











l.lMl 54~PLE SIZE 80 











A A AA D A I 4 A AAAAAA A A A A 8 OA A 4 AB A A CODA A 
t RCAIJAABHHA 8 AHA 4 
A C~AOCOOCCACAB A 
CAAOFCOFSFABBCOB A I AAAOAC CAACEB CAA ti A A AAEOIJFJF~800CADOAAAO A A 
t A A GEOFKFNGIJGADBA 8 AA AA A 
I AFCOJNCMI~NI~EEOAOOAB 4 BLCKFKPPSNKLKGND008ABA4 A AIJJOSPWPQJJHEBOOAAAA AA A KLHSIOZVZHPKFGGEDOCCA 
t ~NUSVI:ZSYZRINIJFERAA AA 
B XGZZYZZI:ZPYKL~NBJACOA A A A 
-ClUllZZ11ZZG~ONFJEOAABA A A A I APUZZZZZZIVZO~EGDOGCBC B AOZfZZZZZ7ZZZSOG~CDOAAB A 
t AWZZZZZZZZZZ~ZLHGGEBB A A A 
I APlllllllllllC~KCACEA A -AHHPZZZZZZZlZZIIAIGfCAABI!H 0 CCZVlZZZZZZZVSSLIFFA A A AOlllllllllllOJGCE~E A A 
t UEZlZZZZZZKYQ~GfCA A 











-·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·----0 s ao 15 zc 25 lO 35 •o •s ~c ~e tC 
CHIP 
NOtF: 1112 085 ~lODE~ 












J~J~J 5ANP~f SIZE &00 
PLOI OF CHIG.CHIO ~EGE~o; A • l COSo 0 • 2 &ES• EfCo 
.. A 
A A A A 
A 
A 
A A A A .. 
A " A A A A CA A 
CA 8AAAA U 
DA AAO "0 8 














A "" A 





RE AAB OAAB .. AA AABB A 
OOOBAGCOEH8GCBOOA AAB ARB 
88 ftCBAOOBGEC CACDBAAB A 
CEFCOECCECCDCCOf A C AO A A 
CEFFOFECAF .. CCEEOODOACA 
AGhKEEFOBEfhDCBCAB ABO B 
A"FCFEFIIIECKfGHECAEBAABA A 






FRVHKMZSHURIPHfFFCAC BAA A 
I!SZPECIIKNUNONEFFOHltE AA A 




SZILKZRKKhhiJKDAAAABA A A 







A KAHIOVFIKfffAEOA A 
AJ~EISEfEOFBOC A A 
CI<CfhHCGA BAA 
fAffiO Fflfl 
fl A AfiA 
CHID 



























l~J~l SA~PL~ $1Zf 100 
LE~ENO; A • I COSt B • Z CBSt fJCo 
A 
" • A A 
A 
" A AB A A A A 
A A A AA A B AA 
A A A A A A B 0 
8 
A 
A 8 CA A BU A AAA 
CA BAAAA C 8 Q BA QA A AAD AU 8 A A AAAAA 
8 8C AAAAAAAA A C84A A A AA 
ARACAA DABHC CCA CA ACB AA AA AAA 
AE AA8 DA8CAABACARBDAAAA A A 
BBI)8AGCDEOC JCCBC AA AACAADCRA A A 
AH l!CCAEDRGFDtlOAODRAHBBAA ItA AA A 
CEFCDFCCfCDDECDLACAAfAAR C A A AA A 
A 
A 
ACEFFDFfCBFRCCEGCFEEBFOA ABAU A 
AAGHLEEFfHGGHDfEFCCA BAER BG E A BAA A 
A ABFEFFFJJif.CMF~IFFCFDACDBCAAAA 84 AOAA A 
AEGIDIGKJIIJfEfBGGGDH F CC CC A B 
CNJLCMMHLifH~KLMIOLJCDOCCAACA48DBAA AA A 
A BKLRBIF.UJGPIUHKGMKGDFHCCCDEOOCAADBA A A 
JhKLMOKNMNHLPHPMfGGGECCECGOfB AB AAA 
HWSLMO~OJ~SULLIKLLB~GIADGARCB AAA A A A 
BSZJGCT~~NSKNPQOMKLNEIEFUDEOCO AA A 
AFSVLKOZV .. ZSUUMPl N Iff I GKDGBCCEECAIIR AAA 
ACSZPFRZZOAT~RHALIItNHOKJJG8A EfARAACA AA AO 
A A AO)VLYZPYUU~SVKLMKKJJHJDCACDDECBUA A A UA A 
A NZlt-AZlVGYUYfOIOZO ILE IDIIHGEOCAB8 ft A AAA AA 
KZZJOZIItH•ZIIWSUNKMI\LGHHGEFIID BAA A 
AAElllHNlltJUZZY,.YIIIPRNKHLffffHDCAA 01186 It A 




A ftJZSIYZZPCYKJXSVLSMLIEOOBAO AAB A 
A COZIItKS~TYfMTW0~5JNHGFGEAG08CCA A 
ARYZDKZZSUXUOIONCKGI!I~GF AC A 8 A A 
A LRJJTVKPTMNTK•t~OfC~CAI\AA A 
8 C~~GLULJKHIGO~JfEOfACe A AA A 
n•r- JlllEKK IFFGCAA Cf II 
AHOGffDGFFGFI!PCAA 64 
C II CCFAAP.AAA 8 























2~2-3 SA~PLF. SllF 20 






i : ... : 
tl A 4A A A 
~ : ~e i,~~: :o:! oA "A a 
t A 4 AA COAAAOR A A OAA A 
I 6 0 CCAE OGARD A AA A A C AA ACDAA AB COCCEGBABA AA BA ACA 6AB RU AA AfCAAfEB A ARC R A4 AA A AH A A8~AGfNHI OA A A CODACRAA A 
t COOAAB ACACI\JTPfC AAAA Cft AAO 
I U UAH~EO ffACKKKJRJC A OCRA OAAH HGfARAACOGLUXSIC AAGA OCA FDIQifAC OGWJVUSLA A UCOBA OfSf GJLOOlWRf AE AOt AD 
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CHI8 
tWTI': <>051 OtiS tiAO MISSING VALUfS ll OHS t<IOOE" 














I .. ··:·:· 
t I! A 
I A AAA C A A~C ::s:AA C 






AA BAD DAfEAOAAAAA AA A A I A 8 AACA CFABAI! A AA 4 tl AAC ACOtC (floii.I'BA A A A A A BOCDCNOHORRC.I' ABA A A 6 AAA A 
+ A 4A DfOFMCfHOI!A A I!A A A 
lA RCCCUCOJLCJIABE f.!'.!' AA A ll EAECGGKLIKMICASHAAA A 6 ARACE~FGJLJSFAAAPB BC 0 A ARAC~fOLRIRLRIIIRCC I!A 
tOU A AOC£~PMOZZWICLGRAA A 








2M2Ml SA~PLE SIZE 2Q 
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CHIP 
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Figure 33. Scatter Diagram indicating 
I 













2•2•~ SA~PL~ SIZE •o 





i i A A A A :A AA A 
+ II A 
I AA A A A A~ 
+ I!CU
6 :e: A ~~~ 
I AC8A A AD AACB CBA A AD A -AfAA ACOABAAB A 
+ BEDA ABDAAACAB A 
I CCB CCA8BE08 A BA -EE AABOOEACA 8 AEGBACCfffJO AA A 
t CCOReEDCENJCDAA A 
I NPE HllEK IBflA t' CXPCABF~Kk~ A AA MVF.AFOLGRFCA ACAA 
t C ZUfiOF JfNUf AREA II 
I ZZGBELVRSJDCEAA8AAA BZZRI<,.CSZJA -ce AZZlCFMV7UEAEA C 
t A zznrKZZ1LAOAOA 
I HZZGMYZlVCE AO ZZ,.,CQZZZI<AEB 8 tfi AAU~~:~~~~~Z~A(A 
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2X2XJ SAMPLE SIZE •o 
L~~ENOZ A • l COSo 0 • 2 CB~o f.IC• 
1 
i 
I I ,. A A A :· AA : 




I 0 AA A A A A A A A~ ,. A A A A 
t PCO AltA A A AA A A 
I ACBA A AB AACBAB A 8 A CRA A AD AA 8 4 A A AAEAA ACOBHAACA4A 4 A 
t fE04 ACOAA4CAO A A A C 
I DEE CCA6ff0R AAOU AAA C~f AAHHOEACCADAUCAA Af~OAOCGFFKOAACBCUBO 
+A ACCORfBOCENJOECB CBA A 
I A HHE ACDfkiCOECff ABA A CXPCACE~KNICGACOCCAAA AA AA CMWf4FOL~SGCf JGEA 
t AAEZVAFFJGOVGCIE~~A A OA 0 A AA A 
1
4A• ZZ~BE~WSSLIG~fCFBDO B A A 4 
~ AAAFZZBLNPSZuCIIGGCAA A AA 
AAOAZZZOGNWZWGRQIGFAACBA 
t AAAA RCC4ZZCGNZZZCGI<JGCeoe 8 A 
IC AAA840J7ZGNZZZZFPPKNCCFO C fACCEfZZPEOZZZPGlKEOUAO AA A 40EOC077GKZZZZJC~Mf8 A 
tENF.ISZZHKZZZJNOJGf A A 
















AA 8 A 
.. 
-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· o 1 2 3 • f t 1 e 9 10 It t2 ll •• 15 t6 az aa 19 ~c 2l 22 2l 2• 2f 
CHIP 
.. CJF: !>I litiS HAD MISSING VALUES JJII2 085 tiiOOfN 



















. " "" I o\H~AAAA AAAAAA AC RR A 
t AAC 118 
I Co\ A A OA CtAEEAAAAliA AC FC B A A 
t H£A8GB8 A AAAADAA 
I AECOIH!OA CA 0 0 CHODAAftABB 8 A CJfJADBAC AA HCA A 
t HKIED A8CCDB8 8 
I EKTJCOAABAAAACD A DTPLCACAAHE C8 A A AOUVEA AABBCERBA A 
t O~NJAACOHCEEEEAA 
I PllF.AFAO~FCFA AA ZZQDO CAK11GEil AA CIZGBCfCJ1"111AA 
+ ZZWOCAIKHLfABA A 
I ZliOAI!J>4IPGAAI!A ANZZCCFE111SC ZZCAt<KCZHHA A 
+ ZZGADSZZVA 
I XlZCBKTZVCAA AA ZZHAIJZZPAAAA lZRCIYZV e 
t KZZfiZZZil 




2~2-J SA~PLE SIZE 60 











" AA " A A 








" " A 
A 
-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· o 1 2 J 4 f e 1 e 9 10 11 12 ll •• as 1o 11 ae •~ <o 21 c2 2~ c• cf 
CtiiH 
NOlF: )~9 OtiS HAD MISSING VAlUES 4C4C ODS HlllDEN 

















t A o\A 
I AU8Ao\Ao\ AAo\o\Ao\ AC 88 o\ 
t AAC OIJ 
I Co\ o\ o\ l'lo\ I!EAEfAAo\AOo\ o\C FC 8 A A 
t OEo\OGBB A o\Ao\o\OAA 
I AFCDBBBA Co\ Bo\E CHDOAABABO 0 o\ A CJFJAOUAC AA BCA o\o\ 
t HKIEO ABCCOOB B 
I I!LlJCBAAUAAAACE A OlPLCACAABE CC A 0 ACUYEA AABDCEBOAAC o\ 
t OXNJAABOHOEEEFAAB 
I J>ZZEAI!AI!t-FCFo\ Ao\ AA A ZZQDC CAKHGEECABB o\ CZZGCCBCJHHIOCDC A 
to\ ZZWBCAIKHLFEOAAO o\ 
I A o\ llSAI!JMIPGACI!AI! AOZZCCFEHlSEO o\ o\ ZZCo\ttKIOZRIAC EB 
t AA o\ ZZHADS21Wo\ I!CA 
I AADX ZZCHt~ l ZVDBACo\8 A Do\ ZZHOJKZZPCCEC o\ A ABLZCFI7ZYDEACA 
tU AKZZEIZZlBCFD I! 




2X2Xl So\~J>lE SIZE bO 










o\ A o\ 
AA A 
A B 
A A Ao\ A 
A 





















tlZZZSBCA -·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·-~--·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I 2 l 4 t 6 l 8 9 10 II 12 ll 14 15 16 ll 18 19 iO 21 22 23 24 2~ 
CHIP 
2 OUS HAO ~ISSihG VAlUES •U 55 OIH HI DOE"' 















2X2X3 $AMPLE $llE 80 




i j c 
I BAB AAB AOtC A A 


















I AAOOAA CBB A A BFHBBA CBA A A A A 
t BOIEUDCBAA A A AA 
I llBHCB8ECDB A A A AAB CEOCECOFAD A A AD A UEKNDHO AA CAAUA AA A A A 
t IMHHEFO B AAD AAA B A 
I AFHKE I GOA 8 0 D OPAD A COOKJGDB AAAABA UABAA AMZNOEFOA AB AAA BBBADC 8 
t FXAROIACA 008 OAAB AC A 
I IZZJA~A AAOCADDABA A NlZZOOAAB ACO ACCAOAA ZZZlMC ABAOCBDB BEAAA A A 
t ZZZYHAAAAUBFOOADGAAA A 
I AZZZLt OACDDECCFCA AZZZHAAB CCCilFOFFA JZZZE EDEEOOMILB A 
t PZZZIU. I!COIIl-IDA 
I ZZZZ CAHFCJQGJA llZME•UEEFKQFfA ZZZFAOAI!OKNKE A 
t A ZZZAAilfhQ~NI A 
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CHill 
95 OAS HAD MISSING VALUES H9J OilS HIDDEN 










aaaal $ANPlE SIZE 80 





I 8~ AA8 A8E( A A 
t E C A AAAA 
















I AAtiDAA CIIB A A 8FHBBA C&A A A A A 
t 801fBDC8AA A A AA 
(fDCECOFAB A A A8 A I 811H(88ECOB A A A AA8 OEKNOHO AA CAABA AA A A A AA 
t INHIIEFD 8 AA8 AAA 6 A A 
I AfhKE I GOA 8 0 0 118A8 A COOKJGOB AAAABA 8AUAA ANZNOEFBA AB AAA 88BABC 8 a 
t fMRHOIACA DUB OAAB AC A 
I IZZ1RHA AAtiCAOtiABA A NZZZOOAAB A(O ACCADAA A ZZZINC ABAO(CDB REAABAA A 8 
t ZZZYhAAAABBfDDADGAAA a 
I AlZZLt OACDOeCCFCAA A AZZZhAAE CCCBfDffA A A JZZZf BDEEOONILB A II 
t APZ2Ztl8ECDIILICAAA 
I ZZZZACAP.FCJOGJA EBA A ft ZZZMEAAEEFKQfEA A A A AZZZFAHAP.DKhKE AC All 
tAB AC ZZZAAUEHQMhl A 
































-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 l 2 J 4 5 fl J II 9 10 ll 12 ll 14 l!! 
CHIP 













2X2XJ SAMPLE ~IZf 100 








t AA A 
I AA 0 AA 8 A 
t AA AA 
1 ABDO A A A B B CACCAA AA 
I BDCA08 AA BDIOCAFA A 
t ABGE£ CA A A " 
I CFIOBA AA A AD ONIJAGBEAA B AA AAA 
t CNSGACOBA A B 
I ALTIDG DA (AA AAA A KlYIGf.CAABA 8 i 
KZNEECCA A BA A A 
AlZEDfA BAA 
AlZZ~~AfOABHA AAA 
t l1ZPO e C CAC 8 
I ZllKKBAC(B AAAA RllCGCE Cf AOAOA 
t OlZlOBCECCO~fC 
I lllO ECCHOC zzzeAAffLKFA A 
t ZlZK BCKGME 
I ZZSHCGFLE ZZZAAKTL 
t Ill fCKOO 



















-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I 2 l 4 6 6 l I 9 10 II 12 ll 14 15 16 ll 18 19 cO 21 2c 2l c4 if 
CttiU 
NCIE: 2b Ofl~ ~AO MISSING VALUES 0149 COS HIDDEN 

















2M2~J SAMPLE SIZE 100 









I i 11: 116 
t AA All 
I AOQO A A A 0 It 
t CACCAA All 
1 ODCADO All llDIDCAFA A AOGE£ CA A A A 
I CF I DOA All A AB ONIJAGDEAA 6 AA AAA 
t CMSGACBBA A C 
I jiiLTIDG DA CAA AAA A KZNfeCCA A BA A A 
t KZVIGECAADA 8 A 
I AllfOCII BAA AZZZHHAeDACBA AliA 
t ZZZPC e C CAC 0 
I Zlli<KOACCO AAAA IIZZOG(£ Cf AOADA 
t DlllOeCECCChtCB 
I lllO FCC~CC A ZZZOAAUfl Kfll 0 
t ZlZK OOKGME 
I ZZSBC~Flf llZAAKTl All 
t II Zll ECKQO II 






















-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·---~·----·----·----·----·----·--·-·----·----· o a 2 1 4 5 6 1 e 9 ao aa 12 11 14 15 16 11 aa ag •o 21 22 21 44 cf 
CHIP 
NOlfl 515L 0£15 HlllOEh 























i A cc AAO AAU eo AA 










fill HOCCB ll 
VCGJ 8 AB 
ZUZE II A 
BZYL AA 8 
RIIIIJ AD 
Zl llll AOB 
I~ ZF Jll DC~ 
I
G ZO YZK AOC 
Ztl lf ll AOO 
FllB liZ I! A 










2•2•2 SA~PLE ~IZE 20 
LEGE~O& A • I CD$, 0 • 2 ces, tJC. 
-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I 2 3 4 5 t 1 8 9 10 II 12 ll 14 15 16 ll 18 IS cO 21 2~ 23 ~· a~ 
CttiB 
NUll: i!1t•9 CHS hAO Ml:iSING VALUES l07e OBS t.IOOEN 


























AE C A II 
AE HE 
AE ac a 
GB L 0 II A ( 
H L DE C A 
• 
lAO F .. DLE BBAA 
Ill! KMDCD 0 B 
HC HHLEG Dfll 
NF ZO H CL A g l ZZfiiAJB CBA l ZZ DIN Hl4 I<Z AOOAAB 
Ill ZB SN 
+H l lZOllol 














2N2N2 5A~Plf 51Zf 20 
LEGEND: A • I PB5t P • 2 OBSt ere. 
-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 4 6 e ao 12 14 ae 11 20 22 24 26 2e 30 32 ~4 ~6 :e •o 
CltiP 
2180 OHS HAD MISSING VALUfS J•ll26 DIU I-lODEN 












2M2.2 $AMPLE IIZE 40 




i I o AAo'\ 













ADDO A A I DADA A AA A AB B UFCBA C HEFA A ADO A 
t DE IDB BAA AD 
I AIG8ft fiUA A A A AEEFCAD AOCDA 8KfCA CIJ AA A CJfHD BCEC 
t CCKID UEIA 
I ~G"FD CUEAA HZOe CJCO A A GLQD OKFF AAA CZWHA UIOA CDU A 
t ZZWOCC 0Lf9 8 A 
I QZ ZI!C ILAA COUll LZZBB APHICEGA ZZJ OJKECE A ZZZC OXOED 
+A ZZZB DPZHNC 
1
41' ZZ!l BZZlC 

























-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 I 2 l .. ' l! t l 8 9 10 II 12 ll U If> 
CttiH 
NOIE: 'IO•J OilS tiAO MISSIN<O VALUES UOt 011~ I<IDOtN 


















CGOA A B 





BGDo\ CA A 





CNDB CAA AA 
AGKHO EEA 
ALIA CIIAAA 
CMKB AffA A A 
DMK DLC AD 
Ell tf! AA 
NZC MOo\ AA A 
r•ZB lOA BE 
llf LO o\fC A R 
ZZff A~O B 0 Ao\o\A 
ZZE ~YeCOP.fA eAeA 
llO o\Z~fl AC AHAA 
ZZ CZJie A Ao\AA 
ll NZK8 .. EfC 
to\ ll llO CfGDB 




















-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 l 2 l 4 ~ 6 l 8 i 10 II 12 ll 14 15 l6 lJ 18 I~ iC 21 22 23 co\ if 
CHIP 
NOifl ~OS UHS Ho\0 MISSING VALUEI 4~41 ODS hiOO~" 














z•z•z S•MPLE SIZE 60 











OA 8 It 
DCA OAAA 
SDAAAAAA 




FGAQfAB A OA 
AGKGOCA BDAQ AA I 
OJ lfBCBA AC 
FMFGDQ A ADEBA 
FR~hEA OACC A A 
t NMSFD CBEDB A 
I lZlNE OFOOB A BlllF AGFh A AZZIIE llt:hGA A 
t GZZZB AfMDD AUA A 
lA KZllBA CJt .... f -CIIA ZZZ" PQMOACCA YZZL HSZHGD 
tA ZZZ QZY~D 
























-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 I 2 l " 6 6 l e 9 lO ll l2 l3 U Ui 
CHID 
Nrnr: 2f!7 ODS hAG lfiSSING VALUES "II II 005 HIDDt:" 












i i A A 
• AA 
I A A A : 
+ A A A 
I AB A A A A AA AA 
t CB CB 
I BAS 8 AfDUBA CCABAA A 
+ f:fiCA A 
I ftlfBC A AO 
• 
K~~~: fA A A 
CHGOC AC A AA 
I fl<<i(A f'C 0 OSJG A ACOC EZVEA OCO A A AU 
t T ZL DHDA A 
I CZZK <iGC AAAO A PZZ OtiJ A AA A ZZN AllN AA C 
I l1C AMID AC A ADA A WZZC A~XGAOCCA A A A ZZH HZGBO BAB lZC GlZH A AA 
+A <il7. ZZBBA CCA 






2~2M2 SA~PLE SllE 60 





" A A AA 
8 
A 
-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· o I 2 l 4 5 6 l 8 9 10 II 12 ll 14 15 16 11 18 19 cO 21 22 23 c4 ct 
CHIP 
NOlfl 202 llil~ HAO ~ISSIN<i V~LUES 51~f ODS HIDDEN 



















2X2X2 $A~P~E SllE 80 












t A BA A 
I C 0 AA B C A AA A B 
t 8HABA A 
I OCGOA A 8 CCCEA SAAAA 
t ABGAB OA 
I AFMD ABO A AGNECRO 0 
t PPNFFCFA 
I KSQLCOfl A t>Kt-hDGB f! 
t <ilZl IL A ACAAC 
I CZ l ZOiiA A f!fJCDBAA lllRh AEJGGE A A 
t zzz•J AOIIIA 
I ZZZZI CPJMJACA A OlllK AFINPAfrAA 
t ZZZP JRLVGEAC 
I A llll EKSZJG llll FZZZIIIE 
tllUZZlZZA 























-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 ' 2 J • a & ., a 9 10 aa 12 1 J u n 
ClUB 
IIQ 005 t>•O MISSING VALU~S 



















2•2•2 $AMP~E SIZE 80 









I A aA aOAA Q 
t A 8A A I A ~,.o :"a a c 
1 OBAaA A aCGQA A 8 CCCEA QAAAA 
t AtiGAR BA 
AGNECIIO D 1 AFMD ABO A PPMFFCFA A A 8 
I I<SOLCOB A !JBCOA ~I<~NOGB Q CAOftAA 
t GZZliL A ACAAC BA 
I CZZZOHA A BBCOBAA A ZZZRti AEJGGE A A a 
t ZZZWJ ADIIIA A A 
I ZZZZI CPINJACAA8 A AA Ollll< AFINPABDAA A 
t ZlZP JRCVGEAC 6 0 A 


















-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 I c 3 4 6 t J 8 9 10 II 12 ll U Ill 
CHIP 
NOJ~: 80 OHS H40 MISSING V-lUES Sl2t CBS HIOOf~ 











2X2X2 SANPL~ SIZ~ 100 












I ACAA ABOCA A 
t OACB A 
I BCAB A AHCCBA A A OCB A A A 
t CCGBC AA 
I AAFAA 8 A HHIAB OHUA AA FJGOBARCA A 8 A 
t LOEBACB A ABB 
I FSKC CA ABA A NI<HOBO C AA A •zlEhFA AOAB 
• BZZOKOC A AOAeOA 
I OlZVGC AtOAB CZZUR.. ACC hll~J FOHC A 
t SZZPE A BCUB 
I SZZJB Cf'IEA ZZZSA AtKG A lllJ 6114G 
t ZlZC AKPLBAA 














-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----1) 1 2 l • 6 e 1 e g 10 11 u u 14 ae 
ClUB 
HOff: J3 CfiS IIAO MISSING VALUES 52d7 CBS I<IOOE" 











2X212 SAHP~E ~IZE 100 











I ACAA + BAC~BOCA AA 






FJGDBAQCA A 0 
t LOf:UCB A A88 
I FSKC DA AliA A NRHBOO C AA A loZIEHfA ADAU 
+ eZZOKBC A AOADBA 
I OZZVGC At8A8 ClZUAA ACC NZZIIJ EOIIC A 
+ SZZPf A BCflO 
I SZZJB Cf lEA lllSA A~KG A llll 111MG 
+ lllC AKI'l.8AA A 





















-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 I 2 l • ll t '1 8 9 10 ll 12 ll U 15 
CtUP 
NOTE: 2• 0115 HAD ~ISSING 1/"l.Ut:S 52117 DIU HIDDEN 









3•3x3 SAMPLE SIZE 20 
LEGE~OI A • I GBSe 8 • 2 oas. ~JCo 
A 
A A 
A i A B AAAA AB: A a A A A A A A 
t A A AAA 8 8 
A A A C A ABA II I A A 0 A ABA AC B 00 ABA A 8 A ABABOAA CAABAAA A OA AA A C AOCCAEABBOAS 8 
t AA AD A ABA AA A CA BAAS ABA 
I A AAA BOA CAAOECAAUACE A A A 8 A A AD ASDCCef.DDACBBA COSAC AA A 8 : ~ A ~A AOO~g:~~~~~O~~~~G~~g~~~AOBACAA~AAA 
t 0 B AAAAHECFBCGIDGNGGOFOC CACB AA A 
IC A C CAACBB BEEFtDE~FCICGIEffD CAA 0 A AA 0 0 66BCAIEFFA~KHifGCI£CffFO ACAA A 0 AAAAAS AOECB JGSAJfDJHFGKIJOGKCF ECCA A AA AA B A OAOCBA CEGHGGGLIINLOLGKKKHEA SA A A 
tA AOCBCDGGIGIJHMPJUQMNKGKEHHES 8 A A 
IG A DP.BAEHOHOLELIKELOPSZhTNTIFCFEAAA A G DO A Of FHHMOH .. SPL OXNYPHUHf BCFA A A KAAFECFEIWHUPPPMYHVOLMLLJIDCOBB AA P AUFFf-Jf.POilLPiiSZXIolfSUSOGGBS B 
tlOEEIGIGONUWPZYYZZWlKLJLOAB AA 
I ~HHCJG.,RL~Y~UWWlXDZR~NEBBA A ZCGJHlURTYfZZZYZlUOEHBCA ZIGJOOZJ7UZYZZYYRIFHACA lLMLVl2lXZZZZZSJhG8 BA 
tZMJVPRZZZYZlRUPfl AA 





























-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 • 6 e ao 12 &4 ae &8 20 22 24 26 28 Jo ~a 34 36 3& •o 
CliiP 
NOTE: 13B OUS HAD MISSING V~LUES lOI DOS HIOOEN 




























• I AA 
• AHA I A A A A A 0 A 
• AD I 
• 
l•J·~ $AMPLE SIZE •o 
PLOI OF CHIG.CHIU LEGE~OI A a I C85o 8 a 2 OD5o fiCo 
C A 
1161111 /lAD 
All All AA A 
A UAAADBA 
A AA6UOA AAA A 
A UAU/1 A 
8/IACAAA 8 
All 
A A A 
UAAB A 
AB A A A 






-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 a 2 l • 5 t ., a 9 ao aa u aJ u IIi 
CUllS 













JM3-J SANPL~ SIZE •o 




:,~ AA 8 A:; :AAA 
AA A A ABB A A A AA 
t A A ABABAACCAC AB 
I A A BCRABCBACAA A AA AACADC ABA 8 A 
t A 8 ABUFOECOFAAC A 
I AADA~DOCRFDAOAAA A 80AODOBIEIFACCAA AB BUB A 
t ADA AEEJ~hGIBOCCRB A A A 
I A CfGDJ~~EfCEOC BA AA AA CUFfOQNGEGOCOABO AD A A A 
t a CBICtLKNlQNJNEOCC P A BAA A A 
I A A AACBIJKPNVUOihff~CA A AA A A AOAACEKMVZ~ZfWHfEDCCABA AA AA B A 
t AD A CAFDFCl_U~ Z lVNNGECERAAABd A AA A A 
I AA DBAC CCCGEJSSZllZZOJODBGCABA 8 AUAO AA A A A A 68 BOAOfhLXZZZZZVSLIGFCBAAO A AB 
t A AA ACA88GCIJOWZZZZZZIOLCECCOA A AB 
I AIIC 8 OFF ICSRlZZZlU"CffOEEfA AA A ADEEOKJSZZZZI.ZZUKlFCABAA A A 
tA II 6HIIDEDIGUSRZZZZZZZUKE fA A 
1 AO'tAIICOhFCAZZ lJll ZlYPMEE Af ~A AAAC ftCF.OIOXZZlZZZZZNCEBfA A AtGGFVUlZZZZZZZRMCAfA 
I <: OllEtt.ZZZZZZZZZ"AB A AftOALSHZZZZZZZVC~ A HltlltCJYV ll Zl ZZGEIIA 
'
CO I MX IllY llZP£ AB 
tiCKRlXIIZWMFAA 
t.t.CUUSUNI£0 

















-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----t----·----· o 2 • 6 a 10 12 u u aa ao aa 2• 26 2a 30 32 ;t• Jc. 38 •o u H •t u u 
CHIP 
U ODS HAD MISSING VALUES IUJ COS tiiOOEN 
























• I 0 
• 
JJJJJ lAMPL~ SIZE 60 
PLOl 0~ ChiGfCHIU LEGEhOJ A • I OBit B • l C85o EfC. 






UA CA AA A 
AA A CCftAIU 
A ACC ODOFRC A 
CDCFCCIJ A 
AA UCGOFCOAUA A 
e UGIGIICCAAA 
AAOGfM~FC A A A 
AA GFKIGGfAA AA 
APP.~LKNIDIIAA 
A A AAELSCCKOOAA A A 
E ABFCP~PPAAQ A A A A 
CEJOCPJeCII A A 
A fOhlUNff8 A A A 
BCLPZUMHAA A 
AGt.j;ZUPHB 









-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 • 6 a 10 12 •• 16 ae 20 22 2• 26 20 Jo l2 J• lt ~e •o 
Cttl ft 
NUIEI bh~b OHS hAD MISSING VALUtS 1 065 hiDOfh 












PLOl Of CI11GfcttiP 
A A 
" A AA A AA 
" AA 
" ,. " AA 0 BA A A 
AA BOAAAAA 
A OC II A 
A •CA•A A AA 
eccAOBA ttA 
FeFCB It A 
AAA A GfffffA 
8Gff11FAA 
OfFKMGFOA " "" 
e INSI< I HDBA~ A 
A fl S Zliii<IIF AC A 
ACIUtlXIJMfCf!BA 
AIV21GSLf8AA A A 
DlilZlYIUfEDE ee 





A OFOZZZZZWIU DA 
ll.CPl2ZZZJJC8 A 















I OtiS 111l.O MISSING VALUES .160'11 OIHi 1110D£H 
J~l~J $A~Plf SIZE 60 










JMJ~J SA~PLE SIZE 80 











A " B B A 
ACR 0 
AA BAA AA 
ABC BAOAB AA 
ABCCAC CAAA 



















































lklll SAMPLE $1ZE 80 




I A i 4 :£ B;~: 





A A8 A 
A AQ AA 
A4A A 
A B 
8 A A A 
AA A 
BA I BP.CA8fGFEE4 U CCE40ECf!A4CA8A AAAEFCIGIFDOEBBAA 4 A OGKILECtiBAACA 84 
t CCKJOPNONGHEDC AA4 
I ACHLCOSVPJkC888A 84IH~kZUNNkFCACA 4 
• 
A4UOKhYZZl1NGIFCCC A4 4 
ANCZZllYUOKLCfEA AA A 
40NZZZZZlKMNOC8A 4 4 
I BKZZ222ZZ~CECCC8AB CAlllllZZYIMfEO AA A 4 C HlZZZ2ZlZAIEAEP 4 AA 4 OZlllllZYRJAABA 4 A A 
t fttiUZllllZZIIIffCil 8 A A 
I ABCllZlZZZ•Lf[BB A 4 4 Jll7.ZllZLJDADAA A • ::~i~iii!~!:~:oe~ 
I 411KllllVCB .... vzuoK HI•SJGB ADCB A4 









-·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·---------·----0 5 10 15 2C 2$ JO J5 40 46 ~a EE tC 
CHIP 
JHJ C6$ ,_,IOOfh 























PLOI OF CHIG.CHIB ~EGE~OI A • I CBS, 8 a Z Cf5o fJC. 
A A A 
a 4 a 
8 A U 
C A A CAA 
A A ABAAA4 A 
A 4 HADAOA E A A 
A ACA OCAA AAAAAA 
AC ABO A 44A4AA 
4 BDCACOAOBA UOCB OA 
A 4ABECE BOE CEAOAAB A 
AAffCEKEEOCBACBB C A A 
A OCEDOFECOGFBICCCA A 
A ACfEEFDIIDOEGCCADAAA A 
OFGJDHtiFJDICBB 
FJKhP~ME~hDIEOoCA AA A 
ADfiiOPILLHNfCCAAA A AA A A 
A UGRLP5MNP~BFF8ABA A A 
A AALKOJZ-J5NKhM4GOB A 
CKSZOVNKPNNIGCF C4 A 
CGORV~lVNNOLECCBA A 
A N~ZSZZZORMFJEF A A A A 
AHUZZZZRZOOFGBA A A A 
OZZZZZZZOIFDCBBAA A A 
MllZZZZUliDO A 
ALlZlZZl~RMfCAAA A A 
COZZZZZZUNMG A A 
ANlZKZZIDSHCCO A A 
AJlZZZKIIUJJCt!A 
AHZZZZZNIIGC A 
CGZZZZUGlltiU 4 A 
A VVQV JKEDAA 
ASWOZMCAA A 
JJKIKCfA 























-·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·-0 I 2 3 4 5 t l 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 16 16 ll 18 19 20 21 22 23 2• cf 2~ iJ 28 i~ ~0 ~~ 
CHIB 
NCif: 2901 ORS HAD MISSING V~LU£5 J~J OBS hiDDEN 













PUll Uf Cl11 C.fCtHP L~GfHPa A • I CU&o ft • Z Ct~. £ICe 
A 
A A All. 
" 8 C A It 
A A II A 88 
6 A 8 A AAAA 8 
II AA8 A A IIA 
C A B PAA A AA 
AA A ABAAAA A A OA ABAft 
A U OAEAOA E AU A AA A 64 




AC 8110 C BUOeACUO AU 
A 800HOFAOCCA88CE CAD AA A 
ADfCE CI1GBEFeHA8C8AAC A AA AA A 
AAEfOEl~EIOEECOOEACOAA U A A 
OCEEOGFOFIG11JECECAAO DA AA AAA A 
ACEEEGFKJEI111LFDOI100CCCOA A 8 A 
OFGJEI11GlFKGF11 GBBOCAFODA A A 
GJLIQ~MfOJDCOIFf11CABC8 eAA A 
A 6CEIIPPKSAAU~fJIFDFOF8AAAA II A 
AA OGSLPIORUOIOO~E11kfOG8A8CBC 
ALJOJZ~M~U~S~f~llCGGEEFDA BAA 
A OKSZA•nz•~ZSONALKJF~ACOA AA 8 A 
CHSS•X~YRYZPASNKFIECEBA8 A A A 





II IIPZZZZZZZZZAlQNl~ltBA 8A8A 
A 
AA A 
PZZZZZZZZZwOJNFICF COAAB A 






A ACAYZwZUVOONJH6C A 
f\f' .. ZUZVNIDCF.AA II 
IIAAL~M~t.flLC.B 0 
EC.JJttECCA 







NCif: 9!U C.RS HIOOE~ 
• • II 
A 
A 




















2X2~J SA.Pl-E SIZE 20 









Btt 06 AACAA 
A A AEDCCD AAD8 
t A AJCDD C8ACAAA A 
I A AECKG~CCEBOCCA A A OAJKECBCABDAA DC CAAIIJl-l- ABECCA 604ABINTVCB DOC 
t AADIN~VSECCIB 
I DDOECFSZZVJAAOttA C::GttFIHSZ\'IIABOf CfG(ffJZZZJ CC OIH<Kto:ZZZZJ 
tHKKGl-NfB 
8 A A 
c u 
BAA AAA 




















-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----o.o Oo6 loc &.e 2.4 J.O Jo6 4o2 4o8 5o4 6o0 6ot loc lot Eo4 ~.0 
CHIB 
6057 CDS HAO MISSING VAl-U~S tt: 065 liiOOE~ 


















BIIAA IIAC (' A 
I AIIABA at A 
'U fi!Ae 




B CAOOA AAA A A 
CAHDGHI Aloft& A 4 
A CAOGNCf I! A II AA 
B A OEVKEBAB CACCB 
A FEPNJ Bft CUA 
I!BBDGt1TSOICOFIIA 





tft A OAfMZZZZRO' 




















2•2•l IAMPLE SIZE 20 





-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 • e a ao aa •• ae 11 20 aa 24 26 21 Jo Ja ~• ~e Je •o 
CHIP 
NOll': l'H CIIS 1-oAO MISSING 1/ALUES ll59l 06U hiDDEN 










2M2Ml SA~PL£ 51Z~ •o 






i A AA AA i BAA : :A :~ A A 
t AAABA A A II A 




A~ECRBECGEA B A 
Bfll'BADF CAAA 
EOfEFINOilC 
+ CGGCfiPJCA A 
I DEGDE~MGACAA A AJ~FIONI~ DA A FYLHKCRDE EA A A 
t CPVMTCX~FC A A 
I AO~·KPZZ~CEC A IIIZZ.ZZZOG HXZOZZZAAG 
+ AllllllHAA 
I JZZZZZZA AZZZZZZC e I>TZZZZZAAA 
t Olllllt< A 












-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I 2 l 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 II 12 IJ 14 IS 16 ll 18 I~ cC 21 a~ 23 24 if 
CHIO 
HUTE: lbb2 OilS HAO MISSING VALUES Jlt4 OilS ~lODEN 












a•ax~ SAMPLE SIZE 40 





i A~ U B 
+ A A 
I A A AA AA BA A B A A A A AA AAA A A 
t AAAOA A BAAH A A 
I A ABBA DA U BAA ABCBA AACAC AD A A A A AfCORftA BC AA A A A 
+ C8A8ABAG~FCE8 A A 
I AHfCftBECJFBBCC AA A 6f08A0f C8CfDA EFEfFIOIFG ftC AA AA A 
+ CGGOfiSLifFCA 0 A 
I Of~OEMCJI~FeAB 0 · A AA OL~GIP~l~GOOA A AA U A AfZLIKUTKhfFBAB A A 
t A ACOWNUPZCMJCCO A A A 
lA AACUXKPllUJPFCftf AA A A ftKZZXZlZAOfCG AAB A A A BlllllZlfSNBCCA 
+ A A A»ACZZZZZZPZKRAA 
lA C AftAKZZZZZZV~e A A A c CEZZZZZZWCG nrronGZZZZZZVT~ AA 
Hlf III!MZZZl l lfHO 
IFIFZZZZZZZJ A GSZZZZZPPC l Zl Z ZZR 
llllll 
A 














-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I Z 3 4 f 6 J e 9 10 II Ia 13 14 IS 16 IJ 18 19 cO 21 22 23 c4 it 
CHIP 
HOlt: !>I Cll'i HAl) tiiSSihG VALUES lHJ 005 hiODE~ 
















2M2XJ SA~PL~ $IZ~ 60 
LEGEhO; A ~ I cas, 8 • 2 Ca5e EJCo 
j 
i 
i i 4 a :: 
4 
+I .. :. 4 aA •" 44 
AAABAA CA A 
t ACEOA A A A A 
I C AAAA A A A ftBC ACaaAA 488EC A BA B A 
• .. cccaA A c A 
I fA IE CA UAOA OEDAHCAB CA AB AOFCAF AAAAUO 
t OLOEBACCaOA AA 
I AIM~K ABCACFBB OMUif OCO AA A AKNVGCBOCOKCOAA 
t CPUhFEJDHEOA A 
I OMQPO .. FJF~F A IZZCOHf.JUiAA ACOZZI .. EMJIO 
t AIZZUINUKGO 
I AZ22UMQWGA ,t.AMZZZMZRUO II BYZZUKZZG 
t A.JZZZNlZI A 
I ozzzvzzx IUZZllll AlillllllOA 
t lllZ17Z.J 













-·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----·----· 0 I 2 l 4 S C 1 e ~ 10 II 12 IJ 14 IS 16 11 18 li iO 21 ii il c4 ct 
CHIB 
)6~ 065 HAD MISSING V"LUES 3'i9C: ODS toiDDEN 



















A68EC A BA 
ACCCBA A AC 6 
I'Aif CA BAEA 
PEOehCAO CA ABA 
ADfCAF AAAAOO A 6 
OLOEftACCBEA AIJ 
AIMt-k ABCACt-CSA 















nc zz z z zza oe 
NOJ£': 2 CIIS llAil MISSING V"LUfS 4145 08$ tolflOEN 
2•2•l &A•PLE SllE ~0 














A A A A 








































a•a•~ 5A~PLE SIZE 110 
LEGtNOJ A • I COS, 0 a 2 CBSo ElCo 
I 
I j ! u;A:A A:: 
I C ~AAAA AAA IIAl AlBA A A 
1 
ADA 88 A 8 
A AACAAO A 8 A 
EACACHRCA A 
ABBC 0 08 A B A 
BGDEOOEAAAA A A A 
BAGFCCCCA BA B A AA 
AABOEhEfC 6 A AA AAA A 
AOBHCOEOBA CA AA ftA A A 
t ABIMOGHABA 8 AOC A A 
I DGHIHJFBO DAB CA88 A AONHkGF.A AAABC 8110 E BNHLJKGCCC8AO~ BCAA A A 
t OFVNlKKACCC OAAA 88 






! OZZZZZGOJOLGB OfllZlZlHPPQI( OZllZKSNkiA ACOlllZIOVJO 










" A A 






-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----6 1 a 1 • 6 e J e 9 -o 11 12 11 •• 1e 
CHIU 
lUC 065 t>IOOt:N 












aaaa~ IA~PL£ IIZE 80 
PLOT Of CHIGtCHIP LEGE~Da A • I CPit U • 2 CBio EfCo 
I 
1 
I i AA BA::A u": 
J
• c :A:u ,.:A A 
BAA AABA A A 
AltA 88 A B 
J 
A AACAAfl A 8 
EACACBBCA A 





I BAGfCCCCA BA 8 AA8Df~EFC 8 A AA AD8HCDGBBA CA AA OA 
t ADIMOG~ABA 8 ABC A A 
I DGHIHJFOO DAD CAAB A A AOMHKGEA AAABC 800 E A BMHLJKGCCCBABB BCAA A A 
f OFVNTKKACCC OAAA AB8 
I A COPLAH08BDE EF GCA A AAOZVZONFCACCE DE CA A A BOUZWOHFCAOCFI A A All 
'I GlZlZVKDUCGFGFBCA A CUlZ210CFAJGI'8 A 
AHZZZZOJBCFKJJCA A 
~ZZZZJ,OCLKEEA A 
t ONZZZZREHCNJf BA 
I DZZIZZGEJCLGB E eOZZZZZIPPOK C A A CZ7ZZKSMKIAA 




f'ZZZZKlh A /1 
ti' ZGf D 
A AU 
AAA llA 
A A A 
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CHIP 
NCJE: J658 005 HIOOEh 


































t C CA 
I CBBCABA OBAODAA A 
t AGGfCIIOA A 
A A 
I CFGBB CHB A A ,u CEhOB~AA A A BAll 
t C.JG IAJB AA 8 
I AE~UhCIC COA AAA A A.JPHE.JAAII AA A 
t HPZNLJBCBA A C 
I fHZU~J AA C A fSZUDAOACAO CA 
t A OZZVJf AC fiBB 
I AOZZZLCfC088CB i<lll IE •EFECe 
t KZZZOGGftEO A 
I .JlZZOBHKHFA A OZZZTCGQNil 
t BlZZ~O~~e 
I AlZZZIOEO llZZZZHZAA 
t AXZZZAJE 
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CHIB 
NCTE: 2b OUS HAU ~15SING VllLULS 4~5t 08~ hiOOE~ 






























AA A AB 
8 A 
A I A AAAA AACOCA AA 
., CBOCA~A CA A A 
DBAODAA A 
t AGGECADA A 
I CFGilB COB A A AA CfHDB~AA A A BOA 
t C.JG IAJO AA B 
I AEMUhCIC CDA AAA A AJPHE.Jo\AA AA A A 
t OPZHLIBCBA A C 
I ElZUMI AA C A B:iZZJDilOACAil CA 
t A OZZV.JE AC ODD 
I AOlZZLCFCOilEC~ J<ZZZifAEffCD 
t KZZZOGGfEEF 8 
I JZZlOilHKHfA A OZZZUDGONH 
t HlZZXO~Me 
I AZZZZIOEilAA AlZZZHZAAA 
t A All ZZ ZRJE 
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CHIP 
NCTE: 49bf OtiS HIODEh 













I A i ABAA A:A: 
t IC A 
I J A II l>f AA II c e A A ee AA AAAA 
t C AI:IN OCt' 
I CBATfFE OE EOAGA All Al1 01-tEEC M AZif 
• Fl zzc;eo 
I FOEZWJ C fZPZIIMCI! YVIIZPADB TNZZI'iOO 
tA J.IZOlZEB 




2•2•2 SA~PLE SIZE 20 
LEGENOI A ~ I CBSo B • 2 CBSo ETCo 
A 
" 
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CHIB 
27f•'~ OUS HAD MISSING VALUES 2'>1!5 06$ HIDDEN 


















., AAAA: ',. 
A AB 
11 C A 
t GE f 
I J C A E ll G EllH ACA 8 C f A AA ll CAC[C~O A 
t ABChltDA A 
I fCXJ~OilftA ICSODF I Alt YRtoiF JCZPIDA 
t F I 2 ZUC 
I lilZXH ClllV .. ZZZZH JRZZilA 
tO lZZ7U 











~X2X2 $ANPL~ SIZE 20 
L~G~hO: A ~ I CBSt D a 2 OBS• EJC. 
A 
A 
-·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----·-----0 2 4 6 e ao 12 t4 16 ae 20 22 24 26 28 lo 32 J4 J6 Je 40 
CIIIP 
NOH·.: ?.160 CIIS 11AD MISSihG VALUES 1460 DOS t110Dt;t. 










2)2•2 SAMPLE SIZE •o 








A AOCA A I 8 AA AAAA A A AA A A 
t A AA A A tiB A 
I BACAO A AA8 AEDAA AB ACOB A ABC A CBOCC A AAAABB 
t COD8AAA AAABAA A 
I A CGCBA ACC8 AAEHFBBC aAOO a BE£0 Cff AGEODC OJB A 
t HEEKFCA ACUFBO A 
I EflFLOB ACIOCAB BA AEQFIC CGEF CB IUVFHAA C I SED CEIIP.. II MNDOAB 
t A AhKTUIBA~HNGAA 
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CHI It 
NUl~: HO~ OilS HAD MISSI~G VALUES J90f OQS HIDDEN 












" 8 A A 
A II 
A B ~AAC A 
COO A AC A 
OFAA IIA A 
tiCC A CC A 
OllOAA CACA 
t GEEII tiACAA A 
I •FGC AFO AA u:cooc nee uA PCIO OIA AA HHGA IJ(f A 
t OGNIIIUO<iD fA U 
I B~PE A~ECCACAAAA CVI4fl tOAAHA AA ANYietii(VfOIIA fl APlGAIJ.GEOCAOA 
t AAZZUIIUYJCAB 
I AZZJfZ~AOfCA OJZZHIIZGGFA t £~ii~~~:!::FA 
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CHIP 
606 OOS ~AD ~ISSI~G VALUES <U2C. 085 tiiDOfh 













2MIM2 SA~PLE SIZE 60 










A AC B A 
BBAAAAAA 
C ftAAAA AAAA 
I CRCAUA8A A AA A 8ADUC8A C 0 A 
i 
CDfDAACft A A 
FORBIG ADA AA 
AKIFGCC AOOfA 
Ct1JFC8 HIIAAO 
AIMFFOOAB 8GEOAA A 
t CKOOGUAQ CDFQ 
I AOOVLFIAA AEfLCAA HIZYAlO GGHCAftA A GVZZPRA DLffC 
t AClZZlfAAGCPIB 
I HOZZZJCFISAG A AZZZZMAICZOO llt:llllGEiillCO 
tA IISZZZAJZZME 















-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----~ • 2 ~ • 6 6 ' 8 9 10 •• 12 13 •• 16 
CHID 
NOJE: 21J1 OilS HAD MISSING VALUES •!5J5 00~ t!IOIU:t.. 










































t>OiiJ CA 08 
85Jf( ACIA 8 
HOfB AOBB A 
f.THHAB AJFCA UA 
NVRCO uh I!AA AA 
BYYCCADFQAO A AAS 
















aaa•a $AMPLf SIZE ~0 
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CHIP 
lOl OAS HAD MISSING VALUtS 5022 085 t>lllDf" 


















iX2Xa $AMPLE SllE 80 









• I A o: 
t AOAA 8 
I AA ACA AC C C A A t1 
t A AA A A 
I BCQABAA A ACOCAAA8 B 
•
1 
CEOOAR 8 A 
OABCiAA 8A 
ECGLO EBC A A 
t O~J~OFBC AEAA A 
I HIUPJOFCH A CBCCQ CJPSKIADA C EBA 
t 05VINGCE OCfBB A 
I CZZZRC~CE eEGGBAC AllZZJIC: GINJB 
t CZZllUFAC~~Lf£8 
I OllllVHDIMWOCO OZlZZZii.,~WL£0 
t CZZZZlPCZZL4 
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CillO 
&10 0115 t-AO MISSING V .. l.UfS 4'040 ODS HIOOfN 
















2M2M2 lAMPL£ liZ£ 80 









lt A A UA AOAA 8 A AA ACA AC 
1 





CEROA8 a A 
UABGAA aA 
ECGLO ESC A A 
t BfJhOfBC AEAA A 
I RJUPJOFCe A caeca CJPSKIAOA C EPB 
t OSVIMGCE eCEP8 A 8 




OZlllVhOINWCC£ e A 
OllllZG~~WLfO A A 
t CZZZlZPClZMAA e 
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CHIP 





















i c A AA A AA AA 
tl AB:A A B A A A A 
BAC 
t BOCA A AA 
I BACC A CCA8 A AAHCCAA A A 
1 
ROA A AA 
OCFDP A •A 
0 E BABC Q AA 
CKGFPBAQA A AAB 
t O~HOEB ACA A AA 
I OHLAABA8AA AAUB fGOEB 0 B AOOO A AOPOGDAO A ABAA 
1 




t BYZZJNH eF~E8 
I czzzv~o ChK~ OZlZOCfEINF AAl.ZZZPKC IFKfl 
t AZZZZSEitClO 









-·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-------·-----0 a 2 1 • 6 e ' * 9 ao at 12 tl •• at 
CHID 
lJ O~S HAD ~15SING VALUtS 5C:l&! 005 ... IOOt'N 



















i c A AA A 
AA 
All. 
.I A ABAA A II A A A A 
BAC 
.I 88CA A AA SACC A 
CCAB A 
AAHCCAA A A 
t BOA A AA 
1 
DCFDP A AA 
D E DABC 8 AA A 
CKGFOBABA A AAB 
O~tOEB ACA A AA 
I OULAABA8AA AAUB EGOfB 0 8 ADOS A AOPOGOAO A AftAA A 
t C~ZlKCHDO OCEB A 4 
I AfVZNGK-C AAOO-A A OZZNLFCA HCFCA A AOlZQLNf ReSEACA 
t SYZZl~H ff~EB 
I CZZlY~O C~K~ oz zzccee INF A AALlZZPKCIPKB 
t AZZZZSE~OLO 
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CHIP 
NO IE: i!. OilS HAD .. ISSING VALUE II 5C:lll 0115 11100Eh 






!1.\··~.~1~·~ ~(~e...;.ela..lt J~oJ( ~-l~J•d' ltl~tl.,!,,!) e.(.J(...lt.Jtl..!ltf,,..U.J(JJ 
,") I 1,-=,:• < .> (.; · ~ ) ( .,.. • .lo l .. ) o ~ ~ ( -'4 • .:. • 1 ' ) ' .<. H .:. •..; ' l ._ I • 1 \ ( ..> • ..- ' 1 ..! ) , ,ol 1<: ( ..i ) 
·.J 1 ;.1 -•'-.;; (~,o,'l ... ,1 ~ ( 1:.! • 1"' J • .J ( ·+ • _. ) • ~wo.J H ( • I • Y l ( •) o ~ l I ! , l ._ ) r t; ::.,.J :< ( j r ..> r I._) 
-Jt:-IC"o;:;l.J~l 1-'··.I.J'-lJloii-'ki •. L( .. d ,,,..,.,..;.,<(Jl .11 (j) .r..:<7l .r.Jt.:7loiTJt..:ll 
IJ(,o4[!!,..:.1U~ ,.. ... ( l~o12.)o<J!J( l .. )oi..L( l..!ol~lo.<.X(l.!loi.:,..;;(JoJo.:il 
t.J~.>U~L C. "'•• -.C I ~ l i..~~ X, -av,.J , .,. , .J :,j Ul'<l o.J t ,J o"" iol , ..\II:.. , ~ , "'J,.JI t , 'f l , V r '( '\' t C..>'".,. r "NU .\4 
Jl,\JriL C 'l=t il'- 1.:> lU~I JL, XA ,c; l ol...! oi..J ,,__. ,<.,.) o.<.J oAT.:.~;.=,.)~ T l , ..;.;; '", <.::> ~t;, .4 ~E •• 
lJf!·Jul.. i;. .>J;E;_~ 1 ~ I!JN -'o\ o..iU ol.iL, A .X,,) 1 ~~ T S oCI"II oi., z.·~ 
CALL \,;,.-.I~~C:T( .all7,.;1l,Jo-lo~rvo.!:l\Ol 
[RI\4: l 
~E~o.Jl:o..!liS,JSol..~oi,.J!Ybolo.JliiC,~PRa~~.~~~CP~ 
1...~ 1-=LF.- 1 
-Jt.. 2);hl t.:> 1··•= l:J l"il• 1:.:> t .. !C 
~CAu(:..,1l llo.J1,K.Io<..HI 
.v .. lTC((I,4) lloJlo""l 
C l·>F= CL..-~~E:i .jF FREcOu-.. 
IuF-=1 11-ll•l.Jl-ll•t""l-ll 
.tH lTE:.( tlo :J) luFeCrU 
lJ"-= 11#J 1#1<. 1 
~~ 'llU~ ,~,.C~S=~,..>~u,.JUoNPk~~E 
.~F.<\u(!), 21 t 11-lHIJH( 1 l.t-=1.111 
rot&: Ao.J ( 5, .Z )( I;;t lot U C ( J ) , J = 1 , .J l ) 
~t:Au(:lo ~)( 1i.J~<C.L(.<.) oK.=lol\,1 J 
.u< l T t.: ( u, 7) ( ll,toe-.l~ ( I l , I = l , 1 1 ) , ( 1 P~ UC I 1 I ol :: l • J 1 l , I I i' ~ I,;L ( 1 l , I= 1 , t< 1 J 
I..AL.L K., TAt~ T( 1 S , J .;.i ) 
-'"c.J~,) • 




~A= ll • 
:JU 411) !<=l,l<.1 
,.1J !:iL=Sl-+1,1<uLIK) 
.:Jti ~ 11 J= 1 • .J 1 
_.11 ::; C= :.i<.. + IP>o!U C ( J ) 
Uu 4 1, I= lo I l 
:.to; ~---= .,jj.; + ~~~Jrol ( l) 
J<. .:.= ... l-1 
·J'.j ~ .. \) ""= l ..... ~ 
I F ( K .~ E: • l J ~a.l TO 4 2 1. 
T1(K):l,:IR,jL(1)/~ 
Gi:. Tu 4~0 
:&41 14:<(-1 
T 1( K l"" T 1 ( I 4 l +I Pll uL ( .<. l / :;i 
4.!0 c ... ~~r '"'ut:: 
T1(K.ll=l• 
IT: \J 
J ,Ca J 1- l 
Ul. 4 :l J ,.;. : l , K 1 
l F ( l T •·• t:: • ,JI GU TO ,_.::) I 
~i,; 4 .; I) ,J = 1 • J ;! 
lT=lT+l 
1 F ( J •''" ~ • 1 I G..J TIJ 4 J 1 
100::( lT J= Pt-<G;:( 1)4111(1 )/.;A. 
<;.., r;:; .. .Jo 
·• .;, 1 ; <o= t r- 1 
r.<:c tr l-=r..::CJ4l .,,.., .. ...,~,.c.;J~Tlt U/:;.. 
4-l-} ........ ~T l:o-.JC: 
I r: I r + 1 
T-IITJ:rt( ll 
l...i .... r~ ... :.Jv 
·:qt T:ft(K)-Tl(K-11 
.;c, 44u J=i,.J2 
Lf: IT+i 
~ ~ •) T , ( I I ) = T 2 ( 1 T- i ) + I ;J "'l .; C ( .J l '~< I / :.iC 
If.: lT 1-i 
T d lT ): T l ( K ) 
~31.1 Ct.NT IN\JE 
IR=O 
l~=Il-1 
oJO ~all 1<:. 1o 1 T 
IF(IR.;-<to.Jl w Tu ~dl 
uu 4{l 0 1= l' 12 
H<= [f<-t<l 
IF(t •• '>~Eol} ~u TO <t<ll 
T ~ ( lR ): I~H.Ci-l. ( 1 ).0: T 0::( 1 J /~ 
Gu TC "eJ 
-+0 1 14= tF<-1 
T ~ ( I K ) = T :S ( 14 ) -t<l~ "C.~ ( 1 J * T .1 ( 1 l / !:C 
4oJ .:c:-.r I~u~ 
IH= IR-t<1 
LH HH= T 2( 1) 
GO TO 4d0 
4tH T=T2(KJ-TZ<K-1J 
UU 470 l=1ol2 
Iic=Ii<i+l 
470 T::l( IRJ=T3( IR-1)+1PR010.( I )$T/::iC 
IR= IR+l 
T .J( 1R 1=12( K) 





00 1SOO NT~bi..E=l,;>~T 
00 4b5 1=1,1JK 
_.~S 1 T::; ( I J= 0 
.:lU 4<:;0 l.1=1ol..~ 
.:=UNl(J) 
lF(NT~t=L.E:aNC;;.~ TJ GO TO ~Cio 
1F(1..1a.''<~Eai..R1) GU TO 4d7 
IS:Z* 10::fl*6 
G.:l TC 4do 
,.87 IF (I.. 1 eNE al..~ 1 G.:l TO ~d6 
.JS•Z* 10**6 
4d6 uC .. -.5 I= lo l.JK 
l F ( 4: .M.. T • T 3 ( I )) Gi.J TO 4 -.II) 
49S CCNT l~UE 
•<.til 1TJ(1)-=IT~{Il+1 
lC= 0 
lE ... P= 0 
lZE= J 
ITZP= Q 
co 9 v 0 "'= 1 • I( 1 
00 -.101) .J::O lt .J 1 
CO 91):) l=loll 
IC= IC+l 
X ( I , .J , .< ): 1 T J ( l C ) 
I X ( l , .J • « l = X ( I • .J • K ) 
IF ( lA ( lo .J • K ) ,.;o • C ) H:.:>tP = 1 C: ... P + 1 
'Jv.) Xd(l,Jti<.l=X(l,J,K) 
.;;_; '7 i 1 I= 1o 1 1 
cu .;,. 1 1 ,J: 1 • j 1 
UU -7 1 l ": i • K 1 
292 
; 11 I ~:-iR ( I o .J, .-;. l: 0 
IF( lt:.~P • ._t:.!l 
(.AL,~ .)~<:iF:-.! ' 11 , .J 1 , .< 1 • 1 ,t., .J."-R" , l Z:t:: , l T ~ !.l l 
~\J~ LF"-Mio)o: 1J 
lF;.(MG=>J 
N;;.E.J.: J 
C lTEi"uoTIVE ,..RU~ ... ~T(UNAl.. t=lTiiNu • .fETHW 
C FORM X+.JK.'S OVER .Jol< 
uw 5 l 0 J:: 1 , .J 1 
00 :3 1 0 1(.: l ,;< 1 
\.i00( J oK ): J 
ua 31J I=1oil 
~J.O Gi:JD(J,K ).:l.A)i)(J,.<.)+Xo( 1o.JoKl 
C FC~M X-I+K'S JVE'-< lo.<. 
uC 520 1= 1o 11 
JO 5~0 K= lol<: L 
~MS ( IoK ): U 
uu 5.:!0 .J= Lo.J 1 
5-Z.J AMS( lo.<. ).:A.,'>IS( loK )+Xd( lo.J oKl 
C FKC:<t X-l.J +' S J VER lo.J 
uo 3 J o , .. lt 1 1 
DO 5~0 .J.;:.lo.Jl 
i.Hlo.J):J 
oo ;:o I<= lo.l< 1 
530 Q( I,.J ):Q( Ir.J )+Xc( I,.J,I<.J 
C S~T E~CH lNlTlAl.. APPROXIMATION TO 1 
00 54 0 I.: lt I 1 
00 54\J J= lt.J 1 
00 540 1(,: 1oK 1 
:.40 d.:Oui<\ (I o .J oK )::: 1 
C 1 C=T HE ~~u; .. 6t::" C.F c.;.14,..1..c Tt;; ~-C 'tC~S Nt:t:::l Tu .aET THt: OIFFEJ:ici'~E 
C aET.wEE!II GIVEN CEI..l.. VALUES AND CEl..l.. EXPECTAIIICIC:::i TC 6t:: l..ES~ THAlli 
C A PRE-ASSIGNEil ul... IN THIS CASE, ul..=eCOOJJOl 
lCC=O 
C SET <JI" .. c~KING :.RriAY 4r.U Io.JoKl 
oo ~sa 1 = 1 • 1 1 
..).:I 55 0 ,J = 1 • .J 1 
00 55\l K= 1oK 1 
5SJ ~.\4( Io.Jol< l=tlSUM( lo.Jo.<.) 
C 1"0.,_,_. x- I.J + 1 S ~ST I:.4A TCS 0 lleH I o .J 
535 ~u SbO 1=1oll 
DU ::i<.~O .Ja 1 • .J 1 
A(loJl=O 
ou :itlll ~=1.~1 
Soil ol\(I,Jl=~(l,Jl+M .. (I,.J,K) 
C FOH.'-4 1ST CYCL.E CS..l.. E)(l->eCT,..NC1E.S 
l.lO 57 J t= 1o I 1 
uu 570 .J= 1, .J 1 
00 570 1'(..: loK 1 
IF (A ( lo .J ) eNE • 0 • ) ~U TO 3 71 
,.\M ( I,.J ,K ): Oe 
GO TO 570 
'57 1 A.\4 ( I • .J , .<. ) = AM ( I o .J ol<. ) *IJ ( I t .J ) / ~ ( 1 o .J) 
57o cc:-.r INue 
C F·:JR.t x-t+K'S ESTI~ATES C.Vt:R ioK 
uu ::ieO 1= 1o I 1 
au ;t:o 1'(,: 1 • .<. 1 
,..( Iol< ):i) 
uu ::co .J: lo.J 1 
S"' 0 ,\( I , "' ) = '< ( I 1 .<. l +,. .... ( l r .J , r< l 
t. ,;;;.:.,.-1 2~1.; CY(.l..<;; Ci;;l...l.. ..;._.~.;::cr-..-;;.:Jt::::: t..::i1~~ T:-tc LST ;:fCl..i::: Cl::l..L 
C t:::.>T V-4ATES 
293 
·JC 5':o;; != Lo I 1 
o)C ;.,.J .;::. L o.J 1 
OQ :;.,.; ~=1•"1 
l F ( A ~ I , ;<. ) ••'-.;, • <l • ) ...U TG ::i ~ 1 
AM ( l o .J o ~ ): 0 • 
GO TCJ 5·.iil 
391 ~."!( lo.Jo«. ):~:'>!( lo.JoK)4~;-t!i;( 1ol<.)/A( I,,.;.) 
~.o&..L. :JVCHK ( IO I -1) 
C: ~!.. 0 '-1 ~Rrl.. ( 1 Fi_O ·.~ I 
lF(IOIV .. -.t;;.;Z • .:~~. lFL..Go~t ••t•cD ~'-' TC cZo 
'3~J CCNT n~uE 
C FRC.•I l(•.JK 1 :i ~,;.TIMATE~ ·JVC:.:< .Jo«. 
UC 0 U Y J:: 1o J 1 
OC 6\lll K= loK 1 
~(.Jo«. ):O 
LlO 6\JO I: 1o I 1 
600 A (.J, K ): •\ ( J, K) +4.'•1( I t J, K) 
C FO"M JR.J CYO..E Ca.L.. C:Xi-JEC T.:ONCIES \JSl NG THE .2"0 C'f\;.l..c Ccl..'-
C ESTIMATES 
;;o 1:10 1=1,11 
00 61:) .J= 1o.J 1 
00 6 1 0 :<= 1 oK 1 
IF(A(Joi<.J.NEeOe) ~o TO ell 
AM( lo.JoK )::Oe 
GO TO cHO 
o 11 A,\4 ( lo J • K ) : A.o4 ( I , .J o K ) .$(i.)u ( .J • lC..) I' A ( J ol<.) 
Cl10 C.ONT IN..JE 
C FtNU OIFFc.KENCES dET~EE;.,. ~lVEN .\NO E.(PEc;;TE:> CE.I...I.. V.~L.wES. IF 
C EACl'i tS NUT L.c3~ T~c' OTo THE:N _.0 TO o.J.J TC .iTAoH ,..c;~r:;AT 1111'" 
C THE ~RQCEOURE FOR THE .'4C:XT t.;YC~. IF ~i\CH IS L.E3$ THAN ,T, 
C CUM,VTE CHI-S~UARE USING ~EARSON STATISTIC 
00 6"0 I=loll 
DO 620 J=1,.J1 
CO 620 ;(: 1ol< 1 
OL= BSUi\4 ( lo .J • ;( )- A;'it ( l , J o "'} 
lF(DAdS(OL,) .~ •• 000001) <iU l'U o.J.J 
620 CCN T IN\JE 
l F ( I i:i"P ..&..C: • 1) ;;;Q TO oZ 1 
;JO eZ5 l= 1, I! 
00 c25 .J= l o.J 1 
OU o;ZS K=lo«-1 
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IF { 1 X ( I, J, 1<. ) .E\l • 0 .~i.OO • I cRioi ( I o .J ,o<.) • E._.. o .• A NtJ • ..>AI;)S (A"" ( I o .J o,.;. J J .L. T • • .) Ou 
3001) GO TO 624 
GO TO 625 
6~4 l-'E""' IZE+ 1 
1 E;RR ( 1, .J o ;( ): 1 
oZ5 CONT INvE 
oZl lAUF= I.:>F-IZE+l TZ? 
IF{IAOF.GT.IlJ GO TO 622 
oZo 1FR14?= 1\lO 
N lP=N I?-1 
GO TO 7\JIJ 
C COM~IJTE PEAtiSON Sl'ATIST!C 
622 CS~?= u. 
OU ti~O 1= lo I 1 
00 6JO J= 1o.J 1 
ou e::o o<.:t,~<..l 
lF(tERR(I,J,K)eEu.l) ~-- T~ o.JO 
Z?= ( .(i:l( I, J ,o<, >-.V·I( 1, .I,,.;.)) "'*.2/>-•'ol( 1, J ,,q 
CALL ;JVCH< ( I U 1\1) 
\.;.L..&.. i.J'I=:RFL. ( IFLW 1t l 
IF(lOIV o'fEo Z oOI'<o IFL~w oNE • .:!l vu TC <..2<• 
c;;. .;.r-= c..s ~;~ • L.P 
o.:lu Cui'<T INu: 
~ TO ( :.31oo~c!• u:..Jou5'+.c:5:Jo.:::::~u oo57 ob-":ld) .I .. .JF 
651 IFC: • .:~-..GT.<.:SY~) ~..; TO 7-JIJ 






IF ( 5 • ~;, .~T o<.:.SQ~) 
GU TO 6. ~ 
--IF( 7 o<H • .:;r oCSQP J 
GO TU o32 
IF(~ o49o\iT oCSUP) 
l<iU T~ f:.JZ 
1F(llov7.~T.~SQPJ 
GO TO 632 
IF( l.i:i..s., • .:;r.cs.:lP J 
GU TC oJ2 
I F ( 14 • tJ 7 • .:; T .c SQP ) 
GU rc o32 
IF ( 15 oSl.~T oCSQP )" 
Nl'- E.J= NR E.J + 1 
PrRE.,J:PF;;cE.J + l 
GO TO 700 
GO TO IO..J 
>i-.! TC l>JO 
~u TU lOU 
-.it .. ru l<JU 
...it:. rc. 70.) 
GU TO 700 
GC. TO 700 
C SET 3$<0 CYCL..E ESTII-iATE::i ~S Nt::.,. t:STl!.f .. TES SC THAT THE 1\E.XT 
C 3-CYO..E PROCEO'-H t:; C-4N ~c STM-1 TEO 
:l.J.J oo e40 1.:1,11 
00 t:40 .J= lo .J 1 
00 C:<40 r<.= loK l 
64~ 5SU~(I,.J,r<.J=~~(l,.J,r<.) 
C r<.ICK. \JP THEN -.IUI\46E~ CF ..i-CYCU:. 1-'RCCC;;:JUHES CCioiPt..eTED 
ICC:= lCCH 
C ..;o uACK TO ciEiilN THE NeXT CYCLE 
GO TO 555 
C aAHTLETT METHOO FC~O~S 
700 NCti6aO 
70 l :.1=0 
lF;.(MiJ:Q 
CO 7 1 0 I= lo I 1 
ou 7\Q .J=l,.Jl 
co 710 1<=1.1<.1 
0 < I • .J • 1<: ): 0 • 
.Xd ( 1 t .J t I( J: X( 1 t J t K) 
71 J XA ( I o .J oK ): 0 • 
15=11-1 
J S=.J 1-l 
K!=K 1-1 
7\:) M:l\4+1 
i::O 740 [:1,15 
cu 7 40 .J= 1 • .J 5 
IF(.'4 eNE.l) GO TO 71b 
CO 717 l(:l,Kl 
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IF ( X c ( I t J 1 t i<. ) * ;.< 3( I 1 , .J , K J .c l.l • J • • ~i-1 • .Co ( I 1 , Jl , KJ • X;;! ( 1 , .; • i<. I • E -J •.) • J GC 
5Tu 72.1 
N~O.J (K ): 0 
GC. TU 117 
7 2.1 i~Ao.J (K ): 1 
7t7 CCNT INuE 
NAD.J C= 0 
cc 7 1 ~ i<. = 1 • i<. 1 
IF ( N;oO.J ( J( ) .E~ • lJ :-.A.J.JC=N~U .JC ~ l 
ll;.; CCNTINU~ 
lf'(N.J.OJC.O:Q.O) 'i'-i Tu 7lo 
IF ( N A O.J C.~ T .J( .1 I GQ TO 7 1 9 
-.iO TC d6v 
11'-J C..ll..l... ol.O.J~~T( Io.Jo..-.Lo.~AJ..Io.J .. 'o"'0"';.;•1lo.Jlo-<) 
Gw rc 7~ 1 
ll~ .::v ,,J l<.= 1,~ 1 
Ir(..<o<11o..J1.~J•xc:<t • .;.~).;~e • .;.) i.J ru 7~1 
GU TO ooO 
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7~7 lr(~AdS(Xd(Il,.J1,~)).~T.~O •• ~N~ • .;~u~(Xd(I 1 .J,~J).~T.~~ •• ~N~.C~b5(Xu 
~(le.J1o~lleGTe3oJ •• .<NO • .JAciS(Xo(l1o.Jo.<J)._..T.~u.J ..iC TC dau 
9SU:" ( lo .J • r< ): ( X i3 ( I o J 1 .~) *X 1'1( I 1 o .J oK) ) / ( ..<o U 1 , .Jl , ") liXa ( I , .. • ,_ J } 
C 1= X o ( I t .J , ~ ) >It XC: ( I t .J 1 , K J • X 6 ( I l , .J , K) 
C2=..<d( 11o.J 1oK )4<Xd( I o.Jl.K) -l<Xd( l1oJoK) 
C~: X d ( I 1, J lt K ) >It X<: ( 1 , .J , .<. J >It X.; ( 11 , J , K) 
c;4=Xd(l1o.J1oK)trXa( lo.Jo..-l•Xd(lo.H ol<) 
CO: X<l ( l1o J 1 • K } * X8( 1 • .J • K ) • Xd( ( , .J 1 t .<;J *Xd ( L .L , .J • ,(.J 
IF(C1+C:.2+~J+C4.;iE•u•J ;..O Ti.J 72.~ 
GO TO doJ 
12~ ~M ( Io .J oK ):CO/( C. 1 +C2+C;:.!+C <+) 
CALl.. JVCMK ( 10 1 V ) 
(.Al.L ,jV ERR.. ( I FLu" J 
IF( lFJ...O·• ••"E••H GO TO ~61) 
lF(luiV eNE:. 2 .~~. U"t..!:iw eNCe ,U .:00 TC. ~ail 
7 20 C::lN T IN Ut: 
Y:O 
YY=O 
CO 7 3 0 .<;:: t. K 1 
Y=Y+Ail4( I,..J,K) 
130 YY=YY+BSUM(loJ•K)*AM(lo.J,KJ 
Q( lo.J ):Y/YY 
C~l... :)VCHK ( 10 ( V) 
CALL.. ::lVI::.HFI... ( IFI...U "l 
IF( lOtV eNEe 2 .UHe IFI...Uil .Nt::. Z) ':OU TC ~oO 
00 7::5 K= .L,Kl 
735 <;(J..,j,I(.)::A114(le.,j•K)*(1-u(Ie.,j)*dSI..M(lo~o;()) 
731 00 74\l I(: loK 1 
XA( I,.J,K ): X'A( 1 p.J,KJ...U( 1 r.J riC) 
X~( 11o.J loK )::XS( l1e.JloKJ-0( I o.J ,K) 
X 8 ( h .J • "'- ) = X 8( I • .J o "'- ) -'.) ( i o .J • K) 
Xll( Io.J L.K ):XS( I o.,jl,K) ~(I o..loK) 
740 X8(1lo.JoK):J(8(11o.JoK)i'U(lo.JoK) 
00 750 1=lol5 
C0750J=<1o.J5 
00 750 K=1oK1 
lF(0AdS(~(loJoKJ).~E •• u0~001) ~a T~ 715 
75\l CONT lNUE 
0( I le.J loK 1 ):0 
CO 770 11= lo I 5 
00 770 J.J=l,.JS 
00 770 KK= loKS 
7 7 J 0 ( I lo ~ 1 o .<; 1 l =0 ( I 1 • .J 1 , K l ~+;<A ( I I • .J J • «K) 
DU 7(iU 1= 1, 15 
0 ( I • .J lo K 1 ):: 0 
00 77':j .J.,j:1o.J5 
00 7 7 5 KK:: 1 , K 5 
7 75 0 ( I • .J 1o «. l ) = 0 ( I • ..J 1 , K l ) +..<A ( 1 • J ~ • «K) 
7d0 C.Oi'IIT INvE 
00 790 .J= t.JS 
C ( 1 lt .J • K 1 ): J 
DO 7SS li-=lrlS 
CC I~ 5 r<.~= l ol<. 5 
7 d ::> 0 ( I lo J • .< 1 ) :.,) ( 1 1 • .J • r<. 1 ) +- x.:. ( I I o .J • .<.K) 
r~..; Ci.JN r tr-.ue 
..::0 ciJO K=loi<.S 
::;(llo.JloK)=O 
.;u 1 ~ 3 t I: l • I S 
IJ::l 7':>5 .JJ"'lrJS 
7··15 :.HlloJloo<.):,J( lloJLoo<.J+XA(li oJ..IoK) 
o;Jv c.u:-.~r t;>~uE 
~U dlll 1= 1, IS 
.. ~ a 1;) .J= lo.J :5 
O(loJo.<.U::J 
IJu 805r<.K=l.~~o.;5 
:l;J:j <'~( Io J ,.<. 1 )::u( lo.J o.<.l) +X .. ( 1 o.J oKKJ 
-; 10 CON f l:"oo..JE 
.;;J d z J 1= 1. 1 5 
DO d..! J ,.;, .: 1 • i< 5 
0 ( I o..llo .<. ).; v 
DO d 1 5 J J = 1 • .J :5 
olS Q(I,J l,i<.J=O( l,.JloKJ-+XA( I o.J.J .. K) 
dcO ~IJNT lNUE 
00 dJO J:: lo.J5 
OIJ d.:!il ~~o.= 1 1 K.5 
C C I lo J • 1<. J= 0 
CO S~S Il·==loi:5 
3.25 u ( 1 11 J , .<. J= iJ ( 1 1 , J, .<. J + XA ( I I , J , K J 
:).JO CCN T INUE 
CO ~40 I= loiS 
UO 640 J=l,JS 
CCd40K::lol<.5 
8 40 C ( 1 • J • .<. ).: XA ( I o J , K. ) 
csu~=o. 
00 d~O I= loll 
oa a:3o J=l.Jl 
~0 dSO .<.= lol<.l 
IF( loNEoll.~~O • .JoNCo.Jl.~NuoKoNcoKl) ~C 
IF (l ...... E.Il.ANOo.JoEu • .JloANuo.<.oi:'.l•Kl) GC 
IF (locOolloANUo.JoN, • .JloANOoKo~~.KlJ ~C 
IF lloE~olloANOo.JoEUo.JloANuoK•NE•Kl) GC 
N= 1 
Go rc aso 
35~ N=-1 
d56 Z=U( Iw.Joo<.l*-*2/(X( lo.JoK)+N*U(l o.Jo.<JJ 
CAI..J.. UVCHK ( 101 V J 





IF( IOIII oNE. 2 ouH. IFl..UA o1'4C:o2l GC TC ioiJ 
IF ( Z ol.. T • 0 • ) Gi.J TO d5~ 
dSJ esc a= ~so a +Z 
tFc i.:Swu.-ie.o. J <>O ru as1 
d5~ IF(N(.Hd ol..To 15-*•JJ GO TU cc5 
NE-=1'116-1 
GO TO d70 
a:;1 IF(CHioGTeCSQl:l) :iO TO d70 
NRC:.J:::NRE:.Ji'l 
cl'eJ:. ORE.J i'lo 
GC TO d70 
:36J IF(NC .. ooi..Tol5**3l w TO l:leS 
IFRI'IItl= 10 
N..J=NS- I 
GO TO d70 
i:lc:;) C.\1..1.. t'l..t.RTCH( lltJlr.<loXoi'OCnd) 
Gu rc 7J 1 
~7:) CO b75 [.:loll 
Ou 6/': J-= lrJ 1 
.;t; t!7S o<.= 1.:< 1 
o 7 3 .< ( I , J • .< l = l A ( I • J • .<. l 







.::o .. 1 ......... ,1 
iJ(.; •1 .o~=l,.J1 
C.U 4 1 I= 1a I 1 
X( lo.Jo" )::;.(( lo..JoK. H•o:5 
41 CuNT li'<UE 
CO -+!:i t<,.:: 1o4<.1 
CO ~5 ,J: 1o .J 1 
.::w .. s 1= 1, 11 
A:-4 ( 1, .J o 4<. ): .JL. ..l :i ( X ( I • .J •"" ) _.. ,_, I l o .J 1 o J<) / ( A ( .1 • ..11 • "-l • X ( I 1 • .J • I( ) ) ) 
C;l.L.1.. D'ICI1<. ( I lJ 1 V) 
CALL UVC:i<I"'L. ( lFL.u •11) 
IF( IIJ I'J .:o<:o <a • ..., ... • IFLO:.w ..... ;;;. 2) r.iC TC 1lo 
4:) CUNTIN\JE 
K. I 1= l5~J 5 
c FOR:-4: co-oo r-oa T-K. • s 
OU cO "-"' 1, K 1 
i-l= 0 
IJU Zll I= 1. IS 
IJQ 20 J= 1, J5 
: .. =:.1+1 
20 GCO(!olo«.):,:H .. ( IoJo;<) 
C FVR:.t c '>4ATri ICES I""Ori ~CH I ..\NU ;( 
.JCI .:; 0 1<.: 1o K. 1 
1)0 .::!0 1= lo I 1 
SUJ-4= 0 • 
00 40 J=lo.Jl 
<+u 3UM= X ( Io J-~i<.S.UilL--
00 ~0 J= lo .JS 
ou .::u JJ= 1,J5 
tr(J .;;a • .J.J > .:oo rc J~ 
tH I o I( o J o .J.J >=- X( I o .J oi<. ) :J X( I , .J.J, K.) /SUM 
CALL OVCI"K ( .101 V) 
CALL. OVE~FI..( IFLOW) 
IF(IDIV o.-.IE. 2 oUHo IFI..Ll\11 oNE. 2J GO TC 1711! 
G~ TO 30 
..j:) cl< 1 ol<. o .J o .J .1 ) :: X ( 1 o .J ol<. ) * ( 1 .- X ( I o .J o 1<.) / SUM) 
CALL DVCI"K ( IOI V) 
CALL C.Vt::rcf'L.( IFL..Jw) 
tf'( I.:ll'l ••"E• 2 oCR. lFLOot oNE. 2J GC TC 170. 
30 CUNTIN\JE 
C FuriM 5U;o4S uF J '<IA.T;:c ICE5 !"OR E.ACI1 K 
00 50 K.-=loi(1 
00 50 .J: lo .JS 
OC 50 J.J=1o.J5 
BSU:-4 (.J o JJ o K. )::Q • 
i;O Su 1=1, I1 
3v IJSU:>4 (.J oJJ ,,.;, l=tH lol(. o.J o.J.J )+dSlJ><I( J oJ.J oK) 
C GET 0-!( 1 S= INVERSES u F EACH S\.1.14 ..Ju.S l C OM>lUTEu 
\iCi TC. (55oo5)oJ5 
35 ;:JG 60 i<.= 1o 1(. 1 
1F(6SU.'14( lolol<.)oNE.O.) GO TO o\: 
IFR:>t G= 1 
NG=NG-1 
G.:l TO 271 
ell 0( lola.<.): 1./BSU:-1( 1t1ol(.l 
C~L uVC.i"K( ID1V) 
c,,L.I.. 0 v.::_:; FL. ( IFLO ·~) 
I 1- ( L C l V .;~ C:. 2 • .:;r>t • IF L'-' .11 • •'<C. • ~ l ... C T;: 1 l.:. 
GO Tu 75 
.. s uo 7o ~=l.i<l 
IrL,\G: J 
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.Jc c 1 .J= 1 • ,.j ; 
DO -:7 t= 1o .J!:: 
~7 1\A(Lo.Jl=-::!.;:>..,J;ot(lo.Jo.<) 
C~LL. .JC:C.J_.l=' ( J :3."~ o..JL, IFLA..., I 
IF( lFL"~•c•).;J) Gu TU oo 
IFH:-.!Ci= l 
NG=Nir-1 
GO TO ,71 
t:6 ~0 70 .J=lo.JS 
00 6 Cl 1= 1, ,J 5 
IF(leE·~ • .Jl GO TO a~ 
e~([)ai). 
GO TO 5d 
o9 iH~ ( I ): 1 • 
od CONTINuE 
C..ol.l.. SCI. VC: ( J 5t U1.. rd6 r ..(,;( r lF 1...!\..0) 
IF<IFL-\<ie;:a.u GO TO 78 
CAU.. 1:>tPRuV(.J5oAAol.4oai3 o..<.XoulGI TSoiFL.AGl 
IF( IFL.A..aet::leO) c,;Q T.:J 71 
7a IFf.i:>4G= l 
NG=NG-1 
~C. Tu Zll 
71 DO 7 0 I= 1 r .J ~ 
70 ~(Io.Jo~l=X.X(l) 
C GET M-K 1 S •HlCl"l ARE Il-l SCUAf.<t: .<,4ATRICcS ... HE~I:: 6ACH c:.IIITr.Y IS 
C A .J 1-1 SiJUA"~ .. ATR lXo B 
75 00 SO K:lo"-1 
Ou dO 1= lo 15 
00 80 IH= lo I 5 
lF(I.NEelH) ~TO 145 
ou qo .J= l,..Js 
DO 90 J.J= lo.J 5 
A(.JrJJ}:O 
CO 90 KK= lo.JS 
A(Jo.JJ ):A( JoJ.J.)+6( I •"•.J ol<.~) *0( KKo.JJ oK) 
90 CONTINUE 
Cu 100 J=lo.JS 
co lvu .J.J= lo.J5 
Q(J,.J.J )aQ 
CLO 100 I(K: lo.J5 
Q(.Jo.J.J ).:Q(.JoJ.J )+A(.JoKK) ~(I ,K,KKoJ.J) 
lOu CONT lNUl: 
co 11 0 ,J: 1 • .J 5 
00 11 0 J .J= 1 • ,J :i 
110 ll(Jo.J.J l=tH loKo.Jo.J.J )-l~( .J r.J.J} 
L.l=l 1-l}*.JS+l 
L2=( IH-ll*.J5+1 
1.. .;: I*.J 5 
L.4=lh41.J5 
J= \) 






G<.> TO oil 
12S ..;a l.:iO.J=1o.J5 
,JQ 1 ~ 0 ,J ,.j = 1 • J 5 
_.,.J. ,JJ >=;) 
uU l.:;O,<;,K=l.J5 
l.~O 1\( J , J J )::: .\ ( J , J .J l i-d ( I • K • .J • .<..<.I ~ ( .<:K o .J J • Kl 
299 
OG 1-·+IJ J= 1o.; 5 
CG l'+ll J.J: 1o.J S 
;H ;, .J.J ): ll 
UC 14\l -o<.K= 1 • .J 5 
u(.Jo.J.J):Q(.JoJ.J)P~(.Jo~~)•~(IHo~oAKo.JJ) 
CALL OVc:;;Kt"L( IFLIJ'o~~) 
lF(IFLC-~t eNEeZ) -:.G n:. 17t:l 
14.J CCNT tNUE 
i.JO 1 4 S -"' .3= 1 • .J S 
uu 14!:i -" ..... 1. ,J 5 
14'5 IJ(,\o4.Jo,~4l=-;_J(,'-43olo\4) 
L 1= ( I-1 l~.J 5+ 1 
LZ= C IH-1 ).-.; ~+1 
L~= !'41.J 5 
1..4= I11*.J5 
.J= J 
CO l~v L=l..loL3 
.J=.J + 1 
J .J= () 
Ju 150 t...L..=I.. 2oL 4 
J J=.J .J-+ l 
150 ~M(Loi..Loo<.l=Qt.Jo.J.Jl 
dO CuNT lNuE 
C ADO T~E ~-o<. MATRICES 
DO 160 I=loo<.I1 
DU leO .J=1oo<.Il 
AMS( lo.J ):Q 
DO 1 o ll a<.= 1 , o<. 1 
160 ~145( lr .J l=Al't;;»( l 0 .J )+"'•"'< 1 ,.J,tO 
C FCI><M u .... dCH IS THE INliER~ ~F THE SU•'<~S .JUST FO..JND 
IF(!(. I 1 .. '.1E.l) GO TO 165 
163 IF(AMS( 1,U.NEeO.) GOJ TC lo4 
IFR!o4G= 1 
NG=NG-1 
W TO 271 
1 64 Y ( lo 1 l= 1 e/ AM 5( 1 t 1 ) 
CALL 0\/CI-K ( IDI 'I J 
'-ALL OVERFL( lFl.C.tJ 
IF( lDIV •. -...e. 2 • .:.~. IFL011 .Ne. 2) \iC TC 17d 
Gu TO 195 
165 lFl.AG:O 
C~L DEC.OM~(KlltA:o4So..A.olFLAG) 
IF( IFL.AG.E~.O) GO TO 1oo 
IFRMG= l 
NG=NG-1 
GU TO 271 
1 o6 uu 1 7 o J = 1 , o<. 1 1 
t)l.l 1 7 S 1 = 1 r K 1 1 
IF<t.Ea •• n Go To too 
88(1)=0· 
GO TQ 175 
1 o8 dtH I l= l• 
175 CONT INUE 
CALL SGt.. \IE ( K l l r UL, dt:l, X X, 1 F LA~) 
(F(IFL~G.c;:Q.l) G.:l TO 17d 
CALL lMPR.J \/(K I 1.~.14S.IJL ode • )(X oi.l 1\i [ TS .IFL.\G) 
lFClFl.~G.E-JeO) .iL. Tt:J l7f.: 
1 73 IFRMG: l 
1'<\0:NG- l 
Gij rc 211 
llo OU 17U 1=-1,KI1 
170 ~( It.J ):X;<( 1) 
300 
.1 '..15 c::u t.,v t= 1,-< I 1 
C r.Jr<M .j-t-t\J 1 ~ rtJK CACM s<. 
tJ\l ;,o.,.Jn(.tJ=O 
ou 2.1\l ,.;.:t,~1 
un 20\l t=t.r<Il 
A( loK ):J 
DU .200 J=lrKll 
2 0 0 ~ ( I o ~ J = A ( 1 o .< ) +~ M ( I • .J • r< l •·~.,) 0 ( J , ;() 
C 1-uoc·\4 ;.0-HAT'*O.o&;;o.HAT FuR ~:\CH K 
u'- .2tll 1=1.r<l1 
~ 1 J GuOH( I): ;.O.JOH( I)+ .. ( I,;() 
:JC .220 ~<-=1oKil 
Y 1 (K ): 0 
ou 220 J: 1.o<. 11 
220 Y 1 (K )-: 't UK )+GOOH( J) *0( .J ,1(} 
C Auu THE A60~E OVER AL~ K 
Y-=<0 
CO 230 I= loKI 1 
.23\l Y= Y+Y 1 ( 1 )* ~.:>OH( I} 
00 240 ta 1, K 1 
CO 2_.0 J:l,Kll 
2~0 ~( loJ ): 0 
C FGrti.ol G-CUT-uOT-t< ,,..,_._r<*G-OUT-J.:OT-1<. FOR r::~CH K 
YY=O 
Du 2.10 K=l,Kl 
Y2=0 
00 2.50 .J=l,Kll 
oa z!:o t=t,Kil 
250 A(K,.J ):GOO( loK)*~.\4( I o.Joi<..)+A(K,JJ 
C AOD THE ABOVE ?~UOUCiS ~~ER ALL r< 
UO 2C:O J=lrKil 
2o0 Y Z=Y 2+4(1<.,...1 l·*GOO( .J oK) 
270 YY:YY+Y2. 
C FINO CHl-S~UARE 
CS\l <;.;. Y Y- Y 
IF(C!-Il.GT.CSQG) COC TU 271 
>~Rt:.J:Nrit::J + 1 
CRE.J=GRE.J + 1 
271 IF~T=lFHNP+lFRMB+tF~MG+~Ouu 
IF(IFI<IT.cQ • .J\lOO) GO TO 1100 
301 
llil.2 C~LL FuRMT(lFr.tT,;iTAdW::•l.XoC~C?,CS~l:l.CSa.;;,I.1o.Jlti<loiFI'IIli=olFI'.'.4t:olF"''" 
7GoNPRQr>$,.Lri•NRE.Jo lAOFo IQI,\4) 
GO TU 150\l 
1100 1F(NREJeEweJ.OR.NRE~eEU.O) ~~ TO l~uv 
C~ FOR14 T ( IP4 T ,N T"t:ILE, I .X oC .SQP oC ;;;Qa oCSCG • t l • ..-1 .~.1. o1F 1'\,\IF • I Fi-i,lllt:!, IF;;:.~ 
7G, NPROPS,LritNREJ t lA.::>F t 10 I :.I) 
GO TO 1500 
1 '+il-l IF ( CS-l~ .Gc • .J •• ANlJ .c SUS • .:>E • Oe •-'NUeC :5~ .G T • -il. J 1) GC T C 1.:.9u 
lF•"'T=JOOO 
GC. TO 1102 
1.4~1) .1 H 1 TE {a,. 9) 11-tN • !0 1M oN~~OP Sow:< ol F RMP ol F RMB, IF R"'<i • 1 A.:lr • IIi T .lbLE • C;.; ~.;p o CS 
5Y0o csac;, < (<LX( I, ~,10, J=l ,Jl) ,.l =1 ,11) rl'-=1 ,1<1 l 




lF(NGeEC.\l.~R eN!r).<;;~ • ..l.Oio(.No • .:o.Jl Gu TU l'J·.H 
GO TC 150..:1 
l~il1 .wl'<ITCC~tl;) IPFRC:.Jo.'41P.I'Ji<~.JoNiioLGK.C.Jol\(, 
.. ~xTac co1J) ISo.J s 
GO TO <2'JJ J 
l 5J 3 ;{ EJ G= <M< EJ /l't G 
2\JJO 
tJJu 
·<t:JrJF=..>FI E.J /N 1>' 
'"' E.J ;-: ok E.J /N d 
~RITEl6.oJ~EJPF,I?F~EJo~lPo~~Jdold~tJ.~d."~.J~.t~~E.Jo~G 
"IUTt;( e, 13) IS, .J S 
~C~ r l!'IUE 
:>TOP 
t-C.C.' .. .:I.T( .. HZo F5o.i;!) 
FURMAT(.H 1) 
FCR~~TC2Io.1Jo4I1l 
.a. i"Qr<:otAT(././, 20Ao 'ui,ot= '•l'='oc;Xol2 oC!XolZ) 
s Fu~ .:~. r < 20 x. • or: •. 1 .;:_. 5..<. •c v= • .F ':l.' . /l 
7 t-CH~AT(2JX,;lJ) 
302 





FOt<l'4 Arc s"• • t :>::. • , I 7.:5 x. 1 .;s: • •l n 
FuMio4 AT ( 3X, 1 IP : 1 • 4( 1 .:.. , 1 .lC) , 1 b : • ,.;:. (I 4 , 1 .X) 
ENO 
t , •• 
' .. 
SUI3ROUTINE uEGFi"( Ilt.J1el(loi.Xt!ERRt14EolTZi=l 
0 IMEJII:i ION I X( ,J, .3t .3) o lt:Rk( .j,.J,.J) tl J( J ,.3) tl K(J ,,3) • .;.._ (.J ,,J) 
l.JZP= 0 
CO 20 I= lt Il 
co 20 .J= lt .J 1 
j.J(l • .J):I) 
00 25 K.=loK.l 
2 =:i I.J ( lt .J ): I XC 1 , .J , I( ) +I J ( I • .J ) 
lf'(l.J(lo.J).,\U;i.O) ->U TO 20 
OU Zc K=loKl 
Zo 1Ef(R(It.JtKJ=1 
l.JZP= t.J.::P+l 
40 CCNT lNUE 
IK~O 
00 JO I= t. 11 
CU JO K=l,Kl 
IKC IoK ):0 
00 3~ .J= 1. .J l 
.l ::i lK ( lo K ): I X ( l• J , I( ) + 1 K ( 1 , K l 
IF( lK( IeK) oNEeOJ GU TO .JO 
CO 3c J= 1. J 1 
36 H:RiH I • .J oK >= 1 
lK Zf.J: IK Z? + 1 
30 C.CNT IN..JE 
J.._ZP=O 
00 40 J:l h .J 1 
OU 4 0 i(:: lt K 1 
.JK(.J.K J:O 
CO 45 I= lt I l 
~::;, .J K ( .J oK ) :: 1 X ( I • ..J • K J + ..JK ( J • 1<. J 
I F ( J K ( J • ~ ) .. '4 E • .:l J GO TO 4 0 
i:IC 4C 1= 1, 11 
4o tERR(le.JoKJ=1 
.Ji<.ZP=.JKZ? f-1 
4u CCNT lNUt:: 
IZP=O 
ou 50 1=1.11 
I~P.: 0 
.:ll.i 55 .J= 1o J 1 
O:J '55 K=loKl 
o~ i~P=I.X(loJo~l+IP~ 
IF ( I?O .~C • 0 l 14?= IZ?+ l 
:;,v CiJj'j T lNI.JE 
I.J.:?: lJZ?- IZP 
, 
IK l,;:3: li<. L.P- I L.~ 
J Z.~= I) 
..;4., 1::: J J.: lo .J 1 
.J~P=O 
CC o: I=lo[l 
00 c:S ~= loK.l 
o5 .JPQ:JPP+lX(I,J,I(} 
1F(J~~.~O.J) .J~~=.JL.?+l 
u<J C"NT INUE 
l.J ZP= I JZP- JZP 
Jl<. ZP-=JK L.P-.J L.? 
K.ZP=O 
o.;; 10 r<.=L,~<.l 
I(_:)P= 0 
00 75 1= 1. 11 
OC. 75 J=loJl 
7!:) KPP=KPI-' +IX ( [ o..l oK ) 
lF(K~P.EQ.O) I<.Z~=K.~I-'+1 




CO dO I= l, Il 
ou c:hl J= 1 • .J 1 
CU ;jQ a<.a loK 1 
lF(IU<!oi( I,.J,o<.).t·J.tl 1ZE=1ZE+1 
.30 CONT INU E 
nz.:~: l.JL.P+ lKZP+.JKZP+lZP+.JZP+K.lP 
KC:.TUHN 
ENO 
SUuRG.JTlNE ~OJUST(lo.JoK1oNA~J.~oNADJColl oJl oX) 
DIMENSION N~O.J( J),O( Jo.3ol.l) •• '.IK(J) oX(..lo.3 o12l 
COU~Le PRECISION DtX 
K5CK 1-1 
GO TO ( l o. :.! 0 ) o K 5 
10 IF ( :-.&AO.J ( 1) oNE .1) GO TO ll 
C( lo.Jo ll=. 15 
0( Io.Jo 2J=-o75 
kcTUj;(N 
11 0(I ... .191l=-o75 
0( Io.Jo.2l=o75 
RETU~N 
.20 lF (NAOJC oNE oo<. 5) (00 TU 21 
DO 25 K=1 • ..-1 
lF(N~D..J (K} •• ~E.U GO TO 2:2 
'5 Cui-tT INUE 
,;a 00 JO I<.K= loK 1 
IF (KJ<. .E.) oo<. l Gil TO 31 
0( I,J,o<.l=.75 
Gu TQ JO 
31 0 ( I • .,J. K ):- 1 • S 
30 CCNT INUE 
Rt:TUriN 
:21 00 JS ld=1o3 
.3:3 .'<11(. ( [ 8 l=,) 
[it=;) 
OG '+0 .<= loK 1 
lF(;-.ADJ(K).eJoll >.>u TC 4\J 
I'ir=lS+l 
o!K (I.; l=< 
·"'v CONr INi.JE 




!CK 7= 0 
OG ~s l t= lo I l 
DO 45 .JJ= loJ 1 
1 F (X ( lr J t .<. tJ) .GE • X( 1, .J, K l) J -ii.l TO 4o 
ICK 7:::: 10<. 7 ... 1 
GU TO ~5 
.,.6 ICKc= 10<.6+1 
4S \;QNTlNvE 
1F(lC.<.6.GcelCA7J GO TO 51 
.;)( Ir.Jt.<. 7l=-.75 
CO 50 KK:::: 1 • .<.1 
tF(KKecQ • .<7.uR.NAIJ.J("'A).Nt•lJ GU TO :20 
0( lo.JoKK ): .7~ 
SO CONT 1NUE 
~o<ETURN 
Sl O(IoJo.<.~J=-.75 
00 SS K.<= 1tK 1 
lF(KKeEY•Ko.OIC.NAIJJ(KK).NE.l) ~C. TO ~5 





SUdRuUT INC: FJRM T ( IF'" T • !'.TABU:. o1 X oC~\lP oC Sa3 oCS-"G 1 11 , Jl , Kl, IF F;,~o~p, lf·RM 
QdolFRMGoN~RvPSo~RoN~EJolAOFo101~) 
UlMENSION 1X(~o~o12J 
0-..UBL.~ ;)RECISION C3Qio) oC S·Ju •'-SC~ 
IRN= 2 
IF ( lf-114T •E:l. 3v00 l ~ TO JOOO 
II" ( IF"'T ·Eil • .100 I) GO TO .j IJ(Jl 
IF( 1Fii4T.col • .3010) ;iQ TiJ .j010 
lF(lfMT.EQ.~lQOJ GO TO JlOO 
If' ( IF>tT ecQ .3011 J GO TO JOli 
lr(lFMTeC..l.-31011 GO TO .jl i) 1 
IF( IFMT.EQ.~110) ~a TO 311\l 
IF( lF!4T.C:~.JlllJ GO TO .Jl11 
.JOOv •&<1Ti:(o.1) NTA8L.~rCSO~r<.:Sati,CSQG,(((lX(l,J,KlrJ=1rJ1lr1=l,11J,.-.=lr 
::iK 1 J. 1AOF 
•R ITE( So 9 J lliNo IO 1M oNPROPS oW< ol FR"'P olF Rllll8 o1 F ~.'14Ci ol AOF o /1.1 AdLEo C~ CPo CS 
5i . .ll:h CSQ \i• ( ( ( 1 X( It J rK) r .J= 1 , J l j ,1 :1 t1l j t l(:J. , ;<1 l 
IOETU~N 
3u01 •to~ITE(do2)1~No10I~oNPRO~StLrtolF~~PtlFR~B.IFRMbol~OF,Nf~cLEoC~CP.~ 
cS Q 8 • ( ( ( I X ( I • J • K ) • J: 1 , J l l • I = 1 ol 1 ) o r<: = l , K 1 l 
IF (NREJ .~a .o .OR eNREJ .ell.~) RE T~N 
111 RITE( Oo 11 ) IRN • I::J I"! • N~kG? S t L~ t l F RMP ol F I< !lid • IF.;. ToiG o l'o T A elL~,<.;.;> CP o C.S UC: • 
o ( ( ( I X ( lo .J • .-. ) t J..:: 1 • .J l ) • 1 = 1 oi 1 ) t K =1 • .<.1 ) o1 AuF 
HETURN 
:lO l v •" IT E: ( So :l) lRNo 10 1 .'4 oN~kOP SoL~ ol F R JloiP • IF Fe lold ol F ~MG , I ACF, lilT A8LE o CS .;;;J •.;; 
7 SO G. ( ( ( I X ( I o .I • K ) • .J: 1 o .J 1 l o1 .: 1 o1 1 l o «:: l • l( 1 l 
IF(NkEJ.~J.OeuR.~H~.J.EQ.2) ~ETURN 
•R ITE ( ~. 1.2 l IRN • IO li-t ,I'O~RUP S .~~ oiF ~1<4P ol F R"'d olF..C.'"G oi\T ~dLE, CS C? o (.S CGo 
7 ( ( ( l X ( l • J o i<. ) • .I= 1 t ,J 1 ) , l.: 1 t l 1 ) t K:: 1 • "'1 ) ol AIJF 
ReTURN 
.3 Hl 0 • f< lT E ( dr 4 l IRN t 10 H4 oNPROP $ oLH • I FR ;~P o1 F FH413 ol F RMG o1 ill OF • NT At::Lt: t CS '4c, C 
aSOGo ( ( (IX( IoJoi< l oJ=lo..ll) tl=1oi 1 l ,K.:::l,i(l) 
IF (NRE.J .EQ • Q • ..,,;; eo"liRE.J eC::Q • .2) .=tt: TURN 
"'~'~ IT E; ( tio 1 :l) lRN • t.) I ,·o~,N~R~.;? S .~r< ol Ff.< :-!P tl F '""'d, 1 F..< lo'G • i'tT Ac~£: • C.S \Ol:, tS OG, 
::J ( ( ( 1 X ( I • J • ..- ) • J = 1 t .J 1 ) • I = l • I l ) • t<..:: 1 , « 1 l ol ~ UF 
;.IE TURN 
JulJ. <~f.<lTE( a,~) lRNt I:JI:.Ioi~i=';.iwi='SoLri. .IFk;~P,{FK!<tdoiF"·.tG .I ..:.CF,I'.T.olt.:l..=:,csc,:.. ( 
·J ( ( 1 ,( ( 1 • J • .<. ) • .J= l • J 1 ) • I: 1 .l l J • .,..: 1 I .<.l ) 
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-'ETJt<N 
31Jl .. .<ITE(<.~ool [.~~N. tor . .t,; • .:>ru,.:>~.~.-.<.tr~.o~,..,rF.::. .... c.rr ...... 4-o,L,;..<JF•"T.l~o.LC:.~ ... a. < 
.. ( ( 1 X ( I , .J , ~ ) , .J= 1 , .J 1 l , 1 = 1 , 1 1 ) , ;<.::: 1 , <(1 ) 
.-.I: TURN 
3 110 11 ~ IT I: ( '-~• 7) tOIN, I 0 I .>4 • ;·~lo)~I.J P S ,~,..; ,u: n :.tP • IF r~ ~a ol F ..<.\o!G ol .:.uF • l\l Aol..&::, C!,; -J.;; • ( 
':J ( ( lX ( I , .J , K .I , .J.= 1 , .J 1 ) , 1.: 1 , l 1 ) r i<= 1 , J<.l ) 
i=<ETutiN 
31 1 1 "'to( l T C: ( d • d) 1~ ~t, [ .:> It" ,.,.1-'q(.;p S oLi< ol F R 114P • IF R fol6 • t F ~:'IG • I .:OOF • /'Ill A til..~ • ( ( ( 1 X ( 
'J lt J, K .I , .J.: 1 , .J 1 l , I= 1 r I 1 ) r K= 1 , K 1 ) 
Ht:TUkN 
FU~~AT(2Xol~olXo~(F7.~ol~)o27t~o~Xol~) 
~ l"i..R"1AT(.;il<!oSI~ol4o.!F7o.lo 7X...:.712.1 
..i Fi1R:.t.IT(~12o.513o t:.,F7o2o7X,F7o.::.o~712l 
:. FCR'4AT ( 312o :l13o I h 7Xo2F 7.2 ,.;; 7I 2) 




·~ FUR:.4AT(31Zr 513, 14o.3F7o4o271Z) 
1 1 FG RM AT ( 2 X, 3 1 Z , 41 3 • I 4 o ~ 7 • ;,:.. • 7 X o Z 71 2 • 3 X o I 3 ) 




or .. ENSIUN ~( lZ.lZ) .UL( l2ol2) oSCALES(l;l) olP:i(l.Z) 
Uu.J6L E ::»REC.l SION A, UL oRO l!INR~ .~CA~ S o.J I G • SIZE • tll VCT oE 114 
CC/A....tUN IPS 
N;NN 
oc; s r~ 1..'4 
1r>S ( 1 l= 1 
RUIIINRM=Il•O 
DO Z .J:: l •·"~ 
UL ( h J ): A ( I , ..J ) 
IF ( RC'MNRI"'-OA6S( UL ( I o.J .I ) ) 1 • 2 oZ 
l ~OwNR~=uAdS(UL(lo..J}) 
2 CCNT INUE 
IF ( ~0 ovNRM ) :l. 4• .J 
J ;:;cAL..cS( I): lo/ROWNt<~ 
CAW.. ,;j\I~FL ( IFL.J A) 
1F(IFL.Jt11 .NE• 2) GO TO -+ 
GO TO S 
..... tFLAG= 1 
RETUkN 
5 CCNT lNUE 
NM l=r-.-1 
~u 11 i<-=l,N.>f1 
6IG=Ilo0 
00 l 1 1=1< ...... 
1~ 1P:i( 1) 
S 1Z~=DAdS( i.JL.t lPoK) >•::>CALES( IP) 
1F(Sl~E-o1G)llo1lo1v 
10 diG-oSIZt:. 
IO.XP 1V= l 
11 CuNT 1:-.I&.JE 
tF(8lG) 1.3ol2ol.3 
lZ lFLAG= 1 
licTUt<N 
1 J 1 F ( [ DAP l'li-!( ) 1 4 • 1 5 • 14-
14 .J: Ir> :> ( .<. ) 
l~S(K >=IPS( IOXP1'J) 
IPS( lD.X<=' [V ):J 
l::i ;...=tr>St:( l 
? r .,,n=,;~.o '.<? '" > 
"~ 1=>< + 1 
.;.,; I (: 1= K~ 1 t :-1 
lP= 1? S t I J 
c~ .. =-vL. ( lr',K) /P t IIU T 
-:~1.. ..JVCrK ( IoJ IV) 
C"'-1.. OII~FL ( IFL.;J"') 




au 16 J = ><~ 1 • N 
;J1.. (li-lt J J=JL.( IP,.J )-+t:: .... •UL( .<,.> ,..J) 




1d !FLAG= 1 
19 RETUHN 
t:NO 
SvdRCUT (!16E ~LV~ ( NN o oJL oO • X olF L~G J 
;..H;.t~N~lON I..L( 12,121 ,.;j( 12.l ,.X( IZJ rlPS(l~) 
CC.' .. l-tQN IPS 




IJ:I= IPS( 1) 
X ( 1 ): d( lP J 
00 2 I=ZoH 
IP=IPS( I) 
IJo4 1= t-1 
SUM"'O•O 
00 J. .J= lo 1'4 1 
1 SUM=$Uto4+UL. ( IP r .J ) *X( J) 
2 X (I): d( IP J-SU'4 
IPs IPS(N) 
X VI J= X (;'I )/UL ( IP t N) 
C~L. ..:OVEXFL( IFL.C'.v) 
CALL OVCH<. ( I IJ IV) 
lF(lFL;J .... e<l•Z .ANu. liJlV .c:a. 2J ;ao TC lJ 
[FLAG= 1 
RETUkN 
10 .;o 4 I..JAC<=ZoN 
I=N? 1-l~ACK 
lP= IPS( 1) 
IP 1= I+ 1 
::iUM=O• 
00 J .J:IPloN 
$U.'401SUi<I+UL ( 1°t.J )'II X( J) 
X( l).:(X( IJ-SUM)/UL.( IP,l) 
CALL uVCI-K ( I.:l IV) 
C~L. G II~RrL ( IFI..U li) 
IF (1FL..:w.EQ•2 o..I.Nu. 10111 .~y • .:!) ~C TC 4 
IFLAG: 1 
rcETURN 




DI .... EI'•SION ~( lZtl-'Jn.ii .. ( l..:.l.:f.l.~(lZJ oAU'J oi<(l..!J o.JX(l.:!) 
LluJcl..C: ~"lECI::iluN ,. • .;Lou ,)(,i( o.JX oUlGI TS,SiJ)ol ,E?~oXI'CFII • .;x.,ur<""•T 
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; ... = ...... N 
EP .:>= 1 J .~- i 4 
1 T'~AX= 50 
X~•ure:ot= J .o 
00 1 1= t.;~ 
XNOI-<:.t=u:4AX1( ANUH.'.IoJAoS( X( I))) 
IF(XNOR.'I ).l, z, 3 
2 01GlTS=-Q~OG10(E?Sl 
GO TG 10 
J :Jt,; 9 1T ER:: 1, l T,'IA X 
00 5 1=1··" 
SUM:: 0.0 
oc. ~ J= l,." 
-+ ~UM=:iv:.4~A( Io.J ).$X( ...I) 
;iUC\11= 6 ( I )- :i:JM 
5 r<t I l=Si.Ji.t 
\.ALL SOL "E (No UL or< o .:>.XolFt..A->) 
1Ft IFLA<O.Eil• l) GO TO 1 u 
uxNuk .... =o .a 
00 6 I= loN 
T=X( I) 
X ( 1 ): X ( I ) +u X ( I ) 
OXNOt:.C\11:: ~~ A.i<l ( 0 XNt.;RM oOAd S( .<( 1 l- T)) 
b CuNT IIIJUE 
IF( tTER-1) e, 7o 8 
7 CJ.GIT:i=-01..uG10(0MAXHLlXN'-RIIt.IXNQk.'ot,EPSJ) 






C I:.tt;N::i IuN X( Jo .Jo .. 3) o .XX( ,j• 3e..J) 
OCUCIL. E ~RECISION Xo XX 
NC.h8=NCHB+l 
GO TO (1o-'o.aolo4aoZoloZlo~H~ 
00 20 t<=t.t<l 
DO ZO J= lo J 1 
IF ( .J • .:;:;J •.J 1 l ..:00 TO 5 
DO 1 a I= lo 11 
10 l<X(lo.JtK)=X(loJ+J.oK} 
GO TO 20 
;j <;G 1 5 I= 1. I 1 
15 XX(Io...loKI=X(Iolo~) 
.:lO WNT INUE 
GO TO 25 
2 DO 30 ;<.: lo K 1 
;:)1,.; :30 1= lo 11 
IF< I .z:a. 11 1 ·:ou ra Js 
OU40.J=loJl 
•o XX(IoJo.<.):X(l+lo.Jot<) 
G!.i TO ..:o 
.3:> 00 4~ J: loJ 1 
~5 XX(Io.J.<)=X(lo.Jol'i.l 
30 CuNTlNUE 
2S 00 50 1= lo ll 
00 5\l .J=loJl 
cu so .<.= 1, .<. 1 
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